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20. Abstract

with the UTTAS Request for Proposal. to determine complidnce with the applicable
paragraphs of the Prime Item Development Specification (PIDS). to provide
airworthiness data as a basis for modification/updating of the safety-of-flight release
for other Army tests, and to detect and allow for early correction of any aircraft
deficiencies or shortcomings. The YUH-60A was tested at Edwards Air Force Base
(elevation 2303 feet). California. and at alternate test site elevations of 425, 4120,
and 9500 feet. A total of 162 flights were conducted for a total of 156.7 flight
hours. The YUH-60A failed to meet the following performance co',nmitments of
the PIDS: primary mission gross weigl.!. hover, single-engine takeoff, ve,tical climb,
forward flight climb service ceiling, cruise airspeeds, single-engine maximum
airspeed, the alternate endurance mission, and the 3-hour endurance mission. In
addition., the 3-hour endurance requirement of the Request for Proposal could not
be met. Of the 12 performance commitments of the PIDS that were checked,
the YUH-60A could meet only two: turning performance and the vertical and
lateral displacement maneuvers. The performance characteristics of the helicopter
genertally fell below the established design criteria, pnmarily due to the excess empty
weight of the prototype. The YUH-60A exhibited several features which enhance
accomplishment of the UTTAS mission. The excelk..t rotor speed control during
normal mission tasks, along with thc effectve torque-matching capability and
automatic turbine inlet temperature limiting of the YT700-GE-700 engine greatly
reduced the pilot's power management workload. There was a high degree o pilot
confidence in maneuvering the helicopter to the extremes of the flight envelope
at mission gross weight. The gust response was heavily damped with the automatic
flight control system (AFCS) ON. Aircraft respons,: to sudden engine fa.!ures was
mild, as was entry into autorotational descent. The aircraft was capable of returning
to a landing under simulated instrument meteorological conditions with a complete
AFCS failure. A total of 10 deficiencies were noted. The significant deficiencies
were (1) the highly undesirable and potentially unsafe characteristics of the roll
trim integrator:(2) the high vibration levels in turning flight at alternate gross
weight* and (3) the excessive engine/rotor speed transients following large-magnitude
collective applications to the opposite extremes of the power demand schedule.
A total of 34 shortcomings were noted along with 26 instances of specification
noncompliance.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HQ, US ARMY AVIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

P 0 SOX 209. ST. LOUIS. MO 631"

DRDAV-EQ 19 AUG )/17

SUBJECT: Directorate for Development and Engineering Position on the
Final Report of USAAEFA Project No. 74-06-1, Government
Competitive Test Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS)
Sikorsky YUH-60A Helicopter, November 1976

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. The Directorate for Development and Engineering position on USAAEFA's
report is provided herein. Paragraph numbers from the subject report
are provided for reference.

a. General:

(1) Paragraph 24: It was the intent of the Army for UTTAS ro
utilize a design gross weight which was equal to the primary mission
gross weight of the aircraft. For added conservation, structural design
was accomplished at a gross weight using this same mission loading but
with full fuel capacity. Because of the overweight status of the proto-
type aircraft, this was not achieved in that the mission gross weight
exceeded the design gross weight. Redesign to account for this increased
empty weight was also not practical within the BED Phase. Based on
AVRADCOM established ground rules for the Government Competitive Test (GCT),
performance compirisons were made at an adjusted prototype mission gross
weight in order to carry the penalty of the overweight condition.

(2) Paragraph 48: For the CAUTION stated, and all other recommended
Operator's Manual changes, it should be noted that they apply to the
"Prototype Operator's Manual" and may not apply to the production UH-60A.

(3) Paragraph 70: This paragraph justifies not identifyirg the flight
characteristics of the aircraft with AFCS OFF as a shortcoming because
it represented a degraded mode of operation. Pilots frequently deliberately
disengage tle TRM for purposes of enhancng precise maneuvering. For the
Sikorsky UTTAS, this action degrades the basic stability characteristics,
therefore, the reduced stability with the FAS/TRM OFF is considered a
significant shortcoming by this Headquarters. In any event, changes to
the flight control system for production eliminate this problem.
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(4) Paragraoh 76: The precise bank angle control and overall excellent
lateral control response characteristics of this aircraft as discussed in
this paragraph are considered an enhancing feature of UTTAS by this
Headquarters.

(5) Paragraph 104: Evaluation of the Group 8 ECU (part number 635E838G08)
was not part of the UTTAS GCT. It was accompi~shed on the AEFA test
aircraft only because the contractor did not have an active flight test
ship at the time of the evaluation. Following this evaluation, the Cioup 8
ECU was no longer used during UTTAS GCT.

b. Deficiencies and Shortcomings:

(1) Paragraph 183a: The production UTTAS system does not incorporate
a roll trim integrator, therefore, the problem is eliminated.

(2) Paragraph 183b: The production T700 engine has an improved
anti-icing system over that available in YT engines utilized in the GCT.
In addition to increased anti-icing capability, a significant improvement in
power available with anti-icing "on" is part of the redesign. A further
increase in power available is part of the Sikorsky production design. A
mod-ilating anti-icing valve for the air induction. system restricts bleed
air flow at higher ambient temperatures to improve the overall aircraft
performance. Together these production changes will eliminate the deficiency
noted during GCT.

(3) Paragraph 183c: The production UTTAS incorporates changes in the
vibration detuning capability. This problem is addressed in the production
changes.

(4) Paragraph 183d: This problem is associated with the Engine
Control Unit (ECU) which is being corrected in production with a redesigned
E'U.

(5) Paragraph 183e: Production corrections to the AFCS are being
incorporated to enhance the reliability and maintainability of the system.

(6) Paragraph 183f: The fuel selector valve has been modified for the
production aircraft and the check valve in the crossfeed line has been
redesigned to incorpcrate thermal relief provisions. This redesign will
eliminate further occurr.,nces of this deficiency. The production selector
valve and modified check valve similar to the production configuration were
incorporated in BED aircraft after GCT and found to eliminate the deficiency.
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(7) Paragraph 183g: The main transmission chip detector locator panel
will be incorporated on the annunciator panel, which will eliminate the
deficiency from the production aircraft.

(8) Paragraphs 183h and 1831: These two noted discrepancies require

clarification due to the fact that these discrepancies are reported as

engine related when they are not. The discrepancies are fuel system related

and are not two separate discrepancies as noted. The no. 2 engine could not

be started since fuel prime of the engine feed lines was lost. Anytime

fuel prime is lost, the engine feed lines must be reprimed (i.e., after fuel

system maintenance actions). Secondly, difficulty in priming the no. 2

engine feed lines was experienced. Difficulty in achieving a vapor vent is

a misnomer. It is to be stressed that successful priming of the fuel lines
was finally achieved by switching from the normal feed mode to the cross-
feed mode. A plausible explanation of the inability to prime the no. 2

feed line is that the check valve in the line stuck in the open position

allowing the fuel in the feed line to drain back into the tank and, thus,

lose prime. Wih the valve in the open position during fuel priming, fuel

would merely be pumped frrm the prime pump back into the fuel tank rather

than filling the no. 2 engine feed line. Trouble shooting by the contractor

after the incident revealed that the no. 2 feed line would not hold pressure.

The check valve was replaced, since this was an explanation as to the

reason for losing fuel prime in the no. 2 feed line. A start at high

altitudes was not performed to verify the correction of the deficiency.

(9) Paragraph 1831: This restriction occurred with the seat in the

full up and full forward position and was due to the seat cushion thickness.

A thinner cushion is being used to solve the problem, however, comfort

probltms exist. A new cushion is being developed to eliminate the restric-

tion for the production aircraft.

(10) Paragraph 184a thru hb: The shortcomings identified have been

eliminated by changes to the production aircraft, except in those cases

where the shortcoming is not consistent with UTTAS requirement documentation

or the UTTAS Source Selection Evaluation Board (SSED) accepted a deviation

to such requirements.

(a) Examples where the shor;:comings are not consistent with UTTAS

requirements are:

1 Paragraph 184a: Engine out aural warning is not required.

2 Paragraph 184g: Two VOR/ILS navigation radios are not required.

3
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3 Paragraph 184o: Some avionics will not have preset frequencies

since this is not considered a requirement by DA.

(b) One shortcoming which will not be fully corrected but for which a
deviation was granted in the production specification is:

Paragraph 184t: For the nose down slope direction only, a deviation
from 120 to 90 maximum slope has been granted.

(c) Improvement of the rearward field of view from the flight crew
stations is not practical and is not considered a meaningful problem
since the aircraft will normally be flown with three crew members and
the visibility in question is generally as good as other operational Army
helicopters.

(1) Paragraph 184p: This shortcoming is nct appropriate since AEFA
did not have a conforming aircraft. Additional soundproofing is being
added for production, but this tact is not pertinent to the GCT report.

c. Recommendations:

(1) Paragraphs 191 through 201: The term "Operator's Manual" sljuld
refer to "Prototype Operator's Manual", since many of these items do not
apply to the pvoduction UU-60A.

(2) Paragraph 191: This entry is more appropriately classit:ed as a
"NOTE" rather than a "CAUTION" and will be so annotated it, future revisions
to the "Operator's Manual".

2. Because of the overweight status of the prototype aircraft and other
simple performance improvements being incorporated into the production
design, the performance levels shown in this report are not representative
of the UH-60A operational capability. Contractual requirements will
result in UTTAS performance being met as specified in the Materiel Need
Document. The UTTAS SSEB negotiated corrections to all significant
problems encountered during the GCT for the production aircraft. For a
complete definition of the production UTTAS configuration and its performance
capability, refer to Prime Item Development Specification (PIDS) for UH-60A

'I
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Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System, Specification Number AMC-CP-
2222-SIOO0B, 1 November 1976, which is available from the UTIAS Project
Manager, PO Box 209, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

' WALTER A. RATCLIFF

Colonel, GS
Director of Development
and Engineering
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PREFACE

The engineering flight test portion of the Government Competitive Test was

conducted at Edwards Air Force Base, California, and at alternate test sites at

Bishop, Coyote Flats, and Bakersfield, California. The test aircraft was maintained

by the United States Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity with bsckup

support provided by the Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Technologies

Corporation. Aircraft test instrumentation was supplied, calibrated, and maintained

by Sikorsky Aircraft personnel.

The description drawings and schematics presented in appendixes B, C, and D are

used with permission of Sikorsky Aircraft.
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DEDICATION

This report reflects the flying and engineering P-nalysis effort conducted by the
United States Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity in participation in the
UTAS competitive fly-off. The YUR-60A test team dedirites this effort to the
memory of LTC William R. Horton and CPT Michael A. Hawley, who gave their
lives in pursuit of this goal.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

I. The utility tactical transport aircraft system (UTTAS) was developed to meet
a requirertat for increased performance and survivability in a mid intensity combat
environment. Particular emphasis h/s been placed on increased systems reliability
and maintainability. The UTTAS. which is to replace the current Army utility
helicopter fleet, has a primary mission of transportation of a variety of internal
loads in day. night, and instrumnent meteorological conditions (IMC) with a
secondary mission of transporting external loads under visual meteorological
conditions (VMC). More specific mission requirements are contained in the Materiel
Need documtnt (ref I. app A).

2. The United States Navy (USN) is interested in the UTTAS as a potential
candidate for satisfying their light airborne multipurpose system (LAMPS) MK III
extended-range helicopier mission. The USN desired joint participation with the
Army during the Army Preliminary Evaluation (APE) and the Government
Competitive Test (GCT). The joint effort was agreed upon by the UTTAS and
LAMPS MK III Project Managers and formalized in a Memorandum of
Understanding (ref 2. app A). Specific tests were included in the APE and GCT
to permit valid assessment of the UTTAS for the LAMPS MK III mission.
Additionally, UTTAS/shipboard interface testing was completed by the USN. test
pilots aboard the Fast Frigate USS Paul (FF-108A) in June 1976. An external
noise evaluation of the UTTAS was conducted at Edwards Air Force Base by the
United States Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory, Ames
Directorate, Moffett Field, California.

3. In August 1972, the United States Army Aviation Systems Command
(AVSCOM) awarded contracts to the Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United
Technologies Corporation and the Boeing-Vertol Company to each build three
prototype aircraft and one ground test vehicle. Basic engineering development
(BED) tests for the Sikorsky YUH-60A were conducted at Stratford, Connecticut.
The United States Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity (USAAEFA)
conducted an APE of the YUH-60A from 23 October through 6 November 1975
(ref 3, app A), as a prerequisite to conducting the GCT.

TEST OBJECTIVES

4. The objectives of the Y'JH-60A GCT were as follows:

a. To provide engineering flight test data. to the UTTAS Source Selection
Evaluation Board (SSEB) for comparison with the UTTAS Request for Proposal
(RFP) (ref 4, app A).

3W"101w



b. To dtetermine compliance with the applicable paragraphs of the prime
item development specification (PIDS) (ref 5, up!) A).

c. To provide airworthiness data as a basis for modification/updating of
the safe ty-of-1fligh t release ISOFR) (ref 6) for the United States Army Test and
Evaluation Command (TECOM) and Operational Test and Evaht.ation Agency
(OTEA) portions of' the GCT.

d. To detect and allow for early correction of any aircraft deficiencies or
shortcomings.

5. The YUH--60A UTTAS (photo A) is a twin turbine-engine, single-main-rotor
configured helicopter designed for transporting cargo. I I combat troops, and
weapons during VMC or INIC. Fixed conventional wvheel-type landing gear are
provided. The main rotor is four-bladed. with a capability of manual main rotor
blade folding. The tail pylon can also be manually folded. A movable horizontal
stabilator is located on the lower portion of the tail rotor pylon. The cross-beam
tail rotor with composite blades is attached to the right side of the pylon. The
plane of the tail rotor is canted 20 degrees upward from the vertical.

ioi
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6. The YUli-60A ii powered by two YT700-GE-700 turboshaft engines rated
at 1536 shaft horsepower (snp) each at sea-level, standard-day conditions. The
YT700-GE-700 engine incorporates an emergency lubrication system, a history
recorder, erosion indic,:=. tnd other diagnostic systems. The YUH-60A mission
gross weight for the GCT. based on the SOFR. was 16,790 pounds with an alternate
gross weight of 19,930 pounds. General aircraft, flight control, and engine
descriptions are contained in appendixes B, C, and D, respectively.

TEST SCOPE

7. The engineering flight test portion of the GCT was conducted at Edwards
Air Force Base (2303 feet) and at alternate test sites near Bakersfield (425 feet),
Bishop (4120 feet). and Coyote Flats (9500 feet), California. from 7 April
through 17 September 1976. A total of 162 flights were conducted on the test
aircraft (US Army serial number 73 -21o51) for a total of 156.7 flight hours.
Productive test time was 75.2 hours. A USN test pilot and flight test engineer
from the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland, were assigned as integral
members of the APE and GCT teams. Sikorsky Aircraft supplied, calibrated, and
maintained the test instrumentation and assisted in aircraft maintenance during
the test. Flight restrictions and operating limitations observed during the GCT are
contained in the operator's manual (ref 7, app A) and the SOFR. Testing was
conducted in accordance with the test plan (ref 8), which was based on the
commitments of the PIDS and the requirements of the RFP. Test conditions for
the GCT are presented in table I and table 2.

TEST METHODOLOGY

8. Established flight test techniques and data reduction procedures were used
(refs 9 and 10, app A). The test methods are briefly described in the Results
and Discussion section and appendix F of this report. A Handling Qualities Rating
Scale (HQRS) (fig. 1, app F) was used to augment pilot comments relative to
handling qualities. The test data were obtained from test instrumentation displayed
on the instrument panel and .- corded on magnetic tape installed in the aircraft.
Real time telemetry monitoring of selected critical data parameters was used during
certain tests. A detailed listing of the test instrumentation is contained in
appendix E.

I l
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Table 2. Handlint Q alitLes Test ConditionR.

Cer.ter-of-Gravitv
Grove Location Densitv Ti

Type of Test Weight (in.) Altitude AFCS' Condition
(lb) (ft) Airspeeed

Longitudinal Lateral (kt)

Control positions 16,840 to 346.8 fwd to 0.4 4700 to
in trimed 44 to 176 AFCS ON
forward flight 20,000 361.1 aft righ

Static longitudinal 16,240 to 359.5 aft to 0.4 right to 6120 to FPS, FAS/TRM, pitch bias OFF
stability 17,060 360.5 aft 0.6 right 7060 30 to 116 at 30, 65, and 116 KCAS

Static IteraL- 5620 to
directional 1359. aft 0.. right 45 to 83 AFCS ON
stability 17,220 6620

SAS, FPS. FAS/TRM. pitch bias
.Maneuvering 16,460 to 358.6 aft to 0.4 r1xht to 6320 to OFF at 132 and 142 KCAS
stabtlity 20,160 359.6 aft 0.5 right 7100 to 0t 132 and 142 CAS3

(turning) and 130 and 143 KCAS
(pull-ups/pushovers)

16t430 to 359.2 aft to 6140 rtho 7 o 1
Dynamic stability 1640t 5. f o 0.4 rih 610t 76 to 117 SAq, FPS, FAS/TRM1, pitch bias

16,860 359.6 aft * 6440 OFF at Ill and 117 KCAS

Contro5la.920 to 358.8 aft to 0.4 r t 6000 to SAS, FPS, FAS/TR1t, pitch bias
Controllability 17t30 o 359.5 aft 11.2 righ 1,00 Zero to 116 OFF at zero, 111, 114, and

17,330 5116 KCAS

Low-speed flight 15,640 to 346.4 fwd to 0.4 right to 2440 to Zero to
18,190 359.0 aft 0.5 right 11,200 52 KTAS ACS ON

Power management 16,660 to 351.3 aid to 0.4 right to 4540 to 80 to 145 AFCS ON

17,230 360.0 aft 0.5 right 6450

4ormal mission 16,550 to 358.8 aft to 0.4 right to 5900 to 138 and 135 AFCS ON
maneuvers 17,220 360.1 aft 0.5 right 7120

Enternal toad '8 ~3650 toSA.F, S/ROF
E'xternal oad 18,800 to 159.3 aft 0.5 right Zero to 129
e\,|luation 17,600 6200 Zt 65 to 105 KCAS

Intrent flight 1 o 35964 aft 0.4 right to Zero to 115 SAS, FPS. FAS/TRM, pitch bias
16,260 5 OFF from zero to 1;5 KCAS

Aircraft systema 16,300 to 358.0 aft to 0.4 right to 2960 to Pitch bias, FAS actuator,

failures 17,350 358.9 aft 0.5 right 6160 Zero to 168 longitudinal, lateral, and
directional trim hardovers

Sngle-engine 16,0 360,5 aft 0.5 right 5220 223 to 33 AFCS OH

Vibration 16,900 to 347.7 fwd to 0.4 right to 2440 to 80 to 145 AFCS ON20,000 360.0 aft 0.5 right 7000

'AFCS: Automatic flight control system.
2 Tail wheel t.uchdown speed.



kESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GENERAL

9. The performance and handling qualities of the YUH-60A were evaluated under
a variety of operating conditions at test sites from near sea level (425 feet) to
9500 feet. The YUH-60A failed to meet the following performance commitments
of the PIDS: primary mission gross weight, hover, single-engine takecff, vertical
climb, forward flight climb seivice ceiling, cruise airspeed (Veruise), single-engine
maximum airspeed for level flight (VH). the alternate endurance mission, and in
addition, the 3.hour endurance requirement of the RFP could not be met. Of
the 12 performance commitments of the PIDS that were checked, the YLIH-60A
could meet only two: turning performance and the lateral and vertical
displacement "maneuvers. The performance characteristics of the helicopter
generally feHl below the established design criteria. primariiy due to the excess empty
weight of the prototype. The YUH-60A exhibited several features which enhance
kiccomp!ishment of the UTTAS mission. The excellent rotor speed control during
normal mission tasks, along with the effective torque-matching capability and
automatic turbine inlet temperature (T4.5) limiting of the YT700-GE-700 engine,
greatly reduced pilot workload in the area of power management. There was a
high degree of pilot confidence in maneuvering the helicopter to the extremes
of the flight envelope at mission gross weight because of low vibrations, excellent
controllability, ano generally excellent rotor speed control characteristics. The gust
response was heavily damped in all axes with the AFCS ON. Aircraft response
to sudden engine failure was mild for all flight condit.ors tested and entry into
autorotational descent required minimal pilot effort. The aircraft was capable of
returning to a landing under simulated IMC with a complete AFCS failure. A total
of 10 deficiencies were noted. These deficiencies were (I) the highly undesirable
and potentially unsafe characteristics of the roll trim integrator: (2) significant
pwer losses associated with operation of the engine anti-ice and cockpit heater
systems: (3) the high vibration levels in turning flight at 40 to 45 degrees of
bank at alternate gross weight for airspeeds of 105 KCAS and greater; (4) excessive
engine/rotor speed transients following large-magnitude collective applications to
the opposite extremes of the power demand schedule; (5) the poor reliability and
maintainability characteristics demonstrated by the AFCS; (6) sticking fuel selector
valves; (7) location of the transmission chip detector locator panel; (8) inability
to start the YT700-GE-700 engine at high altitudes without successful engine vapor
venting: (9) difficulty of achieving successful engine vapor vents at these high
altitudes; and (10) inability to achieve full aft longitudinal cyclic and restriction
of lateral cyclic movement with the pilot or copilot seat in the full-up and
full-forward position. A total of 34 shortcomings were noted along with
26 instarces of specification noncompliance.
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PERFORMANCE

General

10. Performance flight testing was conducted at test sites of 425, 2303. 4120.
and 9500 feet. Performance evaluaticns included tethered hover, takeoff. vertical
and forward flight climb, level flight, turning flight, vertical and lateral displacement,
autorotational descent, and height-velocity (H-V) determination. Power available
and fuel flow were obtained from the. tngine model specification corrected for
inlet and exhaust losses A summary of the aircraft performance with a comparison
of the commitments of the PIDS and the requirements of the RFP is included
in table 3. The YUH-60A met two of the 12 performance commitments that were
checked. The performance characteristics of the helicopter generally fell below the
established design criteria, primarily due to the excess empty weight of the
prototype.

Hover Performance

11. Hovering tests were conducted utilizing i, tethered hover method at the
conditions listed in table I. The 5-foot main wheel height in-ground-effect (IGE)
and 100-foot wheel height out-of-ground-effect (OGE) tests were conducted at the
2303-foot test site, while OGE only was conducted at the 4120-foot test site and
5-foot IGE only at the 9500-foot test site. A cable tensiometer measured total
thrust less gross weight. Variations in coefficient of thrust (CT ) were attained by
varying rotor speed from 95 to 103 percent (250 to 271 rpm). Hover test results
are presented in figures I through 5, appendix G.

12. The standard-day OGE hover ceiling at the primary mission gross weight of
16,853 pounds (para 24) was 8800 feet. At 4000 feet, 35C day, the OGE hover
maximum gross weight was 16,860 pounds at intermediate rated power (IRP) and
was 16,193 pounds at 95 percent IRP. The hover performance fails to meet the
commitments of paragraph 3.2.1.1.1.la of the PIDS and the requirements of the
RFP, in that the aircraft will not hover OGE at the primary mission gross weight,
4000 feet, 35C, with 95 percent IRP. The magnitude by which the hover
performance failed to meet the commitments of the PIDS is unsatisfactory.

Takeoff Performance

13. Takeoff performance tests were conducted at the conditions listed in table I
to determine the horizo,|tal distance required to clear a 50-foot obstacle. The
technique of level acceleration from a S-foot hover (left main wheel height) to
a constant climb-out airspeed was used. Test result: are presented in figures 6
through I I of appendix G.

14. Accelerations from a hover were initiated by simultaneous application of
forward cyclic and increasing collective to obtain IRP. For the conditions where
the aircraft could just hover at 5 feet with IRP, acceleration was initiated by slight

9
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Trable 3. Performance Summary.

Item PIDS RFP Test Results

Primary mission 15,850 lb -- 16,853 lb
gross weight

Hover 16,853 lb 16,853 lb 16,193 lb

Takeoff 14,213 I 14,213 lb 12,183 lb

4000 ft - 2160 ft

Vertical climb
- 4000 ft 2470 ft

Service ceiling 7100 ft 5000 ft 2877 ft

Cruise airspeed 160 KTAS 145 KTAS 138 KTAS

aingle-engine
level flight 126 KTAS 100 KTAS 94.5 iTAS
airspeed

Endurance cruise 145 KTAS - 138 KTAS
airspeed

Endurance 2.3 hr 2.3 hr 2.12 hr

Endurar.,e 3 hr - 2.95 hr

Endurance - 3 hr 2.68 hr

Turning airspeed 16 KTAS 16 KTAS 5 KTAS
loss

1040 ft vertical
Vertical and lateral 1100 ft 1100 ft "

displacement 1100 ft lateral

10
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forward cyclic application only and the aircraft descended slightly during the initial
phase of the acceleration. After initial control application was made by the pilot
to start the acceleration, the desired power setting was maintained by the copilot.
This allowed the pilot to concentrate on controlling aircraft attitude and flight
path and resulted in reduced pilot workload during maximum performance takeoff,.

15. A nosr-low pitch attitude was required during the initial part of the
acceleration. As the aircraft accelerated through translational lift, aft cyclic control
and an approximate level attitude were required to prevent the aircraft from
descending below the 5-foot wheel height. As the aircraft accelerated further.
forward cyclic and a nose-low attitude were again required to maintain wheel height.
During accelerations where large excess power was available, the nose-low attitudes
(up to 20 degrees nose-down) required to maintain a 5-foot wheel height during
the start of the acceleration were uncomfortable initially, but the pilot quickly
became used to them. The greater the rate of power application, the more critical
was pitch attitude control, particularly for large values of excess power available.
As excess power available decreased, pitch attitude control was more easily
accomplished.

16. Rotation to the climb-out attitude was initiated approximately 5 knots below
the climb-out airspeed. Th' climb-out airspeed was maintained until 100 feet of
altitude was reached. A calibrated pace ground vehicle was used to estabiish the
desired climb-out airspeed and give the rotation command. After several practice
takeoffs, the pilot was able to achieve and maintain a desired climb-out airspeed
using pitch attitude cues. For airspeeds above 35 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS)
the airspeed indicator also provided a useful cue. Below 35 KIAS the airspeed
indicator was erratic and unusable.

17. Each ac:.!-,-t;,-:: ,ssultea ;n rotor droop (approximately 3 percent maximum)
because of the rapid pull to topping power during rotation to forward flight, with
the exception of the condition where IRP was required to hover IGE at 5 feet.
For this condition, collective was held fixed during the takeoff. This resulted in
a constant rotor speed with a power-required decrease of approximately 6 percent
as the aircraft accelerated through translational lift. Rotor droop occurred when
IRP was demanded during the collective pulls because of the T4.5 limiting feature
of the electrical control units (ECU's). As the T4.5 limiting temperature (845"C)
was approached, a rotor droop was incurred, the magnitude of which depended
upon the raze of pull of collective and the final collective position. At T4.5 limit
temperature, the operating rotor speed (258 rpm) was regained by adjusting the
collective position.

18. The PIDS commitment specifies a take.off capability for the primary mission
gross weight less payload (para 3.2.1.1.1.3) using single-engine IRP at 4000 feet
pressure altitude and 35"C. The primary mission gross weight less payload was
calculated to be 14,213 pounds (para 24). At this gross weight, the aircraft could
not hover at 5 feet for a sea-level, 35°C condition, let alone at a 4000 feet, 35°C
condition. The calculated gross weights for a 5-foot hover height at 4000 feet,
35*C and sea-level, 35°C conditions were 11,141 and 12,872 pounds, respectively.
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Assuming an increased hover capabilit7 of 600 to 1000 pounds for a 2-foot hover
height, the aircraft still would not be able to hover at the 14,213-pound condition.
If the aircraft could hover at 2 feet at the required gross weight, the height loss
during translation from hover to forward flight would be approximately 2 to 3 feet
and ground contact would occur. The magnitude by which the single-engine takeoff
performance failed to meet the PIDS commitment is unsatisfactory.

Vertical Climb Performance

19. Vertical climbs (zero horizontal airspeed) were conducted at the conditions
shown , table 1. Three constant CT vertical climb series were accomplished at
the Edwards test site, with the mid CT repeated at the Bishop test site. The vertical
climbs were initiated from an OGE hover using various constant collective control
settings throughout the available dual-engine power range. The vertical rate of climb
for a given power increment was d efined as that portion of the climb after the
aircraft had achieved a stead!, unaccelerated rate-of-climb condition. The
nondimensionalized test results are presented in figure i2, appendix G.

20. The calculated hot day vertical climb performance at 95 percent IRP is shown
in figure 13, appendix G. Tl..s figure shows that at sea-level. 35C conditions and
primary mission gross weight, the maximum vertical rate of climb was 1193 feet
per minute (ft/min). At a pressure altitude of 4000 feet, 35*C, 95 percent IRP.
and pri!--ry mission gross weight, the aircraft would not climb vertically. This
performance fails to meet paragraph 3.2 l.l.l.la of the PIDS and RFP. which
specify vertical rates of climb of 550 and 450 ft/min, respectively. The maximum
altitudes at which the aircraft will achieve vertical rates of climb of the
commitments of the PIDS and the requirements of the RFP are 2160 and
2470 feet pressure altitude, respectively. The magnitude by.which the vertical climb
performance failed to meet the commitments of the PIDS is unsatisfactory.

Forward Flight Climb Performance

21. Continuous climbs were conducted from near sea level to single-engine service
ceiling (altitude at which a 100-ft/min rate of climb is the maximum achievable)
to determine the YUH-60A climb capability and associated RFP and PIDS
specification compliance. Two continuous single-engine cl:mbs to service ceiling
were accomplished at the conditions listed in table 1. Climbs were repeated at
reciprocal headings to average the effect of possible wind shear on perf-mance.
The climbs were flown at the airspeed schedule for best rate of climb (Vmax R/C)
as determined from the level flight perf:)rmance. The power schedule used
corresponded to IRP at 35C, based on the engine model specification. Test results
are presented in figure 14, appendix G, and were corrected for the increase in
equivalent flat plate area (Afe) caused by the test instrumentation mounted on
the aircraft. Additiomal climbs were flown to determine power and weight correction
factors and are presented in figures 15 and 16.
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22. At the primary mission gross weight of 16.855 pounds. the single-engine
maximum rate of climb is 315 ft/min at sea level. 35°C. The single-engine service
ceiling war determined to be 2877 feet pressure altitude and failed to meet the
RFP requirement of 5000 feet by 2123 feet. and the PIDS commitment of
7100 feet (para 3.2.1.1.1.3b) by 4223 feet. The best rate-of-climb airspeed could
be satisfactorily maintained (variations of t-2 knots), with minimal pilot
compensation during forward flight climbs (ttQRS 3). Field of view during these
climbs was considered adequate. The magnitude by which the single-engine service
ceiling failed to meet the commitments of the PIDS is unsatisfactory.

Level Flight Performance

23. Level flight performance tests were conducted at the conditions listed in
table I to determine power required and fuel flow for varying airspeeds. density
altitudes, and gioss weights at the most adverse cg to evaluate the performance
of the aircraft and provide the basis for determining the primary mission gross
weight. Data were obtained in stabilized level flight at incremental airspeeds from
approximately 50 KTAS to VH. A constant ratio of gross weight to density (W/o)
was maintained by increasing altitude as fuel was consumed. The nondimensional
results of these tests are presented in figures 17 and 18. appendix G. and
dimensionally in figures 19 through 30. The calculated performance data presented
in this section and in figures 31 through 33 were corrected for the increase in
Afe caused by the test instrumentation mounted externally on the aircraft (ref 1I.
app A). Level flight performance results are summarized in table 4 ana compared
with the commitments of the PIDS and the requirements of the RFP.

24. The primary mission gross weight, as used throughout this report, is defined
in paragraph 3.2.2.1.5 of the PIDS and RFP as the sum of the payload (11
combat-equipped troops), the inission fuel load for the troop assault primary
mission, and the operating empty weight. The primary mission requires an
endurance of 2.3 hours at 4000 feet, 35*C. with Vcruise of 145 KTAS At
maximum continuous power (MCP) the YUH-60A does not meet the 145 KTAS
criteria. Therefore, the combat troop-assault mission profile airspeeds and resultant
fuel specifics were determined at the airspeed achieved at MCP (138 KTAS). The
operating empty weight of 12,113 pounds (ref 12, app A) exceeds the PIDS
committed weight of 11,381 pounds by 732 pounds. This was the major
contributing factor which resulted in the primary mission gross weight of
16,853 pounds exceeding the PIDS commitment by 1003 pounds. The primary
mission gross weight was determined as follows:

13
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Operating empty weight 12.113 lb
Payload (11 combat-equipped troops at 240 lb each) 2,640 lb
Mission fuel:'

20 minutes at MCP 316 Ib
80 minutes at Vcruise (MCI) 1.263 lt
8 minutes at idle power 48 lb
30 minutes reserve. 473 lb

2.1,O lb

Primary mission gross weight 16,853 lb

At the primary mission conditions the PIDS specifies a sngle-engine VH of
126 KTAS. Under these conditions the single-engine Vfj was 95 KTAS and failed
to meet the commiiments of paragraph 3.2.1.1.1.3a of the PIDS.

25. An alternate endurance at sea-level, standard-day conditions of 2.3 hours for
the same mission profile as defined in paragraph 24 at a gross weight equal to
the operating empty weight plus payload plus full fuel ( 17,028 pounds) is specified
in paragraph 3.2.1.1.1.2 of the PIDS and RFP. This commitment was not met.
For these conditions using ft.'l fuel (2275 pounds), the endurance was 2.12 hours.
For the aircraft to meet the commitment of 2.3 hours, a fuel load of 2477 pounds
would be required.

26. The PIDS also specifics an additional endurance mission of 3 hours at 4000
feet pressure altitude. 35 C, primary mission gross weight, and full fuel (payload
off-loaded to account for the increased fuel load). At the fuel weight corresponding
to a fuel temperature of 350C, the reduction in payload would be 140 pounds.
The PIDS specifies for this endurance mission that the performance of the aircraft
could be reduced, which was interpreted that the Vcruise of the cruise segment
of the mission profile could be reduced. On this basis, the aircraft could not meet
this commitment for any airspeed within the flight envelope of the helicopter.
The maximum endurance at these conditions using a cruise airspeed for minimum
power required (Vmin pwr) in level flight with maximum available fuel was
2.95 hours.

27. The RFP specifies an additional desired 3-hour endurance at sea-level,
standard-day conditions and primary mission gross weight on the same basis as
was used in paragraph 26. At a fuel temperature of 150C, the reduction of payload
would be 175 pounds. The aircraft does not have sufficient fuel to meet this
commitment. The maximum endurance at these conditions using a cruise airspeed
for Vmin pwr il level flight with maximum available fuel was 2.68 hours. The
magnitude by which the endurance failed to meet the commitments of the PIDS
is unsatisfactory.

'Calculated from fuel flow based on 5 percent conservatism.
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28. Tcsing with the gus extended and doors and windows open indicated that
the equivalent flat plate area of the aircraft would be increased by 9.4 ft2. This
increase in flat plate area will further decrease the calculated endurance (paras 24
through 27).

Turning Performance

29. The turning performance of the aircraft was evaluated to determine the
stabilized airspeed loss obtained from tile level flight unaccelerated airspeed during
a 4-degree-per-second (deg/sec) turn (para 3.2.1.1.2a of the PIDS) at constant
altitude and IRP. The test was zonducted at mission gross weight by stabilizing
in level flight with engine torque settings which correspond to the IRP that a
model specification engine installed in the YUH-60A would develop on a 4000 foot.
35C day. Then, holding altitude and power constant, constant bank angle turns
were accomplished. For each subsequent turn the bank angle was increased
incrementally to beyond that required for a 4-deg/sec turn rate. The airspeed loss
was evaluated for each stabilized turn both to the left and right. Test results are
presented in figure 34. appendix G. The stabilized level flight entry airspeed was
150 KTAS for the above-stated conditions. Airspeed loss was 5 knots for turn
rates of 4 deg/sec to 'the right and left and met the commitments of the PIDS.
which permits an airspeed loss to a value no less than the airspeed for MCP
(138 KTAS). The turning performance characteristics of the YUH-60A helicopter
are satisfactory.

Vertical Displacement

30. Vertical displacement maneuvers were conducted at a mid-altitude test site
at the conditions listed in table I. The vertical displacement maneuvers were
conducted to accomplish the following: (1) a constant-heading 200-foot vertical
displacement within 1100 feet horizontal distance without regard to exit flight
path (pull-up): and (2) a constant-heading pull-up and pushover to a flight path
paralleling the original flight path, such that the total height change was 200 feet
within 1100 to 1300 feet (pull-up with parallel exit). The target entry airspeed
for both maneuvers was 150 KTAS. Representative time histories of these
maneuvers are presented in figures 35 and 36, appendix G.

31. The constant-heading vertical displacement pull-up was accomplished by
rapidly establishing a load factor of 1.5 to 1.6 with aft cyclic control application.
The establishment of load factor was easily accomplished by an aft cyclic control
movement (1.4 inches) and the use of the cockpit g meter (para 160) (HQRS 3).
Maximum pitch attitude during the maneuver was 14 degrees nose-up. Minor left
lateral control application was required to maintain near-constant roll attitude, while
little directional control movement was required to maintain heading (HQRS 3).
Rotor speed control was excellent, decreasing 2 percent (5 rpm), and required
no pilot compensation to control during the maneuver (HQRS 2). Airspeed loss
was 24 KTAS at the point where the 200-foot vertical displacement was achieved.
The forward field of view was restricted by the instrument glare shield as the
maximum pitch attitude was reached, but flight path could be maintained by use
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of lateral external cues. The aircraft achieved the 200-foot vertical displacement
within 1040 feet horizontal distance. The commitment of the PIDS to accomplish
this maneuver within 1100 feet was met.

32. The pull-up with parallel exit vertical displacement maneuver required more
pilot effort than the pure pull-up maneuver. During the pure pull-up maneuver,
a target load factor was used as the aim condition, whereas alitude displacement
was the aim condition for the pull-up with parallel exit maneuver. Positive and
aggressive control applications by the pilot were required to effect the necessary
aircraft flight path changes to attain the maneuver but the confidence in aircraft
maneuvering capabilities enabled completion of the maneuver with minimal pilot
compensation (HQRS 3). Initiation of the maneuver required rapid aft cyclic
control movement (3.4 inches) to achieve rapid flight path displacement, followed
by forward cyciic control movement (5.4 inches) to terminate the maneuver in
a 200-foot parallel exit. The required control movements resulted in a maximum
load factor of 2.25 and a minimum load factor of 0.2. The maximum nose-up
pitch attitude reached was 24 degrees and maximum nose-down pitch attitude was
12 degrees. Forward field of view was restricted for the pull-up maneuver because
of the high nose-up attitude (para 158). As the pushover was initiated, rapid left
lateral control application was required to maintain roll attitude (HQRS 3). Rotor
speed changes (±3 percent, ±8 rpm) were within limits and required no pilot
compensation to control (HQRS 2). Airspeed decreased 24 KTAS at completion
of the parallel exit maneuver. The aircraft achieved the parallel exit with a 200-foot
vertical displacement within 1170 feet horizontal distance. Although the pull-up
with parallel exit vertical displacement maneuver is more difficult to accomplish
than the pure pull-up vertical displacement, pilot confidence in aircraft maneuvering
capabilities enabled accomplishment of this maneuver with minimal compensation
(HQRS 3). Within the scope of this test, the helicopter was capable of performing
the vertical displacement maneuver.

Lateral Displacement

33. Lateral displacement maneuvers were conducted at a mid-altitude test site
under the conditions listed in table I. The lateral displacement maneuvers were
conducted to accomplish the following: (i) a constant-altitude 200-foot lateral
displacement within 1100 feet horizontal distance without regard to exit fl-ght
path (pure turn); and (2) a constant-altitude turn with a turn reversal to parallel
the original heading, such that the total lateral displacement was 200 feet within
1100 feet (turn with parallel exit). The target entry airspeed for both techniques
was 150 KTAS. Representative time histories of these maneuvers are presented
in figures 37 and 38, appendix G.

34. The pure turn maneuvers required greater pilot effort than for the parallel
exit maneuvers. The pilot initiated the pure turn maneuvers by rapidly rolling to
a 75- to 80-degree bank angle (roll rates were 50 to 54 deg/sec) and near
simultaneously applying aft control to achieve load factors of 2.3 to 2.5. The large
roll attitudes were required to maintain near-constant altitudes throughout the
maneuver. Roll attitudes of less magnitude, combined with the aft control required
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to complete the maneuver, resulted in excessive altitude deviation. Rotor speed
control was excellent (less than 6 percent deviation) and required no pilot
compensation to control throughout the maneuver (HQRS 2). Airspeed loss to
achieve a 200-foot displacement was approximately 12 to 17 KTAS, although
greater airspeed losses (approximately 40 to 60 KTAS) were incurred to restore
the aircraft to a wings-level stabilized condition. The forward fikid of view during
the pure turn maneuver was degraded but flight path over the ground was easily
monitored out the side of the aircraft when established in the bank. Complicating
both the pure turn and parallel exit maneuvers was the failure of (he FAS computer
during each maneuver. The force augmentation cues of apparent stick force per g
(para 15, app C) were lost and a slight overcontrolling in the pitch axis occurred.
The longitudinal control damper was retained following FAS computer failure and
prevented the pilot from significant overcontrolling. The FAS computer failures
were not attributable to the type of maneuver, as failures also occurred in
nonmaneuvering flight, but rather to a maffunction of the vertical gyro. These
inadvertent FAS computer shutdowns contributed in part to the considerable pilot
compensation required to conduct the pure turn maneuver (HORS 5). The aircraft
was capable of being maneuvered so as to achieve a 200-foot lateral displacement
within 1100 feet of horizontal distance without exceeding aircraft limits. The
closest limit approached was the normal acceleration limit of 2.7g. Test data showed
a maximum load factor of 2.5 and was attributed in part to the overcontrolling
resulting from FAS computer shutdowns. The commitments of the PIDS were met.

35. The parallel exit maneuvers required less pilot effort than the pure turn
maneuvers. The pilot initiated the maneuver similar to that for the pure turn, but
not as much roll attitude (50 to 55 degrees) or load factor (1.5 to 1.75) was
required compared to the pure turn. A roll reversal was initiated within 200 feet
of lateral horizontal distance so as to establish the aircraft on a parallel heading
within 1100 feet. Rotor speed decreased approximately 5 percent at initiation of
the maneuver and then increased 2 to 4 percent upon roll-out. Collective control
was not required to control rotor speed throughout the maneuver. Airspeed
decreased 10 to 15 KTAS at the completion of the parallel exit maneuver. The
pilot had to aggressively roll the aircraft for this maneuver, but the confidence
in aircraft maneuvering capabilities enabled completion of this exercise with a
minimal degree of pilot compensation (HQRS 3). Within the scope of this test,
lateral displacement maneuvers were satisfactorily performed.

Autorotational Descent Performance

36. Steady-state autorotational descent performance tests were conducted at both
the mission and alternate gross weight conditions listed in table 1. The tests were
conducted by retarding the power control levers to the idle position and then
stabilizing the aircraft on an airspeed and rotor speed. Descent rates were
determined for varying airspeeds at the normal operating rotor speed of 98 percent
(258 rpm) and for varying rotor speeds at an airspeed near the aiLispeed for
minimum rate of descent (Vinin R/D). Test results are presented in figures 39
and 40, appendix G.
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37. The minimum rate of descent for both the alternate and mission gross weights
was 2180 ft/min and occurred at 73 KCAS. The data indicate that Vmin R/D
can vary approximately -E6 KCA.S without increasing the rate of descent by more
than 1 percent. This is a desirable characteristic, since it allows the pilot to
concentrate on landing site selection without increasing rate of descent significantly
if the airspeed should vary ±6 KCAS. The airspeed for maximum glide distance
(Vmax glida) was 108 KCAS and resulted in a 2650-ft/min rate of descent for
both configurations. Minimal pilot effort was required to maintain Vmin R/D and
Vmax glide (HQRS 3).

38. Rotor speed control during steady-statc autorotation required minimal pilot
effort to maintain a selected value within ±2 percent (HQRS 3). The fiberoptic
display showed excellent trend information as to the rate of change of rotor speed
and enhanced the pilot's ability to control rotor speed. The field of view during
stabilized autorotational flight was similar to that for level flight, as only I to
2 degrees of pitch attitude change (nose-uip) were required to transition from level
to autorotational flight. The tests to determine the effects of rotor speed on rate
of descent were conducted at 71 KCAS for the mission gross weight and 76 KCAS
for the alternate gross weight. The rates of descent varied from 1970 ft/min at
90 percent rotor speed (237 rpm) to 2570 ft/min at I10 percent (289 rpm,.
Within the scope of this test, the autorotational descent characteristics are
satisfactory.

Height-Velocitv Performance

39. The single-engine H-V performance characteristics were evaluated at the
conditions shown in table 1. Testing was accomplished to validate an
AVSCOM-provided H-V diagram (ref 13, app A) based on contractor H-V testing.
Four airspeed and altitude combinations from below the knee of the H-V diagram
were selected as target end points. These end points were hover at 35 feet. 45 feet
at 10 KTAS, 70 feet at 15 KTAS, and 125 feet at 20 KTAS. Test gross weight
was adjusted to account for test-day variations in pressure altitude and temperatur±
(para 29, app F). The test was accomplished by incrementally increasing altitude
at a given airspeed until the selected test point or a limitation was reached. The
helicopter was stabilized at the desired condition in dual-engine flight and then
one engine was rapidly retarded to ground-idle and the helicopter landed. Figure A
shows the AVSCOM H-V diagram and the results of the testing. Figures 41
through 43, appendix G, are time histories of the tested end points.
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F'qure A. Sknige.Engine Height Velocity.

40. At hover, the helicopter pitch attitude was held essentially level during the
altitude build-up to 25 feet above ground level (AGL). For altitudes of 10 feet
and higher, the collective control was lowered approximately 10 percent to decrease
rotor speed decay, then increased rapidly to cushion the landing. At 20 feet.
following simulated engine failure, rotor speed decay was more difficult to minimize
(HQRS 5). At 30 feet, the nose was rotated to 21 degrees, nose-down, to gain
forward motion and then the aircraft was flared prior to landing. Rotating the
helicopter to gain forward motion decreased rotor speed decay at touchdown:
however, pilot workload to control rotor speed was still high throughout the
man'uvering (HQRS 4). The testing was terminated at 30 feet AGL when the
minimum rotor speed (80 percent. 210 rpm) was reached during touchdown. There
was relatively little engine noise change or variation in yaw attitude associated
with the loss of one engine. The cue used by the pilot to initiate recovery from
the simulated engine failure was the low rotor speed warning system, which
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activated when rotor speed decreased to 95 percent (250 rpm). For hover heights
above 10 feet AGL. the time from engine failure to a rotor speel of 95 percent
was approximately I second. The delay time (the time from engine cut to collective
application) was 1.2 seconds at 30 feet AGL. During the hover 1-1-V testing the
helicopter exhibited no degraded flying qualities at low rotor speeds (80 percent.
210 rpm) at touchdown. This excellent characteristic gave the pilot a high degree
of confidence in performing the H-V maneuver, such that the low rotor speed
limit observed during testing would not operationally be a limiting factor. The
excellent aircraft control characteristics at low rotor speed (80 percent) are an
enhancing feature. Within the scope of this test. the IGE hover H-V altitude limit
for the YUH-60A helicopter is recommended to be 30 feet AGL.

41. The collective control and pitch attitude techniques for the forward airspeed
H-V points were essentially the same as the 30-foot hover condition. At the forward
airspeed points, rotor speed decay was easier to c( trol as 'ltituda was increased
by rotting the aircraft to gain additional airspeed ([QRS 4). The tested H-V
performance of the helicopter agreed with tMe AVSCOM curve at 10 KTAS
(45 feet) and 15 KTAS (70 feet). To initiate recovery from the power loss. the
pilot used the low rotor speed warning system as the primary cue, since engine
noise and yaw attitude changes were minimal. At 10 KTAS, the time from power
loss to 95 percent rotor speed was approximately I second and was independent
of altitude. The time to 95 percent rotor speed at 15 KTAS was longer
(1.3 seconds) and also independent of altitude. The delay times were 1.7 and
2.3 seconds at 10 and 15 KTAS. respectively. At the forward airspeed H-V points
the helicopter exhibited the same excellent handling qualities at low rotor speed
as were observed during the hover H-V testing. At 15 KTAS and altitudes above
30 feet, the collective control technique used prior to touchdown was different
than during previous testing. Following collective application to arrest rate of sink,
the collective had to be lowered slowly to complete the touchdown. At 20 KTAS
and 80 feet, testing was discontinued when a single-engine fly-away capability was
achieved, which indicated that the AVSCOM H-V diagram was conservative.

HANDLING QUALITIES

General

42. Stal;'".,y and control, general operational, mission peculiar, and systen re
test- were conducted to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the handling
qtalities of the YUH-60A helicopter. Engine and rotor response characteristics were
evaluated during simulated engine failure, autorotational entries and recoveries, and
during specific power management tests. The excellent rotor speed control during
normal mission tasks, along with the effective torque-matching capability and
automatic T4.5 limiting of the YT700-GE-700 engine, greatly reduced pilot
workload in the area of power management. There was a high degree of pilot
confidence in maneuvering the helicopter to the extremes of the flight envelope
at mission gross weight because of low vibrations, excellent controllability, and
generally excellent rotor speed control characteristics. The gust response was heavily
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d-imped in all axes with AFCS ON. Aircraft response to sudden engine failures
was mild for all flight conditions and entry into autorotational descent required
minimal pilot effort. The aircraft was capable of returning to a landing under
sir lated IMC with a total AFCS failure. A total of 4 handling qualities-related

iencies were identified. These include (1) the roll trim integrator displayed
hirily undesirable and potentially unsafe characteristics; (2) significant power losses
dssociated with operation of both the engine anti-ice and cockpit heater systems;
(3) high vibration levels in turning flight at 40 to 45 degrees of bank at alternate
gross weight for airspeeds of 105 KCAS and greater: and (4) excessive engine/rotor
speed transients following large-magnitude collective applications to the opposite
extremes of the power demand schedule. A total of 23 shortcomings were
identified. The most significant of these include: the high longitudinal and lateral
control force gradients; poor control harmony, which resulted from the
unsymmetrical lateral breakout forces, the lack of two VOR/ILS navigation radios:
an undesirable buildup of pedal forces caused by the yaw trim integrator: the
excessive delay in engagement of the airspeed hold system following trim actuation:
lack of an aural engine-out warning device; the restriction to forward field of view
causnd by nose-up pitch attitudes during landing and rapid decelerations, in addition
to the restricted field of view through the chin bubble. The test results were
compared with the commitments of the PIDS and 15 instances of haIdling qualities
specification noncompliance were noted.

Control System Characteristics

43. The mechanical characteristics of the AFCS were quantitatively evaluated on
the ground with the backup hydraulic pump ON, external electrical power applied
to the aircraft, engines and rotor stopped, and the FAS/TRM engaged. The results
of the lateral and longitudinal control systems tests. recorded by on-board
instrumentation and verified by a hand-held force gage, are presented in figures 44
and 45, appendix G. The flight control system mechanical characteristics are
summarized in table 5. Quantitative measurements recorded in flight varied from
the ground measurements as a function of the flight condition, due to AFCS inputs.
The design force characteristics affecting the total force felt by the pilot are
pre.sented in figures 6 through 9. appendix C.

44. The YUH-60A has varying degrees of mechanical coupling which are detailed
in paragraphs iI and 12, appendix C. Cyclic control limits of travel at various
collective and pedal positions are presented in figures 46 through 50, appendix G.

45. Longitudinal control system characteristics were further evaluated in flight
and are summariz,.d in table 5. Longitudinal control centering was positive
throughout the flight envelope. Longitudinal free play was negligible (less than
0.5 percent). The longitudinal friction band varied from 0.75 pound near trim
to 3 pounds near the longitudinal control limits. The breakout force (plus friction)
was 0.75 pound forward and 1.4 pounds aft. The longitudinal control gradient
measured on the ground was 3.25 pounds per inch of control movement forward
and aft, which does not include the forces contributed by the AFCS. The gradient
actually felt by the pilot in stabilized flight was approximately 7.5 potnds per
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inch forward and aft. This gradient was objectionably hit-". and did not include
input from the pitch rate gain and the 0.93 pound per inch per second (lb/in./sec)
longitudinal damper force (fig. 6. app C). The objectionable longitudinal gradient
failed to meet the commitments of paragraph 50.3.2.2 (table 2) of the PIDS. in
that the longitudinal gradient in flight was 7.5 pounds per inch (50 percent greater
than the 5 pounds allowed). The objectionably high longitudinal control force
gradient in flight is a shortcoming.

46. Lateral control system mechanical characteristics are summarized in table 5.
The lateral control system friction band near trim was 1.5 to 1.6 pounds. There
was approximately 0.5 percent of free play which was not noticeable during flight.
Lateral control centering was positive throughout the flight envelope. The lateral
control system gradient with no AFCS input was 2 pounds per inch left and right.
The lateral gradient felt by the pilot as computed from design force inputs (fig. 8,
app C) from the AFCS was 4 pounds per inch left and right. The asymmetrical
lateral breakout forces (plus friction) (1.1 pounds left and 1.60 pounds right) and
the longitudinal breakout forces (plus friction) were close to the same value and
gave the feeling of higher forces required laterally than longitudinally. The higher
lateral breakout force (plus friction) required to the right, combined with the pilot's
decreased force capability in moving the cyclic control to the right, resulted in
a high asymmetrical force feel. The unsymmetrical lateral stick forces, combined
with inputs from the roll trim integrator (para 127), increased pilot workload in
controlling the aircraft about the roll axis and required extensive pilot compensation
(HQRS 5) to maintain the desired roll attitude during hovering tasks. The high
lateral breakout forces (plus friction), combined with force inputs from the roll
trim integrator, masked longitudinal forces during maneuvering flight, giving a poor
indication of stick force per g. The lateral control system characteristics failed
to meet the commitments of paragraph 50.3.2.1.1 of the PIDS, in that the right
lateral control breakout force (plus friction) was 1.60 pounds (6.6 percent greater
than the 1.5 pounds aliowed). The lateral control system characteristics failed to
meet the commitments of paragraph 50.3.2.2 (table 2), in that the lateral gradient
was 4 pounds per :nch in flight (33 percent more than allowed). The lateral control
breakout forces din not neet the symmetry commitments of paragraph 50.3.2.1.2
of the PIDS, in that the right breakout force was 0.65 pound (or 50 percent)
greater than the left breakout force (40 percent more than allowed). The
unsymmetrical lateral breakout forces (plus friction) and the high lateral force
gradicnt are shortcomings.

47. Directional control system breakout forces were 5 pounds right and left.
Directional control free play was negligible and there were no centering
characteristics, due to the pedal microswitch trim function (para 21, app C). The
pilot was provided force cues proportional to the rate of control input (para 17.
app C). These forces were reduced to zero when the heading hold feature activated.
Several occurrences of turn coordinator malfunction, where the coordinator
attempted to maintain out-of-balance flight (approximately one ball width), were
noted during the test (EPR No. 74-06-1-44). Pedal force required to keep the ball
centered increased to an uncomfortable level due to inputs to the turn coordinator
from an out-of-nill lateral accelerometer. The reliability of the coordinated turn
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Table 5. Flight Control System Mechanical Characteristics.'

Breakout Force Limit Average

Direction of (including Control Force
Movement friction) Force z  Gradient3

(ib) (Ib) (lb/in.)

Forward 0.75 16 3.25/7.5
Longitudinal"

Aft 1.40 15 3.25/7.5

Left 1.10 7 2.0/4.0
Lateral

Right 1.60 8 2.0/4.0

Left 5.00 - -

Directional
Right 5.00 - -

Up 3.00 -- -

C o l l e c t i v e 
.. ..

Down 1.00 - -

iMeasured on the ground, rotors and engines stopped, FAS/TRM
engaged, backup hydraulic pump on, and electrical power

2 applied to the aircraft.
'Force required to move the cc .rol full travel from a mid
(50 percent) control position.
Italics: Gradient felt by the pilot in flight.
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feature is further discussed in paragraph 128. With the except .n of the coordinated
turn problem. the directional control system is satisfactory.

48. The collective control syst.'m employs an adjustable friction device that enables
the pilot to set the desired breakout force (including friction). The breakout forces
measured with the friction device OFF were I pound down and 3 pounds up.
The collective control system characteristics were satisfactory when the adjustable
friction devicc was set to provide a positive force cue. The light collective control
system force with fiction OFF, coupled with the high degree of collective control
effectiveness, resulted in collective overcontrolling or pilot-induced oscillations when
attempting to maintain precision hover heights. This situation was aggravated in
light-to-moderate turbulence. The following CAUTION should be included in
chapter 8 of the operator's manual:

CAUTION

Collective overcontrolling or pilot-induced oscillations may
occur during precision hover tasks with collective control
friction OFF. Sufficient codective friction should be set to
provide a positive force cue.

49. -he control system mechanical characteristics failed to meel the commitments
of paragraph 50.3.2.10 of the PIDS, in that !..',ns in control po%,er exist
with certain combinations of contiol inputs (figs. 46 thro,,gh 50, app G); however,
this characteristic is not considered objectionable, sinct these combinations of
control inputs were never encountered in flight.

50. The lateral and longitudinal control trim system was evaluated during the flight
control system evaluation and concurrently duxlng quantitative flight testing and
mission .naneuver tasks. Evaluation included the FAS/FPS longitudinal and lateral
four-way trim rate (beep) trim device and the FPS instantaneou, trim release. A
detailed descripticn of the Lrim system functions is contained in paragraphs 18
and 19, appendix C. The FAS/FPS beep trim system was quickly discarded by
the pilot as a means to effect precise airspeed and/or attitude trim changes because
of undesirable mechanical characteristics. The FASt" PS had trim systen" lags of
approximately 1.3 and 1.1 seconds for the o-,itudinal and lateral axes,
respectively, and intermittent ratchety control movement (stick jump) was present.
Additionally, the FAS/FPS pressure-operated cyclic trim switch did not have
positive detents that cued the pilot when the trim switch was engaged. An infinite
number of rates between the minimum and maximum were possible, depending
on the pressure exerted on the trim switch. The method of determining trim
actuation was waiting to detect a force or attitude change. These FAS/FPS trim
system mechanical characteristics precluded precise trim changes required during
hov,.ring and simulated IMC tasks and required repeated trim actuations to initiate
a response, at times exceeding a desired attitude or trim rate change. These
undesirable trim system mechanical characteristics degraded pilot confidence in the
system and resulted in almost total dependence on the instantaneous trim release
to effect required trim changes. The instantaneous trim release was not satisfactory
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because trim changes could not be discretely made in a single axis without
potentially affecting existing trim positi-is in other axes. The lateral and
longitudinal trim system mechanical charac..ristics failed to meet the commitments
of paragraph 50.3.3.1.!.1 of the PIDS. in that stick jump was present when the
trim control systeni was actuated. The undesirable mechanical characteristics of
the pressure-operated beep trim switch are a shortcoming.

Control Positions in Trimmed Forward Flight

51. Control positions in trimmed (ball-centered) forward flight were evaluated for
the conditions listed in table 2. Representative test results are presented in
figures 51 through 53, appendix G.

52. The variation of longitudinal conttol position with airspeed during trimmed
level flight generally required increasing forward cycl: displacement with increasing
airspeed. Minor nonlirearities were noted in the position gradient at the lighter
gross weight (forward cg), where a reversal occurred for airspeeds less than
58 KCAS (fig. 51. app G). At the heavy gross weight (fig. 52), the gradient was
essentially positive. The control variation with airspeed i, autorotation was
essentially isaear, with increasing forward cyclic displacement required with
increasing airspeed (fig. 53). The variation of lateral and directional control was
minimal with changes in aiipj,.d for all conditions. The pitch attitude variation
was also minimal in level flight, with a maximum variation of from 4 degrees
nose-up at 42 KCAS to 3 degrees nose-down at 140 KCAS. In autorotation the
pitch attitude did not vary with airspeed (fig. 53). The control positions in trimmed
forward flight are satisfactory and meet the commitments of the PIDS.

Static Longitudinal Stability

53. Static longitudinal stability characteristics were evaluated at the conditions
listed in table 2. These tests were accomplished by first trimming the aircraft at
the desired airspeed, then with collective fixed, the helicopter was displaced from
trim and stabilized at incremental airspeeds greater and less than the trim airspeed.
Data were recorded at each stabilized airspeed and are presented in figures 54
through 58, appendix G.

54. With AFCS ON, the helicopter exhibited positive control force stability (±5 to
8 knots from trim) for airspeeds greater than 60 KCAS. For larger airspeed
increments from trim, the control force stability was neutral. Control position
stability was essentially positive about the trim airspeeds above 65 KCAS but the
gradients were shallow (less than 0.75 inch for a 15-KCAS change from trim).
The force gradient was high for airspeeds about trim and when combined with
the shallow position gradient, resulted in poor force-movement cues. At 35 KCAS,
longitudinal control force stability was negative for airspeed changes of ±20 KCAS
from the trim airspeed. Control force instability was 3 to 4 pounds at airspeeds
± iS KCAS from trim. The magnitude of change of control position was a
maximum of 0.5 inch. The control force instability characteristics required
considerable pilot compensation to maintain desired pitch attitudes and airspeeds
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(HQRS 5). The unstable longitudinal control force .iability cues at representative
nap-of-the-earth (NOE) airspeeds will degrade mission accomplishment, particularly
at night. For maximum rate of climb and minimun rate of descent at 70 KCAS.
the longitudinal cortrol force stability characteristics were similar to level flight.
although the control position stability exhibited a steeper positive gradient. The
level flight static longitudinal stability characteristics did not meet the commitments
of paragraph 50.3.3.1.3 of the PIDS. in that control force and control position
stability was not positive for all increasing and decreasing airspeed values from
trim. Additionally, the magnitude of control force instability in the 15- to 5O-KCAS
airspeed range was 3 to 4 pounds, exceeding the I-pound limit of
paragraph 50.3.3.1.3. The high longitudinal control force to small control position
changes about trim at 60 KCAS and greater. and the unstable longitudinal control
force stability at representative NOE airspeeds (40 KCAS and lower) are
shortcomings.

55. The AFCS OFF static longitudinal stability characteristics were evaluated at
the trim and degraded mode conditions listed in table 2. The control position
stability characteristics were similar to AFCS ON. while control force stability
characteristics were neutral. Without control force cues and the shallow control
position stability gradient, extensive pilot compensation was required to stabili7e
and maintain a level flight airspeed (HQRS 6). Failure of the FAS computer, as
simulated during this test, produced undesirable static longitudinal stability
characteristics: however, there was no shortcoming identified because of the
degraded mode condition of the AFCS.

Statiz Lateral.Directional Stability

56. Static lateral-directional stability characteristics were evaluated at the
conditions indicated in table 2. Tests were conducted by trimming the aircraft
in bali-centered flight at the desired conditions. With collective control fixed, the
aircraft was then stabilized at incremental sideslip angles up to limit sideslip on
both sides of trim while maintaining a steady heading at the trim airspeed. Test
results are presented in figures 59 through 62, appendix G.

57. Static directional stability, as indicated by the variation of directional control
position with sideslip, was positive at all test conditions. Directional control
variation with sideslip was essentially linear; however, the gradient was shallow
at 53 KCAS in level flight and during autorotational descents. Directional control
force stability was nonlinear in level, climbing, and descending flight, with a strong
discontinuity about trim in autorotational descents (figs. 59 through 62, app G).
The increase ot" approximately 30 pounds nght directional control force with an
increase in left sideslip angle from trim (fig. 62) was noticeable to the pilot and
was probably caused by the yaw trim integrator. These unusual forces would present
out-of-trim cues to the pilot and therefore are not objectionable. The directional
stability characteristics of the Y1 H-60A met the commitments of the PIDS and
are satisfactory.
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58. Dihedral effect. as indicated by the variation of lateral control posifion with
sideslip. was positive and essentially linear in level flight and in autorotational
descents. In IRP climbs, left lateral contrel required for an increase in left sideslip
(from 20 to 29 degrees) decreased 0.4 inch (4.3 percent). This negative stability
was not objectionable to the pilot. Dihedral effect, as indicated by the variation
of lateral control force with sideslip, was noniinear in level flight at 88 KCAS
(fig. 60, app G), in climbs at 75 KCAS (fig. 61). and in autorotational descent
at 77 KCAS (fig. 62) with a noticeable discontinuity about trim, especially in
IRP climbs. These discontinuities were noticeable during performance of the tests
and were probably caused by the roll trim integrator. For the operational pilot
these forces would present good out-of-trim cues and therefore are not considered
objectionable. The effective dihedral of the YUH-60A met the commitments of
the PIDS and is satisfactory.

59. Side-force characteristics, as indicated by the variation of bank angle with
sideslip, were positive for all conditions tested except in IRP climbs at 75 KCAS.
At these conditions the left roll attitude decreased from 6 degrees to I degree
left as left sideslip increased from 5 to 20 degrees and then increased again above
20 degrees. This negative side-force characteristic between 5 and 20 degrees
sideslip failed to meet "he commitments of paragraph 50.3.4.1.7 of the PIDS. The
side-force characteristics at 53 KCAS in level flight and at 77 KCAS in autcrotation
were weak; however, the unusual force characteristics mentioned in paragraphs 57
and 58 make it difficult for the pilot to inadvertently attain these out-of-trim
flight conditions. Since it is difficult for the pilot to inadvertently attain this flight
condition, this characteristic is not considered a shortcoming. Witidn the scope
of this test, the side-force characteristics of the YUH-60A are satisfactory.

60. The pitch-due-to-sideslip coupling of the aircraft was primarily influenced by
lateral acceleration' feedback to the stabilator and the pitch-to-yaw mechanical
mixing (para 1I, app C). Figures 59 and 60, appendix G, show that aft
longitudinal control is required for left sideslip and forward longitudinal control
for ri&.t sideslip. This characteristic does not necessarily hold true duing climbs.
The pitch-due-to-sideslip coupling is not objectionable.

61. The YUH-60A exhibited inherent sideslip angles of 5 degrees right during
ball-centered IRP climbs to 15 degrees left sideslip during ball-centered
autorotational descents. The average degree of sideslip during cruising flight was
3 degrees left.

62. Turns with lateral cyclic only were conducted at airspeeds above 83 KCAS
with AFCS ON. The turn coordination feature (para 22, app C) maintained a
centered ball for left and right turns up to 30 degrees of bank using cyclic only.
A lateral control step input sufficient to produce a 30-degree roll displacement
in 6 seconds showed no adverse yaw for left and right lateral control inputs.
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Maneuvering Stabilit-

63. Maneuvering stability was evaluated in left and right steady-state turns.
symmetrical pull-ups and pushovers, and during sudden pull-ups with FPS ON and
OFF at the conditions listed in table 2. Steady-state turns were conducted by
establishing the desired level flight airspeed and then stabilizing at increasing bank
angles while maintaining collective control and airspeed constant. Symmetrical
pull-ups and pushovers were conducted by alternately climbing and diving the
helicopter to achieve varying normal accelerations (g) while the aircraft was passing
through the trim altitude at the desired airspeed. Sudden pull-ups were conducted
by rapidly d;splacing the longitudinal control aft. using various magnitudes of
displacement. A control fixture was ttsed to obtain the desired input size. Results
of the maneuvering stability tests are presented in figures 63 through 70.
appendix G.

64. The stick-fixed maneuvering stability in steady-state turns, as indicated by
the variation of longitudinal control position with normal acceleration (g), was
essentially neutral for all test conditions (FPS ON and OFF), with th- ey.eption
of a negative trend at 105 KCAS. alternate gross weight, with FPS ON. The
stick-free maneuvering stability, as indicated by the variation of longitudinal control
force with g. was positive at all conditions with FPS OFF and neutral to negative
for all conditions with FPS ON. The longitudinal control force gradient was 9 to
10 pounds per g in steady-state turns with FPS OFF. The differences in
maneuvering stability with FPS ON and OFF were a result of FAS/FPS computer
logic for this flight condition. The airspeed and pitch attitude hold functions of
the AFCS precluded FAS logic (para 15, app C) from developing apparent stick
force per g when in the FPS mode. The neutral to negative control position and
force stability, FPS ON, was not considered a problem, as the data reflected the
requirements of a unique engineering flight test maneuver where airspeed was
required to be maintained within I knot from trim. If the airspeed hold function
of the FPS was permitted to operate in its tolerance band (3 to 5 knots) during
turning flight, the apparent control force stability was neutral and reduced pilot
workload during simulated IMC tasks.

65. At mission gross weight, the pilot was able to stabilize on airspeed and at
a precise bank angle up to 45 degrees with minimal pilot compensation (IiQRS 3).
Pilot effort increased for stabilizing at bank angles greater than 45 degrees because
of the negative stick-free maneuvering stability characteristics (FPS ON). with
greater effort required for right than for left turns. A slight cross-coupling effect
(left lateral corntrol required for right roll) occurred for bank angles less than
40 degrees. Unpredicted pitch trim change requirements were experienced at bank
angles approaching b0 degrees to the right that precluded precise airspeed and roll
attitude control. Extensive pilot compensation was required to stabilize on exact
airspeeds while maintaining constant bank angles of 55 degrees or more (HQRS 6).
Maintaining exact airspeed at bank angles in excess of 55 degrees is not an
operational maneuver; therefore, the high pilot woekload reported does not
constitute a shortcning.
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66. The helicopter exhibited excessive vibrations in steady turning flight near
alternate gross weight (19,200 pounds and above). At 40 to 45 degrees of bank,
the vibrations at the pilot seat and instrument panel were so great that interpretation
of the flight instruments was extremely difficult. The pilot felt extremely
uncomfortable maneuvering the aircraft at these conditions and such vbrations
would probably deter operational pilots from this flight regime. The high vibration
levels in turning flight at alternate gross weight are further discussed in
paragraph 15 1.

67. Symmetrical pull-up and pushover tests showed positive stick-fixed and
stick-free maneuvering stability with FPS ON or OFF. The longitudinal control
force gradient during pull-ups varied from a high of 21 pounds per g at the higher
airspeeds tested (130 KCAS and greater, FPS OFF) to 10 pounds per g at
106 KCAS (FPS ON). The longitudinal control push forces during pushovers varied
from approximately 5 pounds per g at 106 KCAS (FPS ON) to 16 pounds per g
at 143 KCAS (FPS OFF). Longitudinal control forces during sudden pull-ups were
approximately 16 to 17 pounds per g at 136 KCAS (FPS ON). The longitudinal
control force during the symmetrical pull-ups and pushovers and during sudden
pull-ups provided the pilot with adequate normal acceleration cues. For symmetrical
pull-ups the data showed that cg normal acceleration did not always increase with
time until maximum acceleration was achieved. For sudden pull-ups, the cg normal
acceleration data showed an initial peak corresponding to the maximum pitch
acceleration developed and then the normal acceleration would continue to increase
uniformly as pitch rate developed. This discontinuity was not apparent to the pilot.
Rotor speed control was good throughout the conduct of these maneuvers, requiring
no pilot compensation to maintain rotor speed within the transient limits
(HQRS 2). Maximum excursions from the trimmed rotor speed (98 percent) were
a 3.5-percent increase (101.5 percent) during a 2.25g pull-up and an 8.5-percent
increase (106.5 percent) during a -0.25g pushover. Roll-due-to-pitch coupling was
evident during the pull-up and pushover maneuvers. A pitch-up resulted in right
roll and pitch-down produced a left roll. This coupling was easily compensated
for by the pilot and did not detract from the maneuvering capabilities of the
helicopter. A slight yaw due to the roll coupling was al:n evident during these
maneuvers. It was noticed that the ball was one to two widths from this center
position when maneuvering at the high (2.0g) and low (0.0g) values. The sideslip
excursions were well within flight limits for these conditions. Minimal pilot effort
to compensate for yaw-due-to-roll coupling was required when maneuvering the
helicopter (HQRS 3).

68. The commitments of paragraph 50.3.3.1.4 of the PIDS were not met, in that
the YUH-60A did not exhibit positive cyclic control force or position versus normal
acceleration in steady turning flight with FPS ON. This is not considered a problem,
however, as the commitments were met with FPS OFF, which would be the normal
AFCS mode of operation in tactical maneuvering situations. Also, the stick force
per g gradient at 130 KCAS exceeded the maximum specified of 20 pounds per g
by I pound. Additionally, paragraph 50.3.3.1.4.1 was not met in that the ratio
of maximum longitudinal control force to peak normal acceleration for sudden
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pull-upS was tiot always greater than the ratio obtained in %teady acceleration. All
other maneuvering stability commitments were met. The maneuvering stability
characteristics are satisfactory.

Dynamic Stability

69. The short-term and long-term longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics of
the YUH-60A helicopter were evaluated at the conditions listed in table 2. Guit
response characteristics were simulated in all control axes by making single-axis
I-inch control inputs which were held for approximately 0.5 second, arid by
releases from steady-heading sideslips during lateral-directional tests. Th.
longitudinal long-term response was evaluated by releasing the controls from
stabilized off-trim airspeed conditions. The dynamic stability tests were conducted
controls-free for the axis evaluated because of the attitude-hold characteristics of'
the AFCS. The trimmed attitude was maintained in the other axes.

70. The short-term response characteristics of the helicopter with AFCS ON were
essentially deadbeat, as shown in figures 71 through 74. appendix G. The deadbeat
short-term characteristics were also evident for all axes during flight through
moderate turbulence. The pilot was able to correct for attitude disturbances in
level flight and hover with minimal effort (HQRS 3). The short-term characteristics
were also evaluated with AFCS OFF and a representative time history is presented
in figure 74. In this mode, pilot-induced oscillations occurred about all axes during
all flight phases due to the loss of rate damping and attitude hold. Aircraft control
during precision hovering and simulated IMC tasks with AFCS OFF required
extensive pilot compensation (HQRS 6). Since AFCS OFF is a degraded mode
of operation, these flight characteristics wcrc nmo t identified . a shortcoming. The
AFCS OFF handling qualities were significantly degraded at airspeeds greater than
100 KIAS. At 75 to 80 KIAS pilot workload was minimized (para 123). The
short-period response characteristics met the commitment of the PIDS and are
satisfactory. The following CAUTION should be included in chapter 4 of the
operator's manual:

CAUTION

Intentional flight in instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC) should not be conducted with an AFCS failure that
renders the FAS/FPS and/or SAS inoperative. If failure should
occur during IMC flight, reduce airspeed to 75 to 80 KIAS
to minimize pilot workload.

71. Additional lateral-directional gust response characteristics were evaluated by
releases from steady-heading sideslips. The lateral-directional oscillatory responses
were highly damped. During flight through light-to-moderate turbulence the aircraft
exhibited deadbeat lateral-directional response characteristics which permitted flight
and hover in turbulent conditions with no pilot compensation required (HQRS 2).
The lateral-directional gust response characteristics met the commitments of the
PIDS and are satisfactory.
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72. Spiral stability characteristics were evaluated at 117 KCAS by establishing
5 degrees of roll attitude with pedal only or by lateral cyclic only and then
returning the controls to trim and observing the resultant roll attitude with controls
fixed. The tests were conducted with FPS OFF and with FPS and FAS/TRIM
OFF for both the pedal and lateral cyclic-only inputs. The spiral stability
characteristics were positive. The aircraft returned to the trimmed level attitude
for releases from 5 degrees of right bank. Releases from left bank showed positive
stability through trim and resulted in stabilized roll attitudes of up to 30 degrees
of right bank. Although the bank angle was halved in less than 10 seconds, the
positive spiral stability characteristics were not objectionable. The commitments
of paragraph 50.3.4.4 of the PIDS were not met. in that the bank angle from
a steady 5-degree banked turn to the left was halved in 4 seconds, failing to meet
the commitment by 6 seconds (60 percent).

73. The long-term characteristics (AFCS ON) showed positive damping and a
return-to-trim airspeed within one cycle for both higher and lower entry airspeeds.
Figure 75, appendix G, is representative of the long-term characteristics, AFCS
ON. The airspeed and pitch attitude hold characteristics of the FPS precluded
development of the long term throughout the forward flight regime (60 KCAS
and greater). The long-term characteristics at 117 KCAS, AFCS OFF, were
unconventional, in that a drift in apparent trim airspeed was noted for both higher
and lower entry airspeeds. The slower entries resulted in a steadily decreasing trim
airspeed which was 78 KCAS when recovery was initiated. The long term was
easily excited with AFCS OFF and required extensive pilot compensation to
maintain trim airspeed and pitch attitude (HQRS 6), but is not considered a
problem because of the degraded AFCS mode. This contributed to the pilot
workload reported in paragraph 70. The long-term characteristics of the helicopter
met the commitments of the PIDS and are satisfactory.

Controllability

74. Controllability tests were conducted at the conditions shown in table 2. Step
control inputs of varying magnitudes were made in the longitudinal, lateral, and
directional axes, utilizing control fixtures to obtain the desired input size.
Representative results are. presented in figures 76 through 82, appendix G. The
GCT controllability test results were identical to APE I data with the exception
of lateral control response and sensitivity. These lateral control system
characteristics were changed due to a 17-percent increase in the lateral SAS gain
that had been implemented by Sikorsky Aircraft prior to commencement of the
GCT. Summary plots for control response (deg/sec/in.) and control sensitivity
(deg/sec 2/in.) for each control axis are presented in figures 83 and 84.
Representative time histories of control inputs are presented in figures 85
through 88.

75. The longitudinal control response with AFCS ON was essentially constant
(7 to 10 deg/sec/in.) at 73 and Ill KCAS and was unchanged from the data
gathered during APE I. The longitudinal control sensitivity was varied from 13 to
18 deg/sec 2 /in. at 73 and I ll KCAS, respectively. The !ongitudi .u controllability
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characteristics of the helicopter showed angular acceleration reiponse within
0.2 second following a step control input and the angular velocity was concave
downward within 0.2 second after the start of the maneuver and remained concave
downward until the attainment of maximum angular velocity. These characteristics
permitted precise pitch attitude control throughout the flight envelope. Pitch-to-roll
coupling was evident to the pilot throughout the flight regime but did not
contribute to an increase in pilot workload. Within the scope of this test, the
longitudinal controllability commitments of the PIDS were met and are satisfactory.

76. The lateral control response, AFCS ON. was 10 to 13 deg/sec/in. of control
displacement for 77 and 116 KCAS, respectively. The lateral control sensitivity
was an average of 30 deg/sec 2 /in. for both airspeeds for the above conditions.
Aircraft response to lateral control step inputs produced a rapid roll in the proper
direction with no perceptible lag in attitude change. There was no perceptible yaw
associated with the lateral control inputs, nor were any reversals in rolling velocity
noted throughout the range of control inputs. Precise bank angles could be
commanded during all phases of maneuvering flight with no tendencies to
overcontrol (HQRS 2). The pilot gained immediate confidence to maneuver the
aircraft in roll to the extremes of the flight envelope (para 35). Aircraft control
was easily accomplished in the roll axis during representative mission maneuvers.
The lateral controllability characteristics met the commitment of the PIDS ai,d
are satisfactory.

77. Directional control response, AFCS ON, was approximately 12 deg/sec/in. and
sensitivity was 20 deg/sec 2 /in. at 77 and 114 KCAS. Hover directional
controllability tests conducted at the high-altitude test site (11,200-foot density
altitude) showed an average control response of 10 deg/sec/in. and control
sensitivity of approximately 15 deg/sec 2 /in. for both left and right directional
inputs. Figures 80 through 82, appendix G, are representative test results. The
data show significant increases in yaw rates that were generated compared to APE I
test results at lower test altitudes. Yaw SAS saturation occurred during all step
control inputs in a hover. This resulted in the secondary increases in yaw
acceleration and rte that occurred. The times to 63 percent of steady-state yaw
rate were not computed as the maximum yaw rate was not obtained before
recovery. During precision hovering and low-speed tasks, the pilot was able to
control yaw attitude with mininial compensation (HQRS 3) because of the
directional control effectiveness characteristics. The directional control system
characteristics met the commitment of the PIDS .nd are satisfactory. During normal
maneuvering of the helicopter, the pilot was able to command desired yaw rate
and attitude responses during hover and low-speed flight with minimal pilot effort
(HQRS 3).

78. Collectivw control system characteristics were evaluated by making collective
step control inputs (up) at 77 and 114 KCAS. The aircraft's vertical control
response to a collective control input produced 63 percent of initial peak value
of normal acceleration within 0.35 second for all cases. There was no control force
coupling in the cyclic controls upon movement of the collective. The collective
control system characteristics met the commitments of the PIDS and are
satisfactory. 33
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79. Controllability characteristics of the aircraft with AFCS OFF (SAS. FAS/TRM.
FPS) are presented in figures 77, 79, 80, and 82, appendix G. The increases in
rate response (AFCS OFF) reflect the loss of damping that was provided by the
SAS. The pilot was required to reenter the control loop and provide his own
measure of damping to arrest the rates being developed for all axes. The high
level of control response, coupled with the long times to steady state due to the
loss of rate damping, was particularly evident when flying through light-to-moderate
turbulence. There wag a tendency to overcontrol the aircraft in all axes and,
combined with the cross-coupling characteristics, extensively increased pilot
workload during precision hovering and simulated IMC tasks (para 123).

Ground Handling Characteristics

80. The ground handling characteristics of the YUH-60A helicopter, which
included starting, systems checks, taxiing, and cangine/rotor shutdown, were
evaluated concurrently with other tests. The starting and shutdown procedure for
the YUH-60A is simple and straightforward, with many of the sequences automatic.
The main engines could be started simultaneously under most conditions. Main
rotor engagement and disengagement was easily accomplished in winds up to
25 knots, which was the maximum experienced during the GCT. During
simultaneous dual-engine starts above 31TC, however, the APU would flame out
and cause either hung or aborted starts on one of the engines. The following NOTE
should be included in chapter 3 of the operator's manual:

NOTE

Simultaneous dual-engine starts shoufd not be attempted when
the outside air temperature is above 30VC, due to the possibility
of APU flameout.

81. Ground taxiing of the helicopter was easily accomplished on paved level
surfaces. Forward motion required only minor collective and forward cyclic control
manipulations. Desired taxi direction was easily maintained without the use of wheel
brakes and 360-degree turns were easily accomplished in either direction in gusting
winds up to 25 knots. At no time during the ground taxi maneuvers did the
directional control contact the control stops.

82. Detracting from the overall desirable ground handling characteristics was the
difficulty experienced in unlocking and locking iwi tail wheel. The pilot had to
manipulate the directional controls to relieve pressure on the tail wheel locking
pin to effect engagement or disengagement. When difficulties were experienced in
unlocking the tail wheel, an excessive ground roll was usually required prior to
achieving an unlocked condition. As a result of manipulating the directional control
while unlocking the tail wheel, the external manual lock lever would at times
become positioned such that locking the tail wheel from the cockpit was not
possible until the helicopter had been brought to a stop and a crewman had reset
the manual lock ltch. The difficulty in unlocking and locking the tail wheel is
a shortcoming. The frequent inability to lock the tail wheel from the cockpit is
a shortcoming. 34



83. A pressure refueling and defueling system permits complete refueling and
defueling of both fuel tanks from one point on the left side of the helicopter.
The design capabilities of this system are a refueling rate of 300 gallons per minute
at a refueling nozzle pressure of 55 psig. The system was tested during the USN
shipboard evaluation (para 2) and enabled refueling within 2 minutes from a
near-empty fuel loading. The single-point pressure refueling system expedites ground
turnaround of the helicopter and allows for hot refueling from a single source.
The single-point pressure refueling and defueling system is an enhancing
characteristic.

Takeoff and Landing Characteristics

84. Takeoff and landing characteristics were evaluated with other tests throughout
the test program. Normal takeoffs and landings, steep angle and vertical approaches
and takeoffs, and jump takeoffs were evaluated.

85. Normal takeoffs and landings were easily accomplished (HQRS 3). Steep or
vertical landings were difficult due to the restricted field of view through the chin
bubble (para 158) (HQRS 6). Jump takeoffs were accomplished by rapidly
increasing collective control (approximately I second) to the maximum dual-engine
torque, accompanied by the required cyclic and directional crantrol manipulations
to lift off and transition to forward flight. The application of collective caused
a 2- to 3-percent transient rotor speed droop which returned essentially to trim
within I second. Pilot effort was not required to control rotor speed during jump
takeoffs (HQRS 2). The jump takeoff characteristics are satisfactory.

Slope Landing Eval ation

86. The slope landing and takeoff capabilities of the YUH-60A helicopter were
evaluated at a mid cg and mission gross weight in winds of less than 3 knots.
Vertical landings and takeoffs were performed on surveyed soil-stabilized slopes
of 12 and 15 degrees. Control margins, aircraft attitude- when on a slope at flat
pitch, and ability to maintain positive control during landings and takeoffs were
investigated. The control margin remaining during landings and takeoffs, and aircraft
attitude for each slope orientation, are presented in table 6.

87. The technique employed during landing was essentially the same for each slope
o-ientation tested. Parking brakes were on and the tail wheel locked during the
testing. Coordinated cyclic, collective, and directional control movements were
required until the helicopter was firmly positioned on the slope. For left. right,
and nose-downslope landings, the tail wheel made ground contact first, increasing
pilot effort for roll control until the main landing gear contacted the ground.
Nose-upslope landings required less effort for roll attitude control because the main
landing gear contacted the ground first. For all slope landing orientations tested,
the wheel brakes were effective in maintaining position on the slope after the
collective was lowered. The aircraft attitudes on all but a 15-degree nose-upslope
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were measured at the aircraft leveling plate with an inclinometer. The difference
between aircraft attitude and slope angle was due to differential compression of
the gear struts.

* 88. For the 12-degree slope, adequate control margin remained in all axes for
all aircraft-slope orientations, except for the nose-downslope orientation. The
aircraft could not be held stationary on the slope just prior to main gear-ground
contact with full aft longitudinal control applied. With 100 percent aft cyclic
control applied, the aircraft translated downslope if vertical descent was storlped
just prior to main gear touchdown. When a positive rate of descent was maintained
to solid main gear touchdown, the aircraft was capable of landing nose-downslope
with approximately 2 feet of downslope translation. The ability to maintain
positive control to the ground during a I.-degree downslope landing was
demonstrated during the APE; however, only one stage of the two-stage tail gear
strut had been pressurized. Pressurizing the second stage of the tail gear strut caused
the aircraft to sit at a more nose-low attitude and resulted in an increase in aft
cyclic required during nose-downslope landings. Vertical takeoff from a 12-degree
nose-downslope while maintaining positive control was impossible and with
100 percent aft cyclic control applied, the aircraft translated downslope. The
commitments of paragraph 50.3.7.7.2 of the PIDS were not met, in that the
helicopter could not land under positive control on a 12-degree nose-downslope.
The inability to positively control the aircraft to the ground on a i2-degree

nose-downslope is a shortcoming. The following NOTE sliou!d be included in
chapter 7 of the operator's manual:

NOTE

During nose-down landings and takeoffs on 12-degree slopes,
the aircraft will translate downslope. The pilot must ensure that
adequate obstacle clearance is available prior to landing.

89. While on a 12-degree slope in th.- nose-upslope orientation, the transmission
oil pressure was at the 25- to 30-psi range. This is at the top of the red, bottom
of the yellow caution minimum pressure range, indicating that the limit of the
nose-upslope landing capability had been attained.

90. On a 15-degree slope, a right main gear upslope landing required minimal
pilot compensation (HQRS 3). A nose-upslope landing on a 15-degree slope
required considerable pilot effort to attain a gradual touchdown of the tail gear
(HQRS 4), due to instability in pitch attitude control with only the main gear
on the ground. As soon as tail gear touchdown was achieved the transmission oil
pressure dropped to 10 psi. Shortly after the oil pressure dropped, the transmission
oil pressure caution light illuminated. The aircraft was picked up to a hover and
the transmision oil pressure returned to normal. The CHIP MAIN XMSN light
then illuminated. An attempt was made to check the location of the chip but

- the undesiratle locttion of the chip locator panel (para 161) precluded rapid
identification of the affected module, and identification could not be made until
the aircraft wwas set down. The YUH-60A slope landing capabiiities met the
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commitments of the PIDS for a 15-degrec slope. The YUH-60A should be restricted
to a maximum of 12 degrees nose-upslope landing due to the inability of the
transmission oil pumps to maintain adequate oil pressure while in the nose-upslope
orientation on slopes greater than 12 degrees.

91. During slope operations vertical clearance between the main rotor tip path
plane and the ground is extremely reduced on the upslope side of the helicopt,: ".
During testing on a IS-degree slope, the tip path to ground clearance waa
approximately 3 feet on the upslope side. This tip path clearance is a hazard t9
personnel m close proximity to the helicopter during slope operations. The
following WARNING should be included in chapter 8 of the operator's manual:

WARNING

During cross-slope and nose-up slope operations, ,ertical
clearance between the main rotor tip path plane and the ground
is extremely reduced or, the upslope side of the helicopter.
Personnel must be warned not to approach the helicopter from
the upslopc direction or depart from the helicopter in the
upslope direction.

Low-Speed Flight Characteristics

92. The low-speed flight characteristics of the YUH-60A. were evaluated at the
Edwards Air Force Base and Coyote Flats test sites a the conditions listed in
table 2. These tests were accomplished to determine control margins and handling
characteristics in low-speed flight, with simulated wind conditions from various
relative azimuth,. The testing at Edwards also included an evaluation with an empty
CONEX slinp '.,ad (1580 pounds). A ground pace vehicle was used as an airspeed
reference for the conduct of all the tests, except at Coyote Fiats, at airspeeds
above 35 KTAS, where a radar speedgur was used as a referen.,. Surface wind
conditions were 3 knots or less. The low-speed flight test daa are presented in
figures 89 through 96, appendix G.

93. During steady low-speed flight adequate control margins remained, with little
variation between the conditions tested. The minimum longitudinal, lateral, and
directional control margins observed during the tests were at the Coyote Flats test
site. The minimum longitudinal control margin was 1.7 inches (18 percent) aft
longitudinal control remaining during left sideward flight at 52 KTAS (fig. 91,
app G). At 40 KTAS, 120 degrees relative azimuth, 2.7 inches (25 percent) of
left lateral control remained (fig. 96). The minimum control margin incurred during
the tests was the left pedal control during right sideward flight at 35 KTAS
(fig. 91). The control margin remaining was approximately 1.3 inches
(22 percent). During testing the maximum control excursions noted were at the
120-degree relative azimuth at Edwards (no sling load) and Coyote Flats. The
transient values were maximum in the longitudinal and lateral cyclic control but
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sufficient control margin existed at all airspeeds. The critical azimuth, the wind
azimuth at which the minimum control margin remaining occurrd, was determined
to be 90 degrees.

94. The variation of control positions in low-speed flight showed varying gradients
in all axes, depending on the direction and magnitude of the relative wind azimuth;
however, these variable gradients did not present a control problem. The only
control position gradient noticeable to the pilot was the abrupt change in lateral
control position required when passing through translational lift both in forward
and rearward flight (figs. 90 and 92, api, G). Longitudinal control position was
nonlinear and very shallow in rearward flight to 40 KTAS and positive and
essentially linear in forward flight to approximately 30 KTAS with a reversing,
but not objectiorable. gradient from 32 to approximately 55 KTAS. The same
longi.-.,cinal trends were exhibited at Coyote Flats and with the sling load. The
undesirable force characteristics of the cyclic control system (paras 45 and 46)
degraded precise low-speed translational flight in the YUH-60A 'However, once
the helicopter was stabilized in low-speed flight (in any azimuth), pilot effort was
significantly reduced. Only minimal control manipulations were required to
maintain the helicopter at the desired stabilized condition (HQRS 3). The handling
qualities of the YUH-60A helicopter during low-speed flight and hover in steady
winds from any azimuth are satisfactory and met the commitments of the PIDS.

Power Management

95. The power management characteristics of the YUH-60A helicopter were
investigated at the conditions listed in table 2 and during representative mission
maneuver evaluations. Evaluations were .onducted to determine engine acceleration,
deceleration, and lag characteristics; static and transient droop characteristics; rotor
speed control; torque-sharing; engine stability; beep system characteristics;
emergency power management; and an evaluation of a Group 8 ECU. Power
management evaluations duing mission maneuver tests included jump takeoffs,
rapid accelerations and ' decelerations, terrain-avoidance maneuvers, and
autorotational recoveries. Test results are presented in figures 97 through 99,
appendix G.

96. The tests to determine engine acceleration and rotor droop during collective
pulls to IRP from single-engine autorotational flight showed excessive delays in
engine response. which resulted in excessive rotor droop for collective inputs as
slow as 0.67 in./sec for over 4 inches of control travel. The fastest collective input
evaluated was 1.3 in./see and resulted in main rotor droop to 89 percent
(229 rpm) and approximately 6 seconds from the time of this maximum droop
was required to return to operating rotor speed. Engine gas generator speed (NG)
required from 1.5 to 4.5 seconds to accelerate to an IRP s.tting for the fast and

e slow inputs, respectively. The times required for a 95-percent power change from
flight-idle to IRP varied from 10 to 12 seconds, and the time required to stabilize
at 100 percent power change ranged from 18 to 22 seconds from initiation of
the collective pull for the fast and slow conditions, respectively. Similar engine/rotor
response characteristics were noted during dual-engine recoveries from
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autorotational flight. The engine deceleration characteristics for a 95-percent power
reduction showed times of 7 to 3.1 seconds for collective input rates varying from
1.1 to 3.15 in./sec, respectively. The corresponding times for a 100-percent power
change ranged from 9 to 6.1 seconds. The maximum rate of collective reduction
was limited by the minimum normal P.celeration flight enveiupc limits. The
maximum rotor overspeed was to 104 percent for all conditions. The excessive
engine/rotor speed transients which occurred following large-magnitude collective
applications to the opposite extreme of the power demand schedule are a deficiency
which should be corrected prior to production.

97. Rotor speed control during ihe majority of mission maneuvers was excellent.
No pilot compensation was required to manage rotor speed during the UTTAS
maneuvers (para I 1), vertical and lateral displacements (paras 31 and 34), during
mission maneuvers (para 106), and jump takeoffs (para 85). The excellent rotor
speed control during normal mission tasks is an enhancing characteristic.

98. Engine stability was good during all tests and no appreciable lags were observed
when operating within the extremes of the power demand schedule. The pilot was
able to maintain positive control of altitude within ±0.5 foot by use of the
collective with less than ±0.5-inch control movements. There were no obiectionable
lags in engine response during precise hovering tasks. The YUH-60A employed a
single beep switch on each collective cot -)I to vary engine and rotor speed. The
system was rarely required once the operating rpm had been established prior to
takeoff. When needed, minimal pilot compensation was required to vary or reset
enone and rotor speed (HQRS 3).

99. Engine torque-matching characteristics were qualitatively assessed throughout
the GCT. The maximum torque difference noted throughout the static and dynamic
tests was 5 percent, which occurred predominantly at the lower power settings.
At power settings of 80 percent and above, the torque settings were precisely
matched. The effective torque-matching capability of the YT700-GE-700 engines
is an enhancing feut.re.

100. The YT700-GE-700 engine incorporates a T4.5 temperature limiting
feature which prevents inadvertent overtemperatur operaion (para 7a, app D).
This feature reduced pilot workload considerably with respect to power
management tasks, since the pilot did not have to meticuously monitor temperature
when operating at or near the engine temperature limits. The automatic T4.5
limiting feature of the YT700-GE-700 engine is an enhancing characteristic.

101. The emergency power management characteristics were qualitatively
evaluated in a variety of representative flight and power conditioi;-,.. Emergency
or manual control of the YT700-GE-700 engines in the YUH-60A hel,,copter is
obtained by moving the desired engine p )wer control lever to the ECU lockout
position (full forward). After gaining manual control of the engine, the power lever
is retarded to manually adjust engine power to the desired level. Once manual
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control of the engine was obtained, matching of the manually-controlled engine
torque to the other (governed) engine was easily accomplished and required little
crew coordination.

102. The engine anti-ice and cockpit heater systems were not reevaluated
during the GCT: however, the results from APE I remain valid. The power losses
associated with operating both systems were approximately 28 percent of available
power throughout the flight envelope. This significant power loss will degrade
accomplishment of mission tasks when performing operations which require
near-maximum power. The significant power loss associated with operation of the
engine anti-ice and cockpit heater systems is a deficiency which should be corrected
prior to production.

103. . The engine manufacturer redesigned the ECU in response to engine-related
problem aras (para 7. app D) identified during APE I. Although not a specific
part of the UTTAS GCT. two redesigned ECU's (Group 8) were supplied to
USAAEFA for installation and testing (in cooperation with the airframe
manufacturer) in the helicopter prior to further modification of remaining
prototype engines. Thirteen tests were conducted to compare differences between
the originally-installea Group 7 ECU and the Group 8 ECU. A complete
description of the tests is contained in reference 14, appendix A. Figures 100
through 102, appendix G, show representative time histories of the testing.

104. There were no significant differences between the functioning of the
Groups 7 and 8 ECU's for jump takeoffs, one-engine-out governing,
uncompensated response characteristics (collective fixed, load/power change
required due to cyclic or pedal input), and normal engine/rotor governing during
typical maneuvers. The control of rotor speed was slightly improved with the
Group 8 ECU at test-day VH and the never-exceed airspeed (VNE). Rotor speed
transient overshoot from rapid collective reductions from maximum power was
decreased with the Group 8 ECU. The Group 7 transient rotor overspeed with

". a 29-percent (2.6-inch) collective reduction was 8 percent (21.6 rpm) (fig. 100,
app G). With the Group 8 ECU installed, the transient rotor overspeed was
6 percent (15 rpm) (fig. 101). For both ECU's, the time to return to a stabilized
rotor speed was essentially the same. The transient rotor speed droop characteristics
during autorotational recovery were significantly improved .nith the Group 8 ECU.
During a 3/4-in./sec collective rate input (fig. 102), rotor speed drooped from
112 percent (294 rpm) to 97 percent (255 rpm) and then stabilized at
98 percent. For a comparable collective rate input, the Group 7 ECU transient
rotor speed droop was to approximately 88 percent (231 rpm). To achieve the
improved transieni rotor speed droop characteristics, the no-load engine gas
producer (NG) and p.%wer turbine (Np) speeds with the Group 8 ECU were
increased. The NG was it4creased from 71 to 77 percent and Np from 102 percent
(normal operating range) to 110 percent (precautionary range) for the Groups 7
and 8 ECUs, respectively. The method of improving the transient droop
characteristics may not be satisfactory, since the effects on the engine of increased
Np are unknown. The T4.5 limiting characteristics were significantly degraded with
installation of the Group 8 ECU. When operating at the power-available limits,
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the normal T4.5 limiting occurs at 845C. ±5 degrees. With the Gioup 7 ECU.
transient overshoot of T4.5 occurred before the limiting feature functioned. This
characteristic allowed rapid power appl.cation to limit and still provided
overtemperature protection. The T4.5 limiting vt;th the Group 8 ECU began to
function at approximately 805*C T4.5. causing premature rotor speed droop anti
the limit temperature was not reached for 15 to 20 seconds. The premature
limiting of T4.5 temperature in effect reduced the power available to the pilot
by eliminating the capability to rapidly apply power to its available limit. Because
of the unknown effects on the engine with the no-load Np at I10 percent, and
the unsatisfactory r4.5 limiting characteristics, the Group 8 ECU's were removed
and the Group 7 ECU's reinstalled.

Normal Mission Maneuvers

105. A limited quantitative and qualitative evaluation of mission maneuvering
characteristics was accomplished at the conditions shown in table 2. Aircraft agility
and maneuverability were assessed during accelerations and decelerations from and
to a hover, lateral accelerations from a hover, and during pop-ups and bob-ups
with the FPS OFF.

106. Forward flight accelerations were conducted from a stabilized OGE hover
by simultaneously increasing power to IRP and varying pitch attitude as required
to maintain constant altitude during acceleration to VH. Acceleration to VH
required approximately 45 seconds. During acceleration from a hover, achieving
and maintaining IRP was easily accomplished with minimal initial rotor speed droop
(approximately 2 percent transient). Deceleration uas initiated from VH by
simultaneously reducing collective at a rate necessary to control rotor speed and
varying pitch attitude to maintain constant altitude. During both acceleration and
deceleration altitude was easily held constant (HQRS 3). The required nose-high
attitude (20 degrees) resulted in a restricted forward field of view caused by the
instrument panel glare shield, which required the pilot to move his head and body
to the right to see through the chin bubble. The restricted forward field of view
during high nose-up attitudes is a shortcoming. The acceleration and deceleration
characteristics of the YUH-60A met the commitments of the PIDS and are
satisfactory.

107. Left and right lateral accelerations were accomplished from a stabilized
50-foot hover. The helicopter was rapidly rolled in the desired direction of flight,
collective was increased to obtain IRP, and the aircraft accelerated while constant
altitude was maintained. The helicopter rapidly accelerated in either direction with
minimal pilot effort required to execute the maneuver (HQRS 3). Lateral
acceleration characteristics are satisfactory.

108. The pop-up maneuver was initiated from level flight at 50 feet AGL
at an airspeed of 50 KIAS. The maneuver was execut,.d by bringing the helicopter
to a climbing flare with termination in a 150-foot OGE hover and then performing
a rapid 180degree change of direction and a level transition to forward flight.
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The nose-high pitch attitude required during the deceleration restricted the pilot'.
forward field of view and required him to rely in peripheral vision to maintain
position (para 106). The pop-up maneuver was accomplished with minimal pilot
effcrt (MQRS 3).

109. Bob-up maneuvers to 100 feet AGL were initiated from a stabilized
20-foot IGE hover, using various rates and magnitudes of collective input. Desired
position over the ground was maintained by manipulation of directional and cychc
controls. The bob-up maneuver was satisfactorily accomplished with minimal pilut
effort (HQRS 3).

UTTAS Maneuvers

110. The UTTAS maneuvers were evaluated at entry airspecds of 149 to
153 KTAS at density altitudes of 5900 to 7120 feet. The objective of this
evaluation was to assess the helicopter's capability to achieve the following aim
conditions: (1) from an entry airspeed of 150 KTAS, attain a sustained load factor
of 1.75 within I second in a symmetrical pull-up; maintain a minimum load factor
of 1.75 for 3 seconds with an airspeed loss at the end of 3 seconds not to exceed
30 KTAS; (2) from an entry airspeed of 150 KTAS. attain a sustained load factor
of 0.0 within I second in a symmetrical pushover and mai-itain the 0.0 minimum
load factor for 2 seconds; and (3) evaluate the pushover from a level flight entry
as well as a continuation of the pull-up maneuver. Figures 103 through 105,
appendix G, are representative time histories of the UTTAS maneuvers. Table 7
presents a summary of the significant data quantified during the tests.

Ill. The pull-up maneuver was accomFlished by initially attaining a target
load factor greater than the required load factor of 1.75 (fig. 103, app G). A
target load factor of 2.0 resulted in achieving the specification conditions of the
maneuver. Rapid aft cyclic control was required to istablish the load factor quickly.
Once established at the load factor, positive control force cues enabled thr required
condition to be easily maintained for the required 3.0 seconds (HQRS 3). Airspeed
reduction was well within the 30-knot maximum loss criteria. Flight control
movements to maintain roll and yaw attitude were minimal (HQRS 3). Rotor speed
slightly increased (+1.5 percent from trim) during the maneuver and required no
corrective action (HQRS 2). The pushover maneuver required load factor was easily
reached by attaining a lesser target load factor (fig. 104). The maneuver was
initiated by a rapid downward collective movement. Pitch attitude change and
airspeed gain were minimized by slight initial aft cyclic control movement. Once
reached, the 0.0 required load factor was easily maintained for the required
2 seconds. Yaw attitude change during the pushover maneLver was 7 degrees right
with directional controls fixed. Roll attitude was easily maintained within limits
by use of right iatcral control application (HQRS 3). Rotor sneed increased
3 percent from trim momentarily and required no corrective action (HQRS 2).
The commitmnts of the PIDS were met for the pull-up and pushover UTWAS
maneuvers.
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i112. The pull-up, pushover combination maneuver was accomplished using the
same techniques as the ind;vidually performed maneuvers, and resulted in essentially
the same basic characteristics (fig. 105, app G). Entry airspeed for the pushover
was lower because of airspeed !oss during the pull-up. The time to reach a 0.0 load
factor was longer because of starting the pushover from a load factor )f 1.75.
To reach the 0.0 load factor the collective control was fully lower,.- a .. forward
cyclic was required (HQRS 3). The collective-to-roll coupling effect. i:ere greater,
as evidenced by the amount of right lateral control used to control roll attitude
(HQRS 3). Rotor speed variation from trim during the pull-up was +1 percent
and during the pushover was +2 and -3 percent and required no pilot corrective
action (HQRS 2). Within the scope of this test, the UTTAS maneuvers and the
pull-up and pushover combination maneuver can be satisfactorily accomplished.

External Load Evaluation

113. The handling qualities of the YUH-60A helicopter were qualitatively
evaluated with an external sling load at the conditions shown in table 2. Low-speed
(para 92) and forward flight tests to an airspeed of 65 KCAS were performed
with an empty CONEX (1580 pounds). Additionally, forward flight tests to an
airspeed of 129 KCAS and a load release from hover were conducted with a
high-denity load (auxiliary power unit (APU) container ballasted to 3090 pounds).
The forward flight tests were conducted AFCS ON and OFF and simula!ed gust
response characteristics were evaluated in the longitudinal and lateral axes.

114. The CONEX sling load was extremely unstable in flight. The load
oscillated laterally and twisted and untwisted at all forward flight airspe-ds. These
load motions were felt in the cockpit in the roll axis of the helicopter, but no
unusual flight control applications were required to control the aircraft (HQRS 3).
The high-density load was significantly more stable in flight than the CONEX,
with little or no oscillation. Flight control activity in all flight conditions was normal
for the aircraft at this gross weight condition (HQRS 3). The control inputs to
simulate gust response excited both Icads, with excitation generally damping out
within 3 cycles. No difference in load excitation was noted with AFCS ON or
OFF for the simulated gust responses. The helicopter was not noticeably affected
by the load excitation and gust response characteristics were essentially the same
as those with no load.

115. Load acquisition required grout,d guidance, since the hook could not
be seen from the cargo compartment. The field of view forward and through the
chin bubble was inadequate (paia 158) and degraded rapid and precise load
acquisition. The hover sling load release (high-density) was conducted with the
controls held fixed in excess of 5 seconds following release. No abrupt or extreme
aircraft attilude changes were observed. Following release, yaw rate reached a
maximum of 4 deg/sec after 7 seconds and normal acceleration increased 0.2g
within 0.5 second. One unintentional load release occurred during the test. The
CONEX was released in level flight at 65 KCAS with AFCS OFF. No abrupt or
extreme aircraft attitude changes were observed following the release. The cause
of the release was an unintentional actuation by the pilot of the cyclic grip normal
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load zvlease switch. The design of the cargo hook release system is such that arming
of the normal and emergency release systems is accomplished by one switch (cargo
release SAFE-ARM switch). The arming of the normal load release system when
arming the emergency release system is a shortcoming. The normal acceleration
following load release in hover failed to meet the commitments of
paragraph 50.3.1.8.5 of the PIDS by increasing to 1.2g. This is greater than
10 peicent of the design gross weight positive limit load factor (1.8) by
S1 percent. Within the scope of the test, the external sling load handling qualities

are satisfaciory.

Instument/Nifht Flight Characteristics

116. Instrument and night flight characteristics were qualitatively evaluated
at the conditions shown in table 2. Instrument takeoffs, basic enroute instrument
tasks, and instrument landing system (ILS) approachcs were. conducted with the
command instrument system (flight director) ON and OFF. A limited instrument
evaluation was conducted with AFCS OFF. The night evaluation encompassed
representative tasks throughout the flight envelope, including hover and low-speed
flight. Aircraft external and internal lighting and navigational avionics were
qualitatively evaluated throughout the tests.

117. Instrument flight tasks performed with the flight director OFF required
normal pilot instrument cross-check techniques to monitor five flight instruments
(airspeed indicator, altimeter, horizontal situation indicator (HSI), vertical situation
indicator (VSI), and vertical speed indicator). As flight task complexity increased,
pilot workload increased, with a corresponding decrease in flight path accuracy.
Tasks requiring a change in flight condition, such as transition from level flight
to climb or descent with turns, resulted in degraded accuracy in holding constant
other flight parameters not required to be changed (HQRS 3). With the flight
director ON, pilot cross-check was reduced to three instruments (HSI, VSI, and
altimeter) and for stabilized flight conditions (level flight) pilot cross-check was
reduced to one instrument (VSI). This was possible because of the centralized
commanded functions of airspeed, heading, and collective control (vertical
speed/altitude) provided in the VSI. The centralized display of commanded airspeed,
heading, and collective control significantly reduced pilot workload and increased
flight path accuracy compared to instrument flight with the flight director OFF
(HQRS 2). The improved instrument flight characteristics provided by the
commanded flight parameters of the flight director are an enhancing characteristic.

118. During the instrument evaluation four unsatisfactory characteristics
associated with the flight director were noted. These characteristics were related
to commanded and advisory information displayed to the pilot which could have
been corrected as a maintenance function had the proper technical expertise been
available. The first unsatisfactory characteristic was observed during ILS approaches
when the flight director automatically switched to the deceleration mode. The
deceleration mode provided the pilot a commanded s!owin3 of airspeed to 50 KIAS
while still furnishing proper information to maintain the glide path and localizer
of the ILS. The commanded slowing of airspeed occurred at 750 feet AGL and
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resulted in significantly increasing the total approach time and the time to reach
approach altitude minimums. The premature commanded slowing of the aircraft
at 750 feet AGL in the deceleration mode of the flight director is a shortcoming.

119. The go-around mode of the flight director provided the pilot commanded
information to initiate a missed approach. This information resulted in heading
and airspeed and collective commands to achieve 80 KIAS and a 500-ftmin rate
of climb. The go-around mode was selected by the pilot through a cyclic grip
button. When activated there was no advisory information provided to the crew
that the go-around mode had been selected. This characteristic is unsatisfactory.
Additionally, the improperly set initial commands of airspeed and collective
(go-around mode selected at 50 KIAS) caused the pilot to overcontrol the cyclic
control and resulted in a momentary airspeed gain to 90 KIAS prior to reaching
a stabilized rate of climb. The lack of advisory information and the improperly
set airspeed and collective commands of the go-around mode of the flight director
are shortcomings.

120. With the flight director in the vertical speed mode, the pilot can select
a vertical speed on the instantaneous vertical speed indicator which will be displayed
as commanded collective on the VSI. Once a vertical speed was selected, the
improperly set collective symbol required the pilot to satisfy the command several
times before a stabilized vertical speed was reached. This characteristic resulted
in excessive time to reach a desired vertical speed. The excessive time to reach
a selected vertical speed in the vertical speed mode of the flight director is a
shortcoming.

121. There is only one VHF navigation receiver (VOR/ILS) installed in the
YUH-60A helicopter. When two different VHF navigation stations were required
to fix airway intersections and approach fixes, crew workload was significantly
increased because of the requirement to cross-tune the one installed VHF navigation
radio. Additionally, when cross-tuning the VHF navigation radio, commanded
navigation provided to the flight director was interrupted for the time the radio
was off the primary navigation frequency. Two VHF navigation radios would
significantly reduce crew workload during instrument flight and allow more efficient
and complete utilization of the flight director. The lack of two VOR/ILS navigation
radios is a shortcoming.

122. The HSI has two bearing pointers, but only the No. 2 pointer was used
to display either ADF or VOR navigation information. The No. I bearing pointer
could not be used with any installed navigation radio. The inability to use the
No. 1 bearirg pointer of the HSI is a shortcoming.

123. Simulated instrument flight was conducted with AFCS OFF. Airspeeds
greater than 100 KIAS required the pilot to intensely monitor the VSI to maintain
aircraft attitude (HQRS 6). At 75 to 80 KIAS pilot workload was r.duced but
the pilot was still required to closely monitor the flight instruments to prevent
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aircraft attitude deviations (HQRS 4). All normal instrument tasks couid be
performed at the 75- to 80-knot airspeeds. The simulated instrument flight
characteristics with AFCS OFF were not identified as a shortcoming because of
the degraded mode and the CAUTION of paragraph 70 applies.

124. The internal cockpit lighting and lighting controls were evaluated on the
ground and in flight. All lighting and lighting controls were satisfactory, with the
exception of the secondary lights/cockpit floodlight controls. The lights (red and
white) were mounted between the pilot and copilot and were controlled by two
switches and two rotary dimmer controls. One switch functioned as a bright/dim
control and the other switch selected red or white light or remote. When the
red/white/remote switch was in the REMOTE position, each rotary dimmer control
could be used to turn on and control the intensity of the respective red or white
light. The secondary lights/cockpit floodlight controls caused confusion because
of their dissimilar method of operation. The functions of these multiple controls
should be consolidated and simplified. The multiple secondary lights/cockpit
flocAdlight controls and their dissimilar method of operation are a shortcoming.

125. The external aircraft lighting systems were evaluated by the test aircraft
crew and by the crew of the chase aircraft. The configuration and variable-intensity
control of the" external formation lights permitted quick recognition of relative
bearing and proximity by the chase aircraft for most rear-intercept azimuths.
Additionally, the formation lights made the task of formation flying by the chase
aircraft easier. The configuration and readily identifiable aircraft formation lights
are an enhancing characteristic.

Automatic Flight Control System Characterist cs

126. The AFCS was evaluated throughout the test program. The AFCS was
evaluated for suitability in IMC, fly-through capability during mssion tasks, system
reliability, pilot interface, and system failure characteristics. Quantitative and
qualitative evaluations were conducted with various AFCS modes (FPS, FAS, SAS)
selected or failed.

127. Aircraft attitude changes with full AFCS ON were made by moving a
flight control out of detent and either retrimming to a new attitude/heading
reference or returning the control to the trim detent at the completion of the
maneuver. When maneuvering the aircraft through the AFCS attitude hold, the
magnitude of longitudinal and lateral control forces was objectionable (paras 45
and 46). The most objectionable characteristic was the interaction of the roll trim
integrator in the AFCS. The lateral control force buildup as a result of the roll
trim integrator was proportiornal with time for bank angles of less than 5 degrees
and could result in a maximum of 8.5 pounds of control force. Flights during
simulated IMC, where small heading corrections were made, required the pilot to
constantly retrim because of the build-up of lateral control forces. Even when
attempting to maintain level flight, inadvertent lateral control inputs (particularly
where a slight pressure was applied over a period of time) resulted in lateral control
force buildups that required retrimming by use of the force trim release. This
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retrimrming a!so rcsynchronized the longitudinal and airspeed-hold logic and resulted
in significant increases in pilot workload when conducting 10-4.C, tasks. The cyclic
beep trim was not utilized to trim out the roll integrator forces, as this would
establish a trim reference error over a period of time. The roll trim integrator
also degraded the pilot's capabilities during hovering and NOE tasks. Hovering in
crosswinds, making attitude corrections, or when traversing laterally resulted in
lateral control force buildups from the action of the roll trim integrator. The pilot
had to constantly retrim the ai.craft to relieve the lateral forces. This would cause
loss of the trimmed attitude reierence and is unsatisfactory for night NOE tast's
as well as for IMC tasks. If the pilot were to become disoriented while these latural
control forces were increasing, he might think that he had displaced the aircraft
from iiim. 'llowing the latcra! control to return to a zero force in an attempted
recovery could result in unu;ual attitudes which might preclude recovery. The highly
undesirable and potentially unsafe characteristics of the roll trim integrator are
a deficiency which should be corrected prior to further government tests.

128. The yaw trim integrat(,r was designed to assist the pilot in maintaining
balanced flight and to provide a coordinated turn feature for airspeeds above
60 KIAS (para 22, app C). If the pilot miscoordinated the ball, a force
proportional to sideslip would be felt in the directional controls. Unless the pilot
was extraordinarily careful in allowing the pedal to travel with the force (easing
foot pressure), the force would build up to such magnitude that the helicopter
could not be retrimmed directionally without disengaging and reengaging the FPS
on the A: CS control panel. This problem was further complicated by the
unreliabili, of the accelerometers to maintain a null position in the system.
Migration of this null resulted in constant force buildups in the directional controls,
even when trimmed in balanced flight. The pilot lost confidence in the FPS mode
of the AFCS because of the increased workload required to conduct precise forward
flight tasks associated with IMC light The undesirable characteristics of the yaw
trim integrator are a shortcoming.

129. The airspeed hold system is functional whenever airspeed is 60 KIAS
or greater and FPS is engaged. Activation of either the beep or instantaneous trim
synchronizes the airspeed hold and an 18-second delay is incurred prior to regaining
this function. This excessive delay contributed to the moderate pilot compensation
required to trim to desired airspeeds. This system degraded the pilot's capabilities
in trimming to precise airspeeds, particularly in simulated IMC. Once engaged, the
airspeed hold system reduced pilot workload under most conditions; however, the
effort required to establish an airspeed is excessive. The excessive delay in
engagement of the airspeed hold system following trim actuation is a shortcoming.

130. The AFCS could be totally or selectively engaged/disengaged throughout
the flight envelope with no noticeable transients in any axis. AFCS monitor
information was provided on the master caution panel (SAS, FAS/TRM, FPS. and
PITCH BIAS fail lights) and through ON/OFF switches on the AFCS control panel.
The information relating AFCS status was confusing with regard to FAS/TRM or
FPS status. Engaging the FAS switch would remove the FAS and FPS lights from
the master caution panel, while the FPS ON/OFF switch would still be in the
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disengaged inode. Conversely, when disengaging the FPS sulectively, there was no
CAUTION light indicating a disengaged condition, but the switch would show
FPS OFF. This condition is inconsistent with the intent of caution panel
information. The exact status of the AFCS and not an interpretation of lights
or switch positions is required. The potential of having the FPS disengaged without
a corresponding CAUTION light is a shortcoming.

Aircraft Systems Failures

131. Aircraft systems failures were investigated at the conditions outlined in
table 2. Simulated failures of an engine, the AFCS, and the hydraulic and trim
systems were conducted.

Simulated Engine Failure Characteristics:

132. Sudden engine failures were induced from dual-engine to single-engine
flight and from stabilized single-engi~ae flight to autorotation by rapidly retarding
the desired power control lever to the idle stop. The response of the helicopter
to sudden single-engine failures was evaluated during hover, forward flight, and
in dives at airspeeds up to 167 KCAS. Flight controls were held fixed for 2 seconds
following the power loss, or until activation of the low rotor speed warning light
plus I second, or when an aircraft angular rate of 5 deg/sec 'within 0.3 second
was reached. Figure 106, appendix G, is a representative time history of a
simulated engine failure. Table 8 summarizes the delay times for the dual-engine
to single-engine failures.

133. Aircraft response to a sudden single-engine failure from stabilized
dual-engine flight at all conditions was mild. Primary reaction of the helicopter
was a left yaw which was a maximum of 6 degrees at 167 KCAS. Slight left roll
and nose-up pitch accompanied the sudden engine failure but was not discernible
to the pilot as a cue. The primary pilot cue of a failure at level flight airspeeds
from 76 to 118 KCAS was the change in color from green to red of the engine
power turbine speed indication on the pilot display unit (PDU) fiberoptic
instrument. As engine power turbine speed decreases through 95 percent, the
fiberoptic display goes from green to red. Although the minimum rotor speed
achieved for the engine failure at 76 KCAS was 96 percent (252 rpm), the PDU
momentarily displayed a low (red) power turbine speed warning. At airspeeds above
118 KCAS, primary pilot cues of engine failure were left yaw and the PDU display.
These cues would enable the pilot to identify the failure and take corrective action
in a timely manner at alt flight conditions and times, with the exception of
low-powered descents. The helicopter response to a single-engine failure was
controllable, requiring no rapid or objectionable cyclic or directional control
manipulations. For level flight airspeeds at 76, 86, and 108 KCAS, the rotor speed
droop was within the power-on limits of 95 percent rotor speed following
acceleration of the unfailed engine and required no collective control application.
The remaining test conditions required 5 to 20 percent of collective reduction
(depending on airspeed) after rotor speed had decreased past the warning limit
value (95 percent rotor speed). The mild aircraft response chai-icteristics following
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Table 8. Single-Engine Failure Characteristics
Irom Dual-Engine Flight.

Calibrated Collective Control Minimum
Flight Entry Delay Ttra,;1  Rotor Speed

Condition Airspeed Csec) (percent/rpm)
_____________ (kt) _________ _________

Level flight 76 Note 2  96/252

Level flight 86 Note 2  95/250

Level flight 108 Note 2  95/250

Level flight 118 4.6 94/247

Level flight 129 1.2 94/247

Level flight 146 1.5 89/234

Dive (IRP) 167 1.7 89/3

Elapsed timq from throttle chop to initiation of collective
reduction.
2 Collective reduction not required.
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single-engine failure from dual-engine flight were desirable from a controllability
and handling qualities standpoLnt, but could contribute to late recognition of an
engine failure in some flight regimes. During a single-engine failure in a low-power
descent, the aircraft attitude response cues were very mild, the change in engine
noise was not always perceptible, and there was virtually no rotor speed decay.
The YUH-60A incorporates an engine-out warning light system (master caution
panel) which is activated by low gas generator speed (55 percent NG) and would
possibly be the only cue of engine failure during a low-powered descent. This
warning system does not incorporate an aural warning signal. During mission tasks
where the pilot's attention is directed outside the cockpit (such as a low-powered
descent into a landing zone), the visual engine-out warning could go unheeded
and the pilot would not have adequate cues generated from other sources. The
lack of an aural engiine-out warning device is a shortcoming.

134. Simulated sudden single-engine failures from stabilized single-engine flight
and subsequent entry into autorotation were conducted. Pilot workload in
maintaining aircraft coatrol and ease of establishing stabilized autorotational flight
were evaluated, as well as steady-state autorotational handling qualities. Figures 107
through 109, appendix G. are representative time histories of engine failure,
autorotational entry, and autorotational descent. Table 9 summarizes delay times
and pilot action for engine failure from single-engine flight.

Table 9. Engine Failure Characteristics From
Single-Engine Flight.

Calibrated Collective Control minimum
Flight Entry Delay Time' Rotor Speed

Condition Airspeed (se) (percent/rpm)
____________ (kt) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Level flight 12 2.2 91/239

Level flight 53 1.5 86/226

Level flight 77 1.6 86/226

Level flight 96 1.2 84/221

'Elapsed time from throttle chop to initiation of
collective reduction.
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135. Similar aircraft characteristics were noted for the single-engine failures
from single-engine flight as were noted for the single-engine failures from dual-engine
flight (para 133) although left yaw was mor th e le-engine fue critical control
was the collective for all test conditions and the minimum available time for pilot
reaction (.2 seconds) occurred at 96 KCAS (maximum airspeed tested). At this
airspeed, the entry into autorotational flight required a moderate reduction
(1.64 in./sec) of the colective to control rotgr speed. Although initiation of
collective control was not delayed for 2 Aconds following the simulated engine
failure, nor had d second elapsed following activation of the low engine speed
warnings, the time required to regain the minimum allowed power-off rotor speed
(90 percent rotor speed) was not considered excessive. At 96 KCAS the maximum 

time required to regain minimum steady-state autorotational rotor speed from time
of collective reduction was 5.9 seconds, with an altitude loss of 40 feet. These
times could have been shortened if the collective had been lowered at a faste.r
rate. There were no unusual aircraft response characteristics following the engine
failure and pilot effort was minimal to enter and establish futorotationa enight
for all airspeeds at 70 KCAS and above (HQRS 3). The engine ftilure at 53 KCAS
required moderate pilot compensation to enter and establish autorotationa flight
(HQRS 4) because of the increased pilot effort required to establish Vmin RID
from the slow entry conditions. For all test conditions the maimum attitude
change was l0 degrees in yaw and there was no atitude loss in the first 2 seconds

following the engine failures.

136. Maintaining aircraft control throughout the autorotational descent
required minimal pilot effort (HQRS 3). The pilot was able to establish and
maintain a desired airspeed and rotor speed with minimum control requirements.
Coordinated turns of up to 30 degrees of bank in either direction required moderate
pilot compensation (HQRS 4) because of the increased effort to maintain rotor
speed. During one descent, the aircraft developed a tail shake similar to that
reported during APE I but of less magnitude. The tail shake was not objectionable.
The commitments of paragraph 50.3.6.1.1 of the PIDS were not met, in that
collective control motion could not be delayed I second after activation of the
low engine speed warning system. All other applicable specification commitments
were met. Within the scope of this evaluation, the engine failure and autorotational
characteristics from stabilized single-engine flight are satisfactory. Because of the
rapid rotor speed decay, caution should be exercised to ensure that collective
control is rapidly and fully reduced when performing autorotational entries from
single-engine flight or following dual-engine failures. The following CAUTION
should be included in chapter 8 of the operator's ntanual:

CAUTION

In the event of an engine failure during singe-engne flight or
dual-engine failure, rotor speed will rapidly decay to below the
minimum power-off limit (90 percent rotor speed). Rapid
reduction of collective control to full-dowri wil be required
to arrest rotor speed decay and regain suitable autorotational

rotor speed.
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Automatic Flight Control System Failures:

137. Automatic flight control system failures were simulated in a hover and
in forward flight at the condi'ions listed in table 2. Engagement and disengagement
and single-axis hardover conditions were conducted for the various AFCS modes.
The FPS, FAS/TRM. and SAS were selectively engaged and disengaged at all test
conditions. Single-axis hardovers were simulated utilizing a hardover box that had
the capability of inducing the following malfunctions: pitch bias and FAS actuator
hardover, and runaway trim for the longitudinal, lateral, and directional trim
systems. Representative time histories for the AFCS failures are presented in
figures 110 through 113 of appendix G.

138. Abrupt disengagement of either the FPS, FAS/TRM, or SAS did not
result in any immediate aircraft response at any of the test conditions. A complete
failure of the SAS did cause aircraft divergence from trim due to the loss of rate
damping provided by the system, but was easily controlled by the pilot. When
engaging either mode of the AFCS, there were no switching transients that required
more than 0.25 inch of control input to maintain attitude.

139. Single-axis hardovers were conducted in a hover, in right sideward and
rearward flight, and in forward flight at airspeeds from 77 to 168 KCAS. The
pitch bias and FAS hardovers were the mildest, since the FAS computer would
shut down within I second after initiation of the failure. The attitude hold feature
of the AFCS (FPS mode) worked to regain the pitch trim reference following
pitch bias hardovers and pilot compensation was not a factor in recovery (HQRS 2).
The FAS hardovers caused greater pitch excursions (12 degrees nose-up attitude
change) partly because of the loss of the attitude hold feature. If the pilot reentered
the control loop prior to 3 seconds elapsed time, the attitude deviations were not
excessive. Minimal pilot compensation was required to control the hardover and
regain trim conditions (HQRS 3). The pitch rates generated by pitch bias and FAS
hardovers were approximately 4 deg/sec for all conditions. The pilot has monitor
information on the master caution panel for either of these failures.

140. The control trim hardovers (runaways) were more severe than pitch bias
and FAS failures. The longitudinal trim runaways were not excessive, however,
in that the pitch rates developed never exceeded 8 deg/sec. This gave the pilot
adequate cues of the failure and allowed rapid corrective action to be taken. The
longitudinal force buildup for 100 percent trim runaway was a maximum of
12 pounds fore and aft and was easily overcome by the pilot. The lateral trim
runaways generated high roll rates: from 12 deg/sec in a hover to 37 deg/sec at
141 KCAS at 3 seconds following initiation of the failure. The maximum bank
angles within the 3-second period ranged from 46 to 56 degrees at 141 KCAS
and required 8 to 10 pounds of lateral force to regain level flight. Moderate pilot
compensation was required to recover the aircraft during lateral trim runaways
(HQRS 4) because of the rapidly developing roll rates and resultant roll attitudes.
Roll trim runaways were also evaluated in turning flight at bank angles up to
30 degrees at 119 KCAS with failures into the bank. The roll rates at the end
of 3 seconds were 18 to 19 deg/sec and required the pilot to enter the control
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loop no later than 3 seconds following failure, because of the large roil attitudes
developed (56 degrees maximum). The directional trim runaways generated yaw
rates from 8 deg/sec at 141 KCAS to a maximum of 16 deg/sec in a hover. The
pilot was able to control directional trim runaways with minimal pilot compensation
(HQRS 3). The maximum directional control forces resulting from 100 percent
trim runaway were 58 to 75 pounds. Although the directional control forces were

high, landings were conducted with failures of the trim system requiring minimal
pilot compensation (IIQRS 3). The roll and yaw rates developed from trim
runaways exceed the l0-deg/sec commitment after 3 seconds of
paragraph 50.3.2.7.1 of the PIDS by the amounts shown in table 10. The high
roll rate developed following lateral control trim system failure is a shortcoming.
All other AFCS failure charactcristics were satisfactory within the scope of this
evaluation.

Table 10. Single-Axis Hardover Test Results.1

Flight Pitch Bias Pitch FAS Longitudinal Lateral Directional

Condition Hardover tardover Trim Trim Trim
Hardover Hardover Ha' 4over(KCAS) (deg/sec)l (deg/sec) (deg/sec) (deg/sec) (,.eg/sec)

Zero 4 4 8 12 16

77 4 4 8 720 14

119 4 4 8 26 8

141 4 4 6 37 8

168 - - 4 -

'Data presented represent controls-free pitch, roll, and yaw
rates developed at 3 seconds following the simulated hardover.

2Roll rate of 20 deg/see developed within 2 seconds.

Hydra ic Systems Failures:

141. Hydraulic systems failures were investigated at the conditions listed in
table 2. The failures were simulated by turning off various combinations of the
first and second stage servos, hydraulic backup pump, SAS control circuit breaker,
FAS/TRM control, FPS control, and yaw and collective boost control.

142. At all airspeeds tested, there were no objectionable aircraft responses
when single systems were failed. Reactivation of the failed system likewise produced
no adverse aircraft response. Deactivation of the first stage servo at VH resulted
in the nose of the aircraft yawing right approximately 3 degrees. This yaw occu-red
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because of the time required for the backup pump to activate and power the second
stage tail rotor servo. With single system hydraulic fPilures. continued safe flight.
approach, and landing was easily accomplished (HQRS 3). The single system
hydraulic failure characteristics of the YUH-60A are satisfactory and meet the
commitments of the PIDS.

143. Dual system (first stage and backup) failures were simuated by pulling
the backup pump circuit breaker and turning the first stage servo control off. At
75 and 1 19 KCAS there was only a slight right yaw; however, at 145 KCAS the
aircraft yawed right approximately 10 degrees, attaining 15 degrees left sideslip,
and stabilized. Attempts to return to balanced flight resulted in application of
increased pedal force (approximately 30 pounds). with only 10 percent directional
control remaining and approximately 5 degrees decrease in the sideslip angle. There
are no PIDS commitments for dual hydraulic system failures: however, under certain
conditions loss of the second stage hydraulics and loss of the backup system would
be possible. If a rupture should occur in the system downstream of the No. 2
transfer module, the No. 2 system would be depleted of hydraulic fluid. Under
these conditions the backup pump would activate, and the backup system would
be depleted. The follo-.. ng systems would be lost if the No. 2 and backup systems
were depleted: second stage primary servos; SAS, FAS. pitch FFS functions;
collective and yaw boost; and APU accumulator charge capability (except manual).
The hydraulic system should be redesigned to preclude depletion of the backup
hydraulic system in this manner.

Singee-Engjne Landinp

144. Single-engine landings were conducted to a level paved sur"ace at the
conditions listed in table 2. The single-engine condition was imulated by placing
one engine in the idle position and conducting successively slower roll-on type
landings to determine nlinimum touchdown speed and stopping distance. Aircraft
limits established by USAAEFA to issure safety during this test, in addition to
those presented in reference 6, appesidix A, were: a minimum rotor speed of
90 percent (237 rpm) and maximum gear loads of 10,000 and 6500 pounds for
the main and tail gear, respectively. The test results are presented in table i.
Representative time histories are presented in figures 114 and 115 of appendix G.

145. The single-engine technique utilized was to flare the aircraft to arrive
at a ground speed of approximately 25 knots while maintaining enough height
above the ground to preclude tail wheel touchdown. Once the tail wheel contacted
the ground and the nose started to fall through, the pilot maintained a flare attitude
while appl'ing collective to cushion the main gear touchdown. This method resultcd
in the differences in touchdown speeds of the main and tail gear shown in table 9.
These touchdown speeds represent a maximum capability within the constraints
of the main gear limits imposed on this test. The 10.000-pound lin its represent
62.5 percent of the recommended main gear limits (16,000 pounds), and as can
be seen in table 10, these limits were reached or exceeded on the ricnt gear for
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the majority of touchdowns. The minimum touchdown speed capability of the
aircraft during single-engine landings can be expected to be reduced from the test
results with greater main landing gear load tolerances.

146. The high nose attitude (16 to 19 degrees) required in the flare decreased
the field of view to a point where the intended touchdown point was masked
from the pilot throughout the last 25 to 35 yards of the approach. This decreased
field of view requirea m-.derate pilot compensation to perform minimum ground
speed single-engine landings (HQRS 4). The single-engine landings were conducted
on a level paved surface at the mid-al.'ude test site, although landings could have
as easily been conducted on smooth level unprepared surfaces. The single-engine
landing commitments of the PIDS were met and are satisfactory.

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

Vibration Charactertics

147. Vibration characteristic: were qualitatively evaluated throughout the test
and quantitatively evaluated during the level flight performance, low-speed flight.
and maneuvering stability tests and were recorded at the conditions listed in table 2.
Vibration scusors were installed at the following fuselage stations: pilot and copilot
seat pans, right-hand shroud of the cockpit instrument panel, and cabin floor at
tie aircraft eg. Additional sensors were located as indicated in appendix E.
Vibration data test results are presented in figures 116 through 138, appendix G.

148. Representative level flight and IRP dive vibration data are presented in
figures 116 through 119. appendix G. In level flight, the vibration characteristics
at mission and alternate gross weight were similar and qualitatively assessed as very
low. As shown in figure 116, the pilot seat vertical and longitudinal accelerations
at the 4-per-rotor-revolution (4!rev) frequency (17.2 lz) were below 0.05g to
Vcruise (approximately 138 KCAS). This specification commitment of the PIDS
was not met at the copilot seat or instrument panel for airspeeds at Vcruise and
less, with maximum values of 0.18 to 0.2g being experienced. These higher
measured vihration levels were not considered significant, however, as these increases
were barely perceptible to the crew. The lateral 4/rev vibrations were generally
higher than the longitudinal and vertical for all level flight conditions buit did not
alter the qualitative assessment of an overall low vibration level. Center-of-gravity
vibration data for all axes (fig. 118) show accelerations of less than 0.05g at
airspeeds between 90 and 140 KCAS. At airspeeds above and below these values,
increases to 0.2g (vertical axis) were noted, while the majority of the vibrations
in the other axes show accelerations at O.Ig or below. The 4/rev vibration levels
above 138 KCAS for all locations and all axes (except copilot vertical) showed
gradual acceleration increases with increases in airspeed, with a maximum value
of 0.46g occurring in the lateral axis at the instrument panel for 160 KCAS (IRP
dive). 17,240 pounds, and 7600 feet density altitude. The vertical 4/rev vibration
was 0.42g for this condition and the information on the instrument panel was
difficult to interpret. These values occurred within 6 knots of the VNE of
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166 KCAS for the test conditions. These moderate increases in vibration levels
were not considered objectionable, as they provided a cue to the pilot of
approaching VNE. The vibration characteristics in forward flight failed to meet
paragraph 3.2.1.1.5.1.3 of the PIDS, in that the instruments were difficult to read
at 160 KCAS; and paragraph 3.2.1.1.5.1.4. in that vibration acceleration of 0.05g
in all axes was not met at the fundamental main rotor frequency (4/rev, 17.2 Hz)
for airspeeds up to Vcruise and 0.2g from Vcruise to VNE. Within the scope of
this test, the vibration levels of the YUH-60A helicopter in level flight at the mission
and alternate gross weights are satisfactory.

149. The variance in the 4/rev vibration levels with rotor speed was determined
in level flight at 140 KCAS. Figures 120 through 123 of appendix G represent
test results of single-amplitude vibratory acceleration versus rotor speed. From
c8 percent (258 rpm) to 94.5 percent (248 rpm). the trend shows a relatively
constant g value of vertical acceleration. With increasing rotor speed above
258 rpm, the vibration levels significantly increased. A maximum value of 0.47g
(vertical) was recorded at the copilot station at 269.7 rpm (102.5 percent). The
increase in 4/rev vibration with increasing rotor speed was readily felt by the pilot
but did not degrade the handling qualities of the aircraft, as these higher rotor
speeds were rarely achieved throughout the majority of mission maneuvers.

150. In low-speed flight the highest 4/rev vibration levels occurred between
30 and 40 KTAS. Figures 124 through 130 of appendix G are representative test
results. The highest recorded acceleration (0.32g) occurred at the cg (vertical axis)
at 35 KTAS in both forward and rearward flight. Vibration levels of 0.2g and
higher were observed for the vertical and lateral axes. The vibration levels were
generally higher in rearward flight than for other conditions. Although generally
higher than the vibration levels in forward flight, the magnitude !xperienced in
the low-speed flight regime did not degrade flyiag qualities. The commitments of
paragraph 3.2.1.1.5.1.4 of the PIDS were not met, in that vibratiof, acceleration
exceeded 0.05g from 30 knots rearward to Vcruise.

151. Figures 131 through 138, appendix G. contain vibration test results at
mission and alternate gross weight during maneuvering flight. The vibration levels
were markedly different between mission and alternate gross weight at these
conditions. At 130 KCAS and a gross weight of 17,460 pounds, the highest 4/rev
vibration level was 0.34g laterally at the pilot seat. which occurred at 1.8g normal
accelration. The vertical and longitudinal vibrations at this condition were
0.23 and 0.03g. respectively. Similar test results were noted for the remaining
seni-.- locations. These low vibrations throughout the maneuvering envelope at
mission g'oss weight allowed the pilot to fly the aircraft at higher normal
acceleration levels without apprehension. Vibration levels in turning flight at
alternate gross weight, however, were excessive (para 66). The data for all stations
(figs. 135 through 138) show large increases in vertical and longitudinal vibration.
The pilot felt step increases in the vibration levels at 1.3 to 1.4 g normal acceleration
(40 to 45 degrees of bank). Additionally, the cockpit star load indicator (pitch
link load measurement) showed step increases in this flight regime. Star load
indications remained at the high end of the caution area for steady turns at
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30 degrees of bank and progressed to the red warning area at bank angles of
45 degrees and greater. High vibrations were experienced in steady turning flight
at normal acceleration values significantly within the allowable g envelope for the
conditions tested. At 45 degrees of bank, the vibrations at the pilot seat and
instrument panel were so great that interpretation of the flight instruments was
extremely difficult. Although the vibration data trend with load factor shows
discontinuities at these higher normal accelerations, there is reason to suspect the
quantitative information obtained because the pilot had difficulty in stabilizing
at the higher load factors for sufficient time to obtain reliable data. The
commitments of paragraph 3.2.1.1.5.1.4 of the PIDS were not met. in that the
vibration levels exceeded 0.05g at the fundamental main rotor passage to Vcruise
and exceeded the 0.2g limit from Vcruise to VNE. The high vibration levels in
turning flight at alternate gross weight are a deficiency. Further testing should
be conducted in maneuvering flight at alternate gross weight to determine if
potential restrictions to the flight envelope should be imposed by pitch link load
structural limits.

HUMAN FACTORS

Cockpit Evaliation

152. The YUH-60A cockpit was evaluated throughout the test program. An
avionics evaluation was conducted during the instrument/night flight evaluation.

153. The cockpit doors are secured in the closed position by lugs extending
into a latch when the door release handle is in the locked position. If the door
is closed with the door handle locked, the securing lugs knock the latch out of
position, precluding subsequent securing of the doors without mechanically
readjusting the latch. Under these conditions, damage to the lugs and/or the latch
is probable. The inability to close the cockpit doors with the release handle in
the locked position without causing damage to the door locking mechanism is a
shortcoming.

154. The spring detent that holds the door in the open position was
weak and did not hold the door open in light, gusty wind (approximately 10 knots,.
The inability of the spring detent to hold the door open in light, gusty winds
is a shortcoming.

155. The pilot and copilot seats are well-padded, and comfortably conform
to body contour. The seat adjustment range is 5 inches vertically and 4.37 inches
fore and aft. The seats are easily adjusted; however, for tall pilots (95 percentile)
the seats do not adjust sufficiently aft and down for a comfortable pilot position.
In the full-up and forward position the seat position precludes attainment of full
aft cyclic. The forward edge of the seat cushion is contoured to accommodate
the crotch strap of the pilot restraint. With the cyclic aft in this contour, lateral
movement of the cyclic is restricted. The inability to achieve full aft cyclic and
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Lhe restriction of lateral cyclic control are a deficiency that should be corrected
prior to production. The lack ot" adequate seat adjustment range aft and down
is a shortcoming.

156. The piloticopilot restraint system is a five-strap design with the normal
',.p belt and shoulder harness arrangement, with the audition of a crotch strap.
The design incorporates a central release mechanism which, when rotated, releases
all ive straps. Simulated emergency egress was rap;d and unencumbered. The
YUH-60A pilot/copilot restraint system is enhancing to flight crew safety.

157. The copilot collective telescopes in to nermit rapid normal and emergency
egress. The telescoping copilot collective control is an enhancing characteristic.

158. Rearward visibility is restricted by a side structural bulkhead just to the
rear of the pilot and copilot seas. The field of view through the chin bubble
is restricted bv the directional pedals, cockpit floor, and the limited plexiglass area
provided. This restricts the field of view (luring nose-high attitude maneuvers, steep
.'pproaches, and while descending into confined areas. The restricted field of view
,ft and through the chin bubble are shortcomings.

I59. The instrument panel is a one-piece unit with dual essential flight
instruments (pilot and copilot) tilted forward from the vertical at an angle that
reduces parallax. The engine and transmission instrumert.s. centrally mounted
between the pilot and copilot flight instruments, consist of columns of vertical
fiberoptic lighted instruments. The T4.5, torque, and fuel vertical instruments are
supplemented by dgital readouts below their respective columns. The intensity
of the instrument lights is controlled by an electric eye which varies lighting
intensity in accordance with existing ambient light. Dual essential flight instruments
and individual master warning panels, each containing # I ENG OUT.
#2 ENG OUT, FIRE, and LOW ROTOR RPM, are located directly in front of
the pilot and copilot. The warning panels provided readily perceived instantaneous
warning t 1 the pilot of these parameters. The excellent design features of the
instrument panel, the lighted fiberoptic instruments with digital readouts, the
automatically controlled lighting intensity, the dual essential flight instruments, and
the individual master warning panels are enhancing features.

160. The cockpit g meter installed for the GCT proved to be a useful
instrument, since the aircraft has the capability of developing significant load
factors. The g meter is particularly useful when the pilot desires to operate at
or near the extremes of the normal acceleration envelope. During the evaluation
of the helicopter specific engineering tests, such as the vertical displacement and
UTTAS maneuvers (paras 31 and Il1), required maneuvering to precise load
factors. Other tests, such as the lateral displacement maneuver and maneuvering
stability (paras 34 and 64) required maneuvering to the extremes of the normal
acceleration envelope. These tests were all successfully and safely completed because
use of the cockpit g meter gave the pilot the necessary confidence and quantitative
data to precisely attain the desired load factor. During operational use, a cockpit
g meter is necessary to allow the pilot to confidently maneuver the aircraft
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throughout the flight envelope without exceeding it. The cockpit g meter allowed
precise, safe maneuvering of the YUH-60A helicopter within the normal acceleration
envelope and is an enhancing feature which should be incorporaLed in production
aircraft.

161. The main transmission assembly is protected by five separate chip
detectors (one in the main transmission, one in each accessory module, and one
in e'ich input module). If any one of the five detectors is activated, the
CHIP MAIN XMSN light on the caution panel is illuminated. The warning system
also incorporates a chip locator panel which designates which of the five detectors
has activated, thereby identifying the contaminated area. However, the panel is
located forward of the pilot's left leg on the right side of the center console (under
the instrument panel) and cannot be readily setn in flight. The information
displayed by the hidden panel would be imperative to the pilot in determining
what emergency action to take (land immediataly, shut down an engine, continue
to a more suitable landing site, etc). The location of the main transmission chip
detector locator panel is a deficiency.

162. The FAS computer has a maintenance panel incorporating eight
malfunction flags which indicate which portion of the FAS computer has a
malfunction. The panel is located inside a black box behind the center console
with a cover secured by dzus fasteners. The panel is inaccessible to the pilots in
flight and if t.e FAS or FPS ON-OFF switch is cycled so that the failed portion
is regained, the flag disappears and identification of the malfunctioning portion
of the FAS computer is lost. The inaccessible location of the FAS computer
maintenance panel is a shortcoming.

163. The parking brake is set by pulling up on the lock handle and depressing
the toe brakes. The parking brake advisory light located on the caution advisory
panel is activated when the parking brake handle is in the UP position. This light
only inlicates that the handle is up and not that the brakes are set. The lack
of positive parking brake advisory information is a shortcoming.

164. The fuel selector valves often stuck in the direct or cross-feed position,
which precluded closing ot" the fuel valve. In the event of a fire in the engine
compartment it may be impossible to close the fuel valves and arm the engine
compartment fire extinguishers. The sticking fuel selector valves are a deficiency
which must be corrected prior to production.

165. An external intercom system is provided which permits voice contact
with the crewmen during all startup and shutdown sequences and permits the
crewnen complete walkaround capability. This is an enhancing feature.

166. The AC and DC primary bus circuit breakers are located on an overhead
panel located aft of the pilot's and copilot's heads. It is impossible to see the
panels without considerable head rot':tion (aft and up), which can induce vertigo
and/or spatial disorientation. In the event of emergency action requiring a circuit
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breaker to be pulled, the pilot andlor copilot must dissociate his attention from
the instrument panel and the flight path to operate the circuit breakers. The
inaccessibility of the AC and DC overhead circuit breaker panels is a shortcoming.

167. The AN/ARC-I14 VHF-FM, ANIARC-115 VHF-AM, and AN/ARC-l16
VHF-AM radios each have a continuous guard channel monitor capability, but do
riot have a guard transmit switch to allow for immediate transmission on the guard
frequency. To transmit on guard, the frequency must be manually tuned. This
action requires excessive time and division of attention in event of an emergency.
The radios do not have a preset frequency selection and each desired frequency
must be manually tuned. The lack of a guard transmit switch and preset frequency
selection on the UHF and VHF radios is a shortcoming.

Noise Evaluation

168. The noise level in the cockput during flight was objectionably high. The
noise level at the engineer station (forward center portion of the cabin) was higherthan at the pilot station. When the bleed air was turned on, the noise level at

both stations increased considerably. The USAAEFA aircraft did not have
soundproofing due to unique instrumentation requirements, but noise reduction
with the proposed production soundprooting is not anticipated to be sufficient.
The high internal noise level is a shortcoming.

169. The APU system provides pneumatic power for main engine starting and
cabin heating and electrical power for ground and emergency in-flight electrical
operations. Maintenance personnel and flight crew experienced extreme discomfort
when working around the aircraft with the APU lunning. Personnel were virtually
unable to communicate witih one another unless on the intercom or by shouting
in the person's ear. An external power cart was utilized more frequently throughout
the GCT than the APU for ground systems checkout because of the noise
discomfort. The APU, however, can be expected to be used more frequently in
an operational environment. The high noise level of the APU is a shortcoming.

RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY

170. Reliability and maintainability of the YUH-60A were continuously
monitored throughout the GCT. Deficiencies and shortcomings were submitted as
Equipment Performance Reports (EPR's) when identified and are listed in
appendix H. Some of the more significant items are discussed in this section.

171. Numerous failures of various components of the AFCS were encountered
throughout the GCT. The characteristics of the AFCS varied, and often
malfunctions/failures could not be duplicated from one flight to the next. During
one flight longitudinal stick chatter was experienced during the first half of the
flight and then disappeared. The problem could not be duplicated later, and the
cause could not be determined. A total of 15 EPR's were submitted on AFCS
components that failed. However. numerous discrepancies occurred which the
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contractor could temporarily clear by adjusting various components of' the AFCS.
Component failures were so numerous that it is doubtful if the present system
would be maintainable in a field environment. The poor reliability and
maintainability of the AFCS is a deficiency which should be corrected prior to
production.

172. During high-altitude tests at Coyote Flats (9500-foot pressur, altitude).
engine start problems were encountered when the engines were deliberately shut
down (EPR No. 74-06-1-27). Norniai starting procedures as outlined in the
operator's manual do not require vapor venting (priming), although at this altitude
the engines could not be started without vapor venting. All initial start attempts
without vapor venting resulted in hung starts (NG stable at 40 percent. T4.5 at
670"C). Any subsequent start attempts (without vapor venting) resulted in an
inability to achieve a light-off. The requirement to vapor vent prior to starting
an engine at altitudes of 9500 feet or greater degrades mission effectiveness and
reaction time. and has serious implications for achieving a quick start in a flight
at these altitudes. Achieving a successful vapor vent at Coyote Flats was also a
problem. The first engine to be started (either left or right) could be vapor vented
after 3 to 4 minutes of priming. Venting at lower altitudes (4120 feet) normally
required less than I minute. Once the first engine was started, achieving a vapor
vent on the second engine was difficult and required 5 to 8 minutes of priming.
Positive dete.mination of the problem was not possible; however, there are two
possible reasons. First. a possibly faulty check valve was installed in the fuel system
that maintains fuel in the line from the tank to the engine. This valve was changed
after testing was completed at the high-altitude test site. but it appeared to be
free and not sticking when visually inspected. If this valve had been detective it
could explain the requirement to vapor vent prior to achieving a successful start
at the high-altitude site. Secondly, the vapor venting (fuel prime) system uses a
pressure pump to supply pressurized fuel to the engine fuel control units. Both
engines' fuel control units are supplied from a single line. After the first engine
is running, this pressurized fuel is being fed into a system -'here one engine is
sucking fuel and it is possible that the prime system pressure is being suctioned
off into the running engine, causing the prime system for the second engine to
be considerably less effective. The inability to start the YT700-GF.-700 engines
at high altitude without first achieving a successful vapor vent is a deficiency which
should be corrected prior to production. The difficulty of the fuel system to achieve
successful vapor vents at high altitude is a deficiency which should be corrected
prior to production.

SUBSYSTEMS TESTS

Engine Performance

173. Th:- uninstalled YT700-GE-700 engine is rated at 1536 shp at the
intermediate (30-minute) limit and 1250 shp for maximum continuous operation
under sea-level, standard-day conditions. These ratings are based on T4.5
temperature and an output shaft speed of 20,000 rpm (263 rpm main rotor speed).
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Installed in the YUH-60A, this engine will produce a maximum of 1516 shp al
the IRP !imit and 1236 shp at the MCP limit under sea-level, standard-day
conditions at zero airspeed and an operational main rotor speed of 258 rpm
(19,602 engine output shaft rpm), based on the GE engine model specification
(AMC-CP-2222-02000). These installed powers were obtained by applying the
installation losses discussed in the following paragraph to the engine model
specification.

174. Engine induction system temperature and pressure characteristics were
determined during the GCT. Results of the inlet survey are presented in figures 13P
through 142, appendix G. At zero airspeed, the temperature rise was determined
to be approximately I°C for the left engine and 1.5°C for the right engine. The
left engine inlet temperature fluctuated considerably in the airspeed region between
50 and 80 KTAS. The measured v: *.es indicate a temperature rise of
approximately 3°C at 50 KTAS, decreasing to I°C at 80 KTAS. Beyond 80 KTAS
the temperature rise essentially followed the 100 percent ram recovery temperature.
The temperature rise for the right engine was displaced above the 100 percent
ram recovery temperature by approximately I°C at 50 KTAS, 0.S°C at 110 KTAS.
and V°C at approximately 165 KTAS. The engine inlet pressure ratio, defined as
the ratio of total inlet pressure to ambient static pressure, increased with increasing
airspeed beyond translational lift for both engines. At zero airspeed. a pressure
increase of 0.24 percent for the left engine and 0. 17 percent for the right engine
was indicated. The left and right engines indicated a pressure increase of 4.44 and
4.24 percent. respectively, at 165 KTAS. Exhaust system characteristics were
supplied by Sikorsky Aircraft and are presented in figure 143. appendix G.

175. Based on the inlet anti exhaust losses of the left (best) engine and the
reduction in operational main rotor speed, IRP and MCP available were reduced
in hover by 20 and 14 shp. respectively, compared to an uninstalled engine, for
sea-level, standard-day conditions, as noted in paragraph 173. At 165 KTAS, IRP
available %as reduced from 1589 shp for the uninstalled specification engine to
1584 shp for the left engine. The installation power loss per engine, based on
an average of both engines, at IRP at sea-level, standard-day conditions, V is 23 shp
at hover and II shp at 165 KTAS.

176. Intermediate rated power and MCP avai!able and fuel flow at the
conditions used for the contractual compliance analysis within this report are
presented in figures 144 through 150, appendix G.

177. Maximum power available for the YT700-GE-700 engine is limited by
four different parameters. These parameters are measured gas temperature (T4.5).
gas generator speed (NG), referred NG, and fuel flow. These parameters limit the
power as a function of engine inlet temperature and pressure. At sea level, these
limits occur approximatcly as follows: NG above 35°C; T4.5, 7 to 350C: fuel flow,
7 to -9°C; and referred NG below -9°C (fig. 144, app G). The fuel flow limit is
present up to an altitude of approximatLly 700 feet. At an altitude of 700 feet,
the change from the T4,5 and referred NG limits occurs at approximately 0.5°C.
The temperatures where these limits change generally decrease slightly with
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increasing pressure altitudes. Additionally, the temperatures where one limit
supersedes another limit can be significantly different for vadious engines. This is
especially true for the change between the T4.5 and NG limits which, for some
engines, appear to be as low as 15C. The significance of this to the pilot is that
when operating at moderate to high ambient temperatures, one engine may be
at the T4.5 limit and the other engine unable to reach the T4.5 limit due to
an NG limiter in the ECU. This night precipitate unnecessary maintenance action
to attempt to restore power to the low engine. Further, when operating at colder
ambient temperatures (0*C and below), the engines may develop considerably less
power than would be expected. The above power-available degradation could be
significant during takeoff or when attempting to terminate an approach with a
hover at conditions where the aircraft performance is marginal. For these reasons,
the following NOTES should be included in chapter 7 of the operator's manual:

NOTE

When operating at ambient temperatures in excess of I 5C, one
or both engines may not be able to reach T4.5 limit due to
an NC limiter in the ECU.

NOTE

At ambient temperatures below approximately 0C, the
maximum power available decreases with decreasing
temperature approximately 0.25 percent per degree.

178. Power losses for the drive train and accessory losses were determined
by comparing the total engine shp to the sum of main and tail rotor horsepower
for similar conditions. The results of these comparisons for hovering flight are
presented in figure 15 1, appendix G. Data obtained in forward flight substantiated
these results. The power required of the drive train and accessories was
approximately 130 shp.

179. Four YT700-GE-700 engines were required during the GCT phase.
Referred engine parameters were used to compare the test engines with the model
specification engine. Data of referred T4.5, fuel flow, NG, and compressor discharge
static pressure versus referred shp are presented in figures 152 through 167.
appendix G. Plots of referred fuel flow and compressor discharge static pressure
versus referred shp displayed the least data scatter and therefore would be
considered the parameters of most value for comparison purposes. Generally, a1l
four engines produced less horsepower when compared to the installed engine model
specification.

Airpeed Calibration

189. The airspeed system for the YUH-60A was calibrated using the trailing
bomb and pace aircraft methods. The ship's airspeed calibration is presented in
figures 168 and 169. appendix G. The ship's airspeed system is satisfactory.
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181. The pilot and copilot airspeed systems were evaluated for the effects
of sideslip. Sideslip was observed to have little effect on either the pilot or copilot
airspeed systems for sideslip excursions up to 8 degrees either side of trim. At
83 KIAS the pilot airspeed system was more accurate in right sideslip, while in
left sideslip the copilot airspeed system was more accurate. Generally, left or right
sideslips up to 8 degrees were possible before observing airspeed differences greater
than 2 knots between the two systems. The pilot and copilot airspeed system
characteristics with sideslip variation are satisfactory.
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CONCLUSIONS

GENERAL

182. The Sikorsky YUH-60A helicopter represents a significant improvement
over present Army utility helicopters in the areas of handling qualities.
crashworthiness, and general design features. However, the performance
characteriscics of the helicopter generally fell below the established design criteria.

a. The following enhancing characteristics were identified:

(1) The excellent aircraft control at low rotor speed (80 percent, 237 rpm)
(para 40).

(2) The single-point pressure refueling and defueling system (para 83).

(3) Excellent rotor speed control during normal utility mission' tasKs
(para 97).

(4) Effective torque-matching capability of the YT700-GE-700 engines

(para 99).

(5) Autv.:c;.!c T4.5 limiting feature of the YT700-GE-700 engine (para 100).

(6) Improved instrument flight characteristics provided by the commanded
flight parameters of the flight director (para 117).

(7) The configuration of and readily identifiable aircraft formation lights

(para 125).

(8) Pilot and copilot restraint system (para 156).

(9) The telescoping copilot collective control (para 157).

(10) Excellent design features of the instrument panel (par 159).

(11) The cockpit g meter allows precise, safe maneuvering to the
helicopter load factcr limits (para 160).

(12) The external intercom system (para 165).

b. There was a high degree of pilot confidence in maneuvering the helicopter
to the extremes of the flight envelope at mission gross weight because of low
vibrations, excellent controllability, and ge.erally excellent rotor speed control
characteristics (para 42).
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c. The light collective control system breakout forces with adjustable
friction OFF, coupled with the high degree of collective control effectiveness.
resu.ted in collective pilot-induced oscillations when attempting to maintain
precision hover heights, but could be corrected by the addition of pilot-adjusted
collective friction (para 48).

d. The helicopter nose-upslope landing capability was not possible beyond
12 degrees because main transmission oil pressure decreased below the minimum
allowable (para 89).

e. The Group 3 ECU did not satisfactorily correct engine-related problem
areas attributable to the Group 7 ECU (para 104).

f. Ten deficiencies and 34 shortcomings were noted.

DEFICIENCIES AND SHORTCOMINGS

183. Tre following deficiencies were identified:

a. Highly undesirable and potentially unsafe characteristics of the roll trim
integrator (para 127).

b. Significant power loss associated with operation of the engine anti-ice
and cockpit heater systems (para 102).

c. High vibration levels in turning flight at alternate gross weight (para 1511.

d. Excessive engine/rotor speed transients which occurred following
large-magnitude collective application to the opposite extremes of the power
demand schedule (para 96).

e. Poor reliability and maintainability of the AFCS (para 171).

f. . 3ticking fuel selector vaKes (para 164).

g. Location of the main transmission chip detector locator panel ipara 161).

h. Inability to start the YT700-GE-700 engines at high altitudes without
first achieving a successful vapor vent (para 172).

i. Difficulty in achieving a successful fuel system vapor vent at high altitude
(para 172).

j. The inability to achieve full aft cyclic and the restriction of lateral cyclic
control (para 155).
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184. The following shortcomings were identified:

a. Lack of an aural engine-out warning device (para 133).

b. The high longitudinal control force gradient in flight (para 45).

c, The unsymmetrical lateral breakout forces (para 46).

d. The high lateral control force gradient (para 46).

e. Restricted forward field of view during high nose-up attitudes (para 106).

f. The arming of the normal load releae switch when arming the emergency
release system (para 115).

g. The lack of two VOR/ILS navigation radios (para 121).

h. Undesirable characteristics of the yaw trim inegrator (para 128).

i. Excessive delay in engageme!nt of the airspeed hold system following trim
actuation (para 129).

j. Restricted field of view through the chin bubble (;.ara 158).

k. 'The inaccessibility of the AC and DC overhead circuit breaker panels
(para 166).

1. The high longitudinal control force to small control position change about
trim at 60 KCAS and greater (para 54).

m. Unstable longitudinal control force stability at representative NOE
airspeeds (40 KCAS and slower) (para 54).

n. The inability to use the No. I berrirg pointer of the HSI (para 122).

o. The lack of a guard transmit switch and preset frequency selection on
the UHF and VHF radios (para 167).

p. High internal noise level in the coc-.pit (para 168).

q. The undesirable mechanical characteristics of the pressure-operated beep
trim switch (para 50).

r. High roll rates developed following lateral trim control system failure
(para 140).

s. The inability to cloe the cockpit doors with the release handles in the
iocked position without causing damage to the door locking mechanism (para 153).
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I Inaliftt its sxjively IANtraol the .urcratt to the ground on a I-dgrrvc

no'e-down%tope tpara 8XI

it iiV-luitiit iiijaw.it to Iotk theq fail wheel from the tc(Kkpit ipira 82)

V The premature commanded Juwing of the aircraft at 750 feet A(;L in
the dcoieration tilode ot the th-ght director (para 118).

%b. The lack of adYLory iormtion when the flight director sy%tcm A.'
in the go-artitind milde Ipara 110Q)

It The impfrperly iet air'pet and collective command% of th~e go'-iroind
mode ol the 6ight dirccior IEpara I 1'd)

N,. J1he Cetitve time to reach a wsetei vertical sqwed in the vertical N[eed
mote of the Ilight director 4para 120).

1. MIultiple wconidjr) lighto'ctk pit todliight control% anti their imisimilir
nmethod of operation 4para' 114)

aa. Potential tit hiving the FPlS dtmwngapd v ithot a kiurtespotndig cataoI
lidil Oira 13(1)

bb'. TOhe poor cockpit door pos~ition detent characten~tics (Dara 154)

ix. The la~k ill adequate wit .adjustmnent range aft andi t'wn (pata 155)

dii. Restrited field or view rvarvartJ. caused by the susle structural tilkhead
Wocated to the rear of the pilot and corilot scats (para 158)

lt nacccxssble locatiOn of the l:AS computer maintenance panelipara 162)

If. Lack of ;vtive rarking brake advisor) information (para lb.

gg. igh n.:,tw ekvel of the APUt (para 10)Q.

hh. Difficulty in unlotckig and kIinmg the tail wheel (pira XZ)

185. Within the scopc of thewe tests, the YUI-0A heicopter faied to ffmxt
the following commitments of the PiDS:

Paragraph -.lhll The helicoptcr could not hover (X1.I at the
pnm,;- trision gross weight. 4000 leevt pressure altitude. 35C. and 95 percent
IRP ("a;ra 1 2).
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h. Pararraph 3.2.1.1.1.la -The aircraft could not climb vertiealh%
550 Itmin (RFP pira ..i~ ~ a 450 ft/mmn) .it a pressure altitude of
4000 feet, 351C. 95 percent IRI'. and primary misson gros weight (para 20).

C. Paragiaph 3.2. 1. 1.1.1b -Vcru.w. at az pre.vtire altitude of 4000 feet. 35*C.
MCP'. and primary mission gross weight was 138 KTAS (22 KTAS less thin
required) (RFP para 3.2.1.1.1.1b. 7 KTAS less than required) (para 24).

d. Paragraph 3.2.1.1.1.1c -The aircraft could rnot perform the combat
troop-assault primary mission profile at the specified airspeed of 145 KTAS
(paras 24 and 26).

c. Paragraph 3 '.11. 2-The airc~raft endurance for the alternate enduran~ce
mission was 2.12 hours 40.18 hour less than vequired) (paras 23 and 25).

f, Paragraph 3.2.1.1.1.3a -The single-entpinc VII at 4000 feet. WCC. and
IRI'. was 9)45 KTAS (31.5 knots le-,% than required) IRFI' para 3.2.1.1 1.31.
5.5 krots less than required) (para 24).

g. Narraph 3.1.1.1.1.3h -7The '*ng--enfune %.rvice xeiling I 1004i mint rite
ot climb) at 35V was 2877 feet (4223 feet k-%s than required) (RFP pirz
3.2.1.1.1.3b. 2123 feet less required) Ipana 22).

h. Paragraph 3.2.1.1.1.3d - The helicopter could tint take off using
sinjue-engine IRP at 4000 feet press-ure altitude and 351C at primary mission gTo%%
weight less payload (pana 18).

i. Paragraph 3.2.1.1.5.1.3 -The instruments on the instrument panel w~ere
diff4ilt to read at 160 KCAS because of vibration (para 148)

j. Paragraph 3.2.1.1.5.1.4 Thew 4/rev vibration kvls e'iceeded 0.Sg it
aoirspeeds from 30 KTAS rearward to Vqrpjgi 1 and 0.Zg from Vcruaw to %'%
(panas 148 and 150).

k. Paragraph 3 2.2.1.5 -The- primarv mmutio grn% weight
16,853 pounds (1003 pounds greater than speciIwJ) Ipir-is 23 ind 241

1. Paragraph 50.3.1.8.5 -The norma~l accckritaon followinig load rceiw' in
hover incrased to 1.2g. I I p.ercent over the allowed 10 percent of the pt-jti~c
limit load factor ( 1.8) (para 115).

m. Paragraph 50.3.2.1.1 (Table 1) -The night literal breakomi force Iplus
friction) was 1.60 pounds (6.6 pcrcent greater than specified Ipjra 461

n. Paragtraph 50.3.2.1.2 -The tight lai1cral hivakout force was 0 k5 pouind.
50 percent greiter than the left breakout force ipara 410).
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a. Piragraph 50.3.2.2 -"hie longitudinal force gradient in flight w,'s
7.5 lb/in. (pira 45).

p. Paragraph 50.3.2.2 - The lateral force gradient i, flight was 4 Ib/sn.
(para 46).

q. Paragraph 50.3.2.7.1 - Roll and yaw rates developed from trim runaways
exced the l0-dcg/sec commmnients after 3 seconds by a maximum of 27 and
6 deg/sec. respectively (para 140).

r. Paragraph 50.3.2.10 - Linutation in control power exists with various
combinations of control inputs (para 4Q).

s. Paragraph 50.3.3.1.1 1 - Stick jump was present when the trim control
system was actuated (para 50).

t. Paragraph 50.3.3.1.3 - The level flight control force and control position
tati- stability was not positive Ior all increasing and decreasing airspeed values

from tom. The magnitude ot control force instability in the 15- to 50-KCAS
air ed rangv w-,. 3 to 4 pound%. cxcveding the I-pound limit (para 54).

u. Paragraph 50.3.3.1.4 - The control force and position versus normai
aiccekration in stead)-state turning flight was neutral to negative with F'S ON.
The %tick futc per g gradient at 1. ' K('AS exceeded the maximum specified of
20 pounds Per g by I pound (para 9).

v. Paragraph 50.3.3.1.4.1 - The r..io of maximum lonptudinal control force
to peak normal acceleration for sudden pull-ups %as not always greater than the
ratio obtained in steady acceleration (para 65).

w. Paragraph 50.3.4.1.7 -The sk-force chaiacteriotics at 73 KCAS IRP
climb and sidesisp angles from 5 to 20 degres l.ft sideslip were negative (para 59)

%. Paragraph 50.3.4.4 - The bank angle from a ster.Ay 5-degree banked turn
to the left wa% halved in 4 t.wcond%. 6 econds 150 percent) kls than the ,pv'lld
10 'iconds lpara 72).

). Paragraph 50.3.6.1.1 - The collectiv% control could not be delayed
I scond after activation o the low engine sg% d warning s.stem following an
engine failure ipara 136).

z. Paragraph 50.3.7.7.2 - The aircraf. was unable to land on a I.-degrivc
nowe-down1ope with positive aircaft control (part 88).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

186. The deficiency reported in paragraph 183a should be correct,:d pn.r to
further government testing.

187. The deficiencies reported in paagrnph 183b through j should be
corrected prior to production.

188. The shortcomings reported in paragraph 184 should be corrected.

189. The single-engine IGE hover H-V altitude should be 30 feet AGL
(para 40).

190. The following CAUTION should be included in chapter 8 of the
operator's manual (para 48).

CAUTION

Collective overcontrolling or pilot-induced oscillations may
occur during precision hover tasks with collective control
friction OFF. Sufficient collective friction should be set to
provide a positive force cue.

191. The following CAUTION should be included in ch 'pter 4 of the
operator's manual (para 70).

CAUTION

Intentional flight in instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC) should not be conducted with an AFCS failure that
mrnders the FAS/FPS and/or SAS inoperative. 1f failure should
occur during IMC flight reduce airspeed to 75 to 80 KIAS to
minimize pilot workload.

192. The fnll, - ix NOTE should be included in chapter 3 of the operalor's
manual (par.- ","

NOTE

Simultaneous duil-engine starts should not he attempted when
the outside air temperature is above 301C. due to the possibility
of APU flameout.
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193. The following NOTE should be included in chapter 7 of the operator's

manual (para 88).

NOTE

During nose-down landings and takeoffs on 12-degree slopes,
the aircraft will translate downslope. The pilot must ensure
that adequate obstacle clearance is available prior to landing.

194. The YUH-60A helicopter should be restricted to a maximum of
12 degrees nose-upskpe landing du- to the inability of the transmission oil pumps
to maintain adequate oil pressure while in the nose-upslope orientation on slopes
greater than 12 degrees (para 90).

195. The following WARNING should be included in chapter 8 of the

operator's m inual (para 91).

WARNING

During crovs-slope and nose-ipslope operations. vertical
clearance between the main rotor tip path plane and the ground
is extrvi;:ely reduced on the upslope side of the helicopter.
Personnel must be %arned not to approach the helicopter from
the upslope u ection or depart from the helicopter in the
upslope dit-ction.

196. The following CAUTION should be included in chapter 8 of the
operator's manual (para 136).

CAUTION

In the event of an engine failure during ,ingle-engine flight or
dual-engine failure, rotor speed will rapidly decay to below the
minimum powcr.off limit (90 percent rotor sixed). Rapid
reduction of collective control to full-down will be requircd
to arrest rotor speed decay and rgant %intable autorotational
rotor speed.

197, The hdraulic system should be redesigned to preclude dep!etion of the
backup system for certain failures of the No. I or No. 2 system (pira 143).

198. Further testing should be conducted in maneuvering ilight at alternate
grts weight to determine it potential restrictions to the flight envelope should
be uupoid by pitch link load structural limits (para 151).
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199. The following NOTE should be included in chapter 7 of the operati, s

manual (para 177).

NOTE

When operating at ambient temperatures in excess of 1ST, one
or both engines may not be able to reach T4.5 limit due to
an NG limiter in the ECU.

200. The following NOTE should be included in chapter 7 of the operator's
manual (para 177).

NOTE

At ambient temperatures below approximately (tC, the
maximum power available decreases with decreasing
temperature approximately 0.25 percent per degree.
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APPENDIX B. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

I. The Sikorsky YUH-60A UTI'AS is a twin turbine-engine, single-main-rotor
helicopter capable of transporting cargo, II combat troops, and weapons during
day, night, visual, and instrument conditions. A complete description of the aircraft
is contained in the operator's manual (ref 4, app A). Major features of the
helicopter are described below and shown in photos I through 4.

AIRFRAME

2. The airframe, as shown in figure 1, includes the cockpit, mid-fuselage section
(cabin), transition section, tail cone, and tail pylon. The fuselage primary structure
is aluminum alloy and is semimonucoque in construction.

3. The cockpit basic structure consists of four longitudinal beams that start at
the nose and extend back to the transition section. The cockpit nose serves as
the avionics compartment. The cockpit roof is one-piece fiberglass. The windshields
are shatter-resistant. icratchproof glass with electrically operated windshield wipers.
The windshields are electrically heated for defogging and anti-icing. The jettisonable
cockpit doors are made of aluminum and contain a siding window. Dual controls
and duplicate flight instruments are provided. Cockpit drawings arc presented in
figures 2 and 3. Circuit breaker panels are installed above and behind the pilot's
and copilot's heads. The engine and transmission instrument displays contain
miniature lamps that light up to show the value of the sensed parameter. The
lamplight is carried to the instrument face by fiberoptics which light vertical strips
and digital displays.

4. The mid-fuselage section includes the crew chief/gunner stations and
troop/cargo compartment. The compartment will accommodate I I troops plus the
crew chief/gunner. Provisions are made for four litters. Tie compartment i%
82 inches wide at the floor. 92 inches wide at scat level, 108 inches long. and
54 inches high. Cargo tic-down rinp; of 5000 pounds capacity are provided ti
the floor and along the side f mes. Floor load limit is 30C pounds per square
foot (b/ft 2 ) in the cargo area and 75 lb/ft2 in the crew area. An aft sliding cargo
door providing an opening of 69 inches by 54 inches ;s on each side of the
troop/cargo compartment. The GCT test aircraft troop/cargo compartment
contained instrumentation and cg control equipment.

3. The transition section connects the mid-fuselage section with the tail cone.
Tiis section contains two 17 8-gallon fuel tanks and two equipment compartments
(75-pound limit capacity) which are accessible from inside the troop/cargo
compartment.
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Photo 1. Front View. YLII-60A Hlficopter.

Mohto, 2. Rlight (.igarlr N~% )Till-% (i f lelu .optr.
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photo 3. Left Mhree-Quarter View, YUH-60A Helicopter.

Photo 4. Rear View, YUJII60A Hlicopter-
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6. The tail cone connects the transition section. tail rotor and stabilator controls.
and the tail rotor drive shaft to the tail pylon. The tail pylon provides mounting
points for the intermediate gearbox. tail gearbox, tail rotor, and stabilator. An
operational description of the horizontal stabilator is contained in appendix C.
The tala pylon leading edge has a built-in FM antenna and is hinged to allow
inspection of the pylon tail rotor drive shaft. The pylon suface is cambered to
unload the tail rotor in cruising flight. The tail cone incorporates a hinge just
above the tail wheel which :.'!ows folding of the pylon for air transport.

MAIN ROTOR AND SWASHPLATE

7. The articulated four-bladcd main rotor consists of a one-piece titanium rotor
hub splined to the main rotor shaft, a blade retention assembly, elastomeric
bearings, blade dampers, adjustable control rods. swashplatc assembly, rotating
scissors, four titanium-spar main rotor biades, and a bifdar ;ibratior absorber. The
main rotor has 7 degrees of precone and 7 degrees o 'grelag. The main rotor blades
are a modified SC 1095 airfoil with slight camber and drooped leading edge.
18 degrees of negative twist, and aft swept tips. An indicator is installed on each
blade at the root trailing edge to visually indicate when bladJ spar structural
integrity (internal pressure) is lost. The blades are attached to the rotor head by
two quick-release expandable bolts. All blades can be folded to the rear and
downward along the tail cone. A gust lock prevents the lades from rotating when
the helicopter is parked. The gust lock is designed to withstand the ground-idle
power output of one engine. A -.aution light on the caution/advisory panel is
provided to show when the gust lock is engaged.

TAIL ROTOR

8. The four-bladed crossbeam tail rotor is composite in construction, and contains
no bearings. Blade flap and pitch change motion are provided by deflection of
the flexile graphite fiberglass spar. The spa: is a continuous membear running from
the tip of one blade to the tip o.' the opposite blade. The tail rotor is attached
to the tail gearbox on the right side of the pylon and the plane of the rotor
is canted 20 degrees (lift vector up from horizontal).

LANDING GEAR

9. The main landing gear, mounted on each side of the helicopter, incorporates
a two-stage oleo strut which will absorb landing gross weight loads of
15,850 pounds up to i5 feet per second. The main landing gear wheels incorporate
single disc brakes that are toe-operated by the pilot through master cylinders located
on the pedals. The tail gear is below the rear section of the tail cone and has
a two-st-ge shock strut. The tuil wheel swivels 360 degrees and can be locked
in the trail position.
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POWER TRAIN

10. The power train consists of two YT700-GE-700 engines, a main transmissio .
intermediate gearbox. tail gearbox. and connecting drive shafts. Power from the
engines is transmitted to the main transmission through input modules.

11. The main transmission is motnted on top of the cabin fuselage just forward
of and between the two engines. The main transmission is made of magnesium,
has a 3-degree forward tilt. and is modular in construction, consisting of two input
modules, the main module, and two accessory modules.

12. Two interchangeable input modules transfer power from the engines to the
main module and provide the first gear reduction from 20.000 to 5867 rpm
(fig 4). The input modules are mounted on the left and right front of the main
module and support the front of the engines. The input modules contain an input
pinion and gear, a free-wheel unit, and an accessory module. The input bevel pinion
gear and quill shaft drives a combining gear which drives the main module. Ramp
and roller-type (s;irague) free-wheel clutches allow engine disengagement from the
transmission during autorotation or in event of a nonoperating engine.

13. One accessory module is mounted on the forward section of each input
module. Each accessory module provides mounting and drive for an AC electrical
generator and a hydraulic pump package. A rotor speed tachometer sensor is
mounted on the left accessory module only. The accessory module wi!l continue
to be driven by the main rotor with engine disengagement.

14. The main module supports the input modules and provides for a reduction
in speed from the :aput module rotor speed of 5867 rpm to the rotor speed of
263 rpm (100 pe-.'cent NR), and the tail rotor drive shaft speed of 4200 rpm.

VIBRATION ABSORBERS

15. Table I lists the vibration absorber locations, weights, and the frequency that
the absorber dampens.

ENGINES

16. A description of the YT700-GE-700 engines is contained in appendix D.

FUEL SYSTEM

17. A separate suction fuel system is provided for each engine. The fuel systems
consist of two interchangeable, crashworthy, ballistic-resistant tanks, self-sealing
lines from the main fuel tanks, firewall mounted selector valves, prime/boost pump
and engine driven suction pumps. Selector valves on the engine control quadrant
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Table 1. Vibration Absorber Location.

I

Location1  Frequency Weight Water Line Station• (ib) (in.J (in.)

Nose bay 4/rev (17.2 Hz) 99.6 212.0 17t.5

Transmission

overhead (fwd) 4/rev (17.2 Hz) 98.9 272.5 311.2

Transmission 4/rev (!7.2 Hz) 97.1 272.5 363.3

overhead (aft) 4

Nose bay 4/rev (12.9 Hz) 22.1 209.0 192.4vertical

Bifilar 4/rev (12.9 Hz)1 in-plane 174.0 320.5 340.9

1Buttline for all absorbers was 0.0 inch.2Total weight devoted to vibration damping is 491.7 pounds.
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permit operation of either engine from either fuel tank. The prime pump primes
all fuel lines if prime is lost and acts as an APU boost for APU operation above
8000 feet MSL.

Fuel Tanks

18. Both fuel tanks are crashworthy, self-sealing and interchangeable, with a
designed fuel capacity of 177 US gallons each. Internal fuel quantity is
continuously displayed by a gaging system consisting of a probe in each tank,
a dual channel fuel quantity signal conditioner, a fuel quantity indicator, and a
dual channel low level wa-ning system. The tank probes are connected to the fuel
quantity gage signal conditioner. The signal conditioner provides a low voltage to
the tank probes and convert tle tank probes' high current to a DC voltage that
is proportional to fuel quantity. r'e signal is then sent to a fuel quantity indicator
provided for each engine. A sepan- total fuel quantity indicator numerically
displays the total quatity o, fuel ,-i imard.

Fuel Svitom Controls

19. Each fuel system has a selector valve which is manually operated through
the selector lever on the overhead enine control quar..rant. An emergency handle
on each side of the qtadrant is arr iged so that pulling the handle engages the
fuel selector lever, brin:.ng it to the OFF position. The fuel selector levers are
connected tc the fuel selector valves with flexible push-pull cables. Each lever can
be actuated to three pozitior..,: OFF. direct (DIR): and cioss-feed (XFD). With
the levers positioned at .i7F, the LUoi trl valves are closea. allowing no fuel flow
to the engines. With th. ievtrs in the DIR position, the selector valves are opened.
providing fuel flow for each engine from its individual tank. At the XFD position.
the engine is connected to the opposite tank. Any tank can feed any one or both
engines. A low-level sensor on each probe provides signals to the dual channel
control unit, which activates two low-level warning lights on the caution-advisory
panel indicating #1 FUEL FLOW or #2 FUEL FLOW when the fuel level
decreases to 170 to 190 pounds.

Engine Fuel Prime System

20. A toggle switch on the upper console controls the fuel boost/prime pump.
The pump is -ised to prime the fuel system to the main engines when required
and to provide boost fuel pressure to the APU for APU starts above 8000 feet
MSL. Advisory panel indication is displayed during operation of the pump by a
light marked PRIME BOOST PUMP ON.

Refueling/Defueling

21. There are three methods to refuel the aircraft: gravity, pressure, and closed
circuit. A pressure refueling and defueling system provides completed refueling and
defueling of both tanks from one point on the left side of the helicopter. Pressure
refueling lines accept a system flow rate of 300 gpm at a refuel nozzle pressure
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of 55 psig. The pressure refueling adapter and closed circuit adapter are combined
in one refueling receptacle. The adapters are independent units operating in parallel.
with a common discharge port. Closed circuit refueling uses the pressure refueling
system and its components. The closed circuit refueling adapter delivers 110 gpm
of fuel at 15 psig. A tank-full automatic shut-off valve is float-operated. Gravity
fueling is done through filler caps on each side of the fuselage for the respective
tanks. The tanks can be individually defueled through a valve in each tank sump.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

General

22. A schematic of the electrical system is presented in figures 5 and 6.
Alternating current is the primary source of electrical power. The primary electrical
system consists of two independent systems and an APU backup system. Each
of the three systems is individually capable of supplying power to aircraft electrical
equipment. An electric power priority feature allows either the No. I or No. 2
main generator to automatically preempt the APU generator, which in turn
automatically preempts external power. Primary DC power is obtained from two
converters, with the battery as a secondary DC power source. A si-,system feeds
two independent AC primary buses and an AC essential bus. A vovt:on of each
AC primary bus load is converted to 28 VDC by unregulated 20C0-arnpere AC/DC
converters. The 28-VDC is distributed by two independent DC primary buses and
a DC es-ntial bus. The primay power sources are I IS-VAC, 3-piase, 400-Hz,
30/45 KVA brushless oil spray-cooled generators.

Primary Alternating Current Power

23. Each primary power systenr ontains a 30/45-KVA generator mounted on and
driven by the transmission accessory gearbox module, a current transformer, a
generator control unit, generator controller, and current limiter, all of which are
interchangeable. The No. I and No. 2 system outputs are applied to the No. I
and No. 2 AC primary buses, respectively. The system also contains an
underfrequency cut-out system. The underfrequency cut-out system is not
operational when the helicopter is airborne because of a cut-out switch located
on the left main landing gear drag beam.

Auxilizry Alternating Current Power

24. Auxiliary AC power (backup) is provided by a i 15-VAC, 3-phase, 400-Hz
20/30-KVA air-cooled generator mounted on and driven by the APU, a current
transformer, and a generator control unit. If the primary AC generators are not
operating, the auxiliary AC power output will be supplied to the No. 2 primary
AC bus and then through the current limiter to the No. I primary bus. Thi,. AC
essential bus will obtain power from the No. I primary bus based on design logic.
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Direct Current System

25. Two 200-ampere converters, each normally powered by the No. I and No. 2
AC primary buses, respectively, convert AC power into DC power and reduce it
to 28 VDC. If one converter's output is lost, the load will 1e transferred to tht
operating system.

26. A charger/analyzer system restores the 24-VDC, 5.5 ampere-hour. 20-celi
battery charge and determines the condition of the battery. The system charges
the battery whenever AC power is available and the battery switch is ON. The
charging current automatically reduces to a trickle charge when the battery becomes
fully charged. The analyzer system monitors battery charge and lights a caution
light when the ch.rge lowers to 40 percent (±5) of battery capacity. If the battery
charge continues to lower, at 35 percent (±5) of battery capacity the DC essential
bus will be disconnected from the battery. At that point the battery can provide
two APU starts. Another analyzer circuit monitors battery temperatu.,. When the
internal temperature reaches 70.1lC, a caution light will illuminate. When a battery
fault occurs, the charger/analyzer should automatically disconnect the battery from
the charging circuit. As a backup, the increasing temperature may be stopped by
turning the battery switch off.

External Power

27. An external power connector on the right side of the helicopter accepts a
ground source of AC power. The system is controlled by a switch on the upper
console marked EXT PWR RESET OFF-ON. External power will be introduced
into the system; if acceptable (correct frequency and voltage), and if no other
generating source is operating, and the external power control switch is ON.

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

28. The engines and APU are monitored by infrared (IR) radiation sensing units
and protected by a high rate of discharge fire extinguishing system. The detection
system consists of five IR sensing flame detectors, three control amplifiers, and
a test panel. Two detectors are installed in each main engine compartment and
one detector is in the APU compartment. In case of fire, the detectors react to
the IR radiation and send a signal to one of the three control amplifiers, which
in turn signals the fire warning assembly. A light in the proper "T" handle, as
well as the master fire warning lights, will go on (fig. 7). There are three "T"
handles, one for each main engine and one for the APU. Actuation of a "T" handle
arms the fire extinguishing system and shuts off fuel. The extinguishing agent is
discharged by activating a toggle switch located under the "T" handle. The detector
system automatically resets itself when the detectors cease to sense radiation. A
test switch on the fire warning panel sends a test signal through the system to
illuminate the fire warning lights and verify proper system operation up to, but
not including, the sensing units.
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29. The fire extinguishing system provides a main and reserie capability to either
main engine compartment or APU compartment. The containers are mounted above
the upper deck behind the right engine compartment. Both containers have dual
outlets, each with its own firing mechanism tig. 8). A crash-actuated system is
incorporated into the fire extinguisher system which, upon an impact of lOg or
more in any direction, automatically tires both extinguishers into both engine
compartments.

PITOT-SrATIC SYSTEM

30. The YUH-60A has a dual pitot-static system. The No. I system (roof-mounted
just aft of the copilot station) provides ram pressure to the copilot airspeed indicator
and the No. 2 system (root-rountcd just aft of the pilot station) provides ram
pressure to the pilot airspeed indicator. The static sources for the two systems
-ire interconnected. Each system has separate airspeed sensors which provide
information to the FAS computer and the automat.c stabilator control. Primary
informalion for the stabilator control and the FAS computer is taken from the
No. 2 system. Airspeed information for the stabilator is cross-checked with airspeed
information from the No. I system and if a limit error is exceeded, the automatic
stabilator control feature shuts itself down.

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

31. A typical loading is shown in table 2.

Table 2. Primary Mission Gross Weight Calcuation.

Gross
Item Weight

(lb)
Empty deight tSOFR) 11,182

Trapped fluids (SOFR) 42

Crew 725

Weapons and aimmunition 164

Operating weight, empty 12,113

Useful load, including fuel 4740
(maximum fuel load 2380 Ib)

Primary mission gross weight 16,853
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BASIC ARCRAFT INFORMATION

32. Additional aircraft descriptive data are shown in the following listing.

Main Rotor

Diameter 
53.67 ft

Chord 
1.73 ft

Disc area 
462.3 ftZ

Number of blades 
4

rolidity ratio 
.082

Disc loading (16.8534b GCT design nos wt) 7.45 lb/ 2

Blade t ist 
-18 deg

Airfoil sect;on 
SC 109S (modified)

Flapping angle 
-6 to +25 deg

Hub precone ange 
7 deg

Blade prelag angle 
7 deg

Design rotor speed (100 percent) 739.1 ftsec

Design tip speed 
739 ute

Mass moment of inertia 
7089 eug-ft

Blade tip sweep 
20 deg

Ta Rotor

Diameter 
II ft

Chord 
0.81 ft

Number of blades 
4

Solidity ratio 
0.18t8

Bade twist 
-18 deg

Airfoil 
SC 1095

Design rotor speed (100 percent) 692 t/rem

Design tip speed 
2 deg

Cant angle 
10 der

Vertical Tail Pylon

Span 
8.17 ft

Chord, avenge 
56.9 in.

Area 
38.74 ft2

Leading edge sweep angle 42 deg

Airfoil section 
NACA 0021 with
7 deg tab on
lower portton
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Ilorimtal Stabilator

Span 172 in.

Spean aerodynamic chord 37.67 in.

Aean 45 ft 2

Tr-img edge incidence ange -8 to +34 deg

ATrloi sction NACA 0012

Landing Gear Width

(No load) 108.5 in.

W4irhti'

Empty weight (GCT) 11.185 lb

Primary mission gross weight (GCT SOFR) 16.790 lb

Primary miss~on gross weight (:alculated from GCT) 16,853 lb

Alternate gross weight 19,930 lb

fnjn' (two YT700-GE-700)

Intermediate slp at standard, sea level 1536 shp/engine

(30-minute limit)
Maximum continuous shp 1250 shp/engine

lesign shaft speed 20,000 rpm

Speed reduction gearboxes:
Engine input 20,000 rpm

Reduction gearbox output 5867 rpm

Main Transmission (Dual-Engine)

Shaft horsepower rating (10 sec) 3768
Shaft horsepower rating (2 min) 3210

Shaft horsepower rating (continuous) 2791

Design input shaft speed (100%) 5867 rpm

Design mast speed 263 rpm

Main Tranmission (Single-Enine)

Shaft horsepower rating (10 sec) 1887
Shaft horsepower rating (2 min) 1605

Shaft horsepower rating (continuous) 1543
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Tail Rotor Shaft Hotsepower Limits

Caution level 330 at 100%
rotor speed

Maximum continuous 420 at 100%
rotor speed

Transient (10 sec) 720 at 100%
rotor speed

Flight Airpeed,

VNE at sea level (design gross weight) 185 KCAS

Sideward flight 40 KTAS

Rearward flight 35 KTAS

Main Rotor Speeds

Design minimum: 250 rpm
Power on 250 rpm

Power off 237 rpm

Design maximum: 315 rpm
Power on 31S rpm
Power off 315 rpm

Design operational (100%) 263 rpm

Normal operational (98%) 258 rpm

Tal Rotor Speeds

Design minimum: 1154 rm
Power on 104 rpm

Power off 1094 rpm
Design maximum: 1454 rpm

Power on 1454 rpm

Power off 1454 rpm
Design operational 1214 rpm

Normal operational 1191 rpm
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APPENDIX C. FLIGHT CONTROL DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

i. The Sikorsky YUH-60A UTTAS utilizes conventional helicoptei cyclic,
collective, and directional controls powered by a triply redundant 3050-psi
hydraulic system. Control inputs are transferred from the cockpit to the rotor
blades by mechanical linkages and hydraulic servos. Outputs from the cockpit
controls are carried by mechanical linkage through the pilot-assist servos/actuators
to a mixing unit. The mixing unit combines, sums, and couples the cyclic, collective,
and yaw inputs and provides proportional output signals to the main and tail rotor
controls. There is an AFCS comprised of five basic subsystems: SAS. FAS/TRM.
FPS. stabilator, and pitch bias actuator. The hydrofluidic SAS provides short-term
rate damping in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. An integrated FAS/TRM system
provides directional and cyclic control trim reference and control force functions.
The FPS provides attitude hold functions for the pitch, roll, and yaw axes and
incorporates an airspeed hold function. The stabilator system is electromechanically
operated and is designed to improve handling qualities throughout the flight
envelope. A pitch bias actuator is incorporated to improve static and dynamic
stability in the longitudinal axis.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

General

2. The YUH-60A has two separate hydraulic systems: first stage and second stage,
and incorporates a third hydraulic pump/reservoir capable of powering either the
first- or second-stage systems if requir'J. The first- and second-stage pump modules
are driven by the main gearbox aal supply pressure to the flight control servos
whenever the main rotor i., turning. 7-c first-stage pump module supplies 3050 psi
to the first stage cf the th ee main rotor (primary) servos and to the first stage.
of the tail rotor se,,o. The second-st,,,: pump module supplies 3050 psi to the
second stage of the three main rotor (primary) s.crvos, 3050 psi to the collective
and yaw boost servos and the SAS actuators, and 600 psi to the FAS servo and
the fluidic sensor controllers. The elect.icaUy operated backup hydraulic pump
supplies emergency hydraulic power to the No. I and/or No. 2 hydraulic systems
and to the second stage of the tail rotor servo at 3050 psi. This system can also
supply hydraulic power to all servos during ground ch'!ckout and recharges the
APU accumulator. Electrical power to drive the backup pump module motor is
supplied by either of the two gearbox-driven generators, by the APU-driven
generator, 3r by external AC power for ground operations. The electric motor
driving the backup pump module is automatically activated by either a low-pressure
sensing switch in the No. I and No. 2 pump modules, by the APU start
accumulator switch, or by the manual switch in the cockpit. A simplified hydraulic
system schematic is presented in figure 1.
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Pump Modules

3. The three hydraulic system pump modules each contain a pressure
compensated variable delivery pump (rated at 3050 psi ±50), a spring-loaded
reservoir, a visual fluid level indicator at the reservoir, pressure and return line
filters with visual filter %,uatamination indicators, and disposable filter elements
common to both pressure and return filters. There is a check valve at the pump
outlet to prevent reverse flow when the system is pressurized from an external
source. The three self-contained hydraulic pumps, reservoirs, and component
assemblies are identical and interchangeable. External hydraulic power can be
connected at either of the three pump modules to pressurize the respective hydraulic
systems.

Transfer Modules

4. The hydraulic system transfer modules are control device. that allow the
hydraulic system to be pressurized from either of two independent power sources,
while at the same time providing complete isolation between the two power sources.
If a pressure differential greater than 1900 psi exists between the No. I system
and the backup system, a hydraulically controlled transfer valve actuates to block
the No. I system while simultaneously connecting the backup hydraulic system
to the main servos. A servo shutuff valve at the pressure outlet of the transfer
module is deenergized open to maintain servo operation in case of total loss of
electrical power. An electrical interlock circuit assures pressure at the other stage
of the main servos following a drop in pressure of 2000 psi ±50. This circuit
is electrically connected in series with the shutoff valve in the other system. Loss
of pressure in one sys.tem opens the contacts of that pressure switch, which
interrupts power to the shutoff valve in the other servo system and prevents the
other system from being deactivated. The No. 2 transfer module is similar to the
No. I system. The primary and pilot-assist :ervos of the second-stage hydraulic
system receive emergency power from the backup system through the No. 2
transfer module in the same manner as the No. I system.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

General

5. The flight control system consists of longitudinal, lateral, collective, and
directional control subsystems. Control inputs are transferred from the cockpit to
the control surfaces by mechanical linkage and hydraulic servos. The pilot and
copilot controls are dual but have separate paths to a combining linkage for each
control axis. The output from the cockpit controls is carried by mechanical linkage
through the pilot-assist and boost servos to the mixing un;t. The mixing unit
combines, sums, and couples the cyclic, collective, and directional control inputs.
The tail rotor controls for the GCT configuration utilize a cable system back to
the tail rotor servo. A flight controls schematic is presented in figure 2.
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6. Helicopter flignt control is achieved by action of' hydraulically operated main
rotor primary servos for the fore, afi. and lateral axes, and by a tail rotor servo
in the yaw axis. Each of the three main rotor servos has two independent stages.
with either stage having the capability to react to aerodynamic forces. The tail
rotor servo incorportes a two-stage servo. Supplementary to the main rotor
(primary) and tail rotor servos are boost ervos for the collective and ',aw channels
which hydraulically boost control inputs from the cockpit controls to the mixing
unit. The AFCS actuators are the FAS actuator and pitch bias actuator serving
the pitch axis, electromechanical trim actuators serving the roll and yaw axes. and
SAS actuators serving the pitch, roll, and 5'aw axes. The SAS, FAS. mixing unit,
and servos are all above the cabin and forward of the main transmission. A flight
control block diagram is presented in figure 3.

Main Rotor Primary Servos

7. The first- and second-stage primary servos are powered by the No. I and
No. 2 hydraulic systems, respectively. The No. I hydraulic system powers the first
stage of the tail rotor servo. The backup hydraulic pump powers the first- and
second-stage primary servos in the event of failures in one or both of the main
hydraulic power sources and powers the second-stage tail rotor servo if there is
a pressure loss in the No. I hydraulic system. Each stage of the primary servos
is capable of reacting to the maximum aerodynamic flight loads. Should a stage
become inoperative, a bypass valve within thu depressurized stage will open,
preventing a hydraulic lock. All aerodynamic loads are then reacted by the other
stage. If the input pilot ',alve to the servo becomes jammed, internal sleeves displace,
which allows bypass to occur. Electrical interiocks powered by the No. 1 and No. 2
DC primary bus prevent both flight controls from being turned off simultaneously.
The first- and second-stage servo shutoff controls are on the pilot and copilot
collective control grips.

Boost Servos

8. The aircraft has identical boost servos acting in the yaw and collective control
axes. The purpose of these boost servos is to aid the pilot by reducing control
system friction forces. Each servo employs a piston and housing, rotary input,
servo valve with jam override of 20 pounds of force, and a bypass valve to eliminate
hydraulic lock with the servo depressurized and integral input/feedback linkage.
Loss of boost servo pressure will result in increased directional and/or collective
control forces.

Automatic Flit Control System Actuators

9. In addition to the boost servos, there are AFCS actuators and their controls
that are designed to improve flying qualit;es and ease pilot workload. There are
fluidic senzor controllers that provide an output proportional to aircraft angular
rate. This output results in SAS actuator movement to provide short-term stability
in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. A FAS servo provides artificial force-feel
proportional to FAS computer input signals and supplies stabilizing signals in series
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with pilot inputs. Longitudinal static stability is improved through the action of
a pitch bias actuator that works as a function of pitch attitude, rate, and airspeed
signals.

Cvclic Control

10. Longitudinal and lateral control of the helicopter is accomplished by either
of two cyclic controls, through pushrods, to the main rotor. Longitudinal inputs
move the forward and aft prirn ,ry servos, while lateral inputs move the lateral
primary servo. The cycli. c, ,trol grip (fig. 4) contains buttons and switches to
control or operate th. • ,dio systems, in!er'com system, FAS trim and release
systems, panel light syst,=ta, and cargo hook release system.

Directional Control

11. Directional control is accomplished by either of two sets of directional control
system pedals, through p, hrods. to the yaw boost servo and to the mixing unit.
Primary directional systr . control is then accomplished by pushrods to the tail
rotor servo. The GCT c ifiguration incorporated a dual tail rotor servo, with the
first stage powered by z No. 1 hydraulic power system and t-" second stage
by the backup hydrauL pump. Mechanical pitch to yaw coupling is effected at
the mixing unit. The magnitude of mechanical coupling is presented in table I.
Electronic coupling of yaw due to collective is set at 2.2 degrees of tail rotor
pitch increase per inch increase of collective from zero to 4Q KIAS. This value
decreases linearly to zero at 0.037 deglkt/in. from 40 to 100 KIAS.

Table 1. Control Motion and Coupling.

Main Rotor Tail Rotor

Control Input' Pitch Increase Pitch Increase
(in.) (deg) (dng)

Pitch Roll Yaw Yaw

Pitch, 9.1 28.3 - -

Roll, 10.2 - 16.0 -

Yaw, 2 6.0 9.25 - - 33

Collective, 3 9.0 4.64 1.65 16.0 19.2

'Maximum control travel available.
2Left directional control input to produce indicated pitch
due to directional control coupling.
3Up collective input to produce indicated pitch, roll, and
yaw due to collective control coupling.
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CoUective Control

12. Collective pitch control is accomplished by two cockpit pitch levers which
change the pitch of the main rotor blades through control rods to the collective
boost servo and then to the mixing unit by additional control rods. Collective
mechanical coupling to yaw. pitch, and roll is effected in the mixing unit and
the values are presented in table i. A friction device on the pilot lever mechanically
adjusts collective control friction. The copilot collective control telescopes to
improve access to his seat. Each collective control has a grip with switches to
control the following systems: landing light control, searchlight control, engine
power turbine speed, first- and second-stage main rotor (primary) servo systems
controls, and the cargo hook emergency release switch. Figure 5 presents a detailed
drawing of the collective control grip.

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

General

13. The AFCS is an electrohydromechanical system designed to provide improved
static and dynamic stability for the helicopter. The YUH-60A AFCS is composed
of five subsystems: SAS, FAS. FPS, pitch bias actuator, and stabilator. Connections
to the flight control system are accomplished through hydraulic actuators for SAS
and FAS and through electromechanical trim actuators and the FAS servo for FPS.
The electromechanical pitch bias actuator derives position information from the
FAS computer. The variable angle incidence stabilator is controlled through dual
electromechanical actuators and is scheduled as a function of information received
from various sensors.

Stability Augmentation System

14. The SA' is a dynamic ,:*e stabilization system designed to provide rate
damping of the he i,.g, i'ne SA incorporates an all-hydraulic system composed
of flueric ,ate sensors, fluidic amplifiers ard filters, s-rvo valves, and actuators.
The SAS modules are provided for the yaw, longitudinal, and lateral channels.
All three SAS actuators receive their hydraulic power supply through the pilot-assist
module of the hydraulic system. The SAS actuator consists of two major
components: a fluidic controller and a servo valve that controls a spring-centered
hydraulic piston. The fluidic sensor/controller produces a differential pressure
proportional to helicopter attitude change rates to drive the servo valve. The servo
valve causes a differential pressure across the actuator which will move the output
in a direction that opposes the original aircraft direction of motion. There is no
electrical power required for operation of the fluidic SAS controllers. The SAS
a-tjaors provide series inputs limited mechanically to ± 10 percent of control
travel. The SAS is normally ON whrnever the rotor is turning and the hydraulic
pumps are supplying pressure. The SAS may be disengaged by pulling the SAS ON
circuit breaker located on the pilot DC circuit brnaker panel. When this circuit
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breaker is pulled. the SAS actuators ar driven to their mid stroke position. I
loss of electrical power is experienced with SAS OFF it will automatically come
back on.

Fore,. Auonentation System/Trim

15. The FAS provides a constant maneuveriig force as a function of pitch rate
and airspeed. :ongitudinal and directional control damping forces, and cyclic control
forces from trim. The FAS consists of a computer. input sensors (trim rate controls.
airspeed sensing, rate gyros,. and controi position sensors). FAS actuator, and the
flight controls panel. When the atrpeed .signal is greater than 60 knots, input sensor
signals are applied to the FAS computer. wi.ich computes pitch rate times airspeed
to provide a designeti manc'licring force ol approximately 1. lbtg. Pitch rate is
derived from rite gyros wilhin the computer and an iirspeed wensor signal is used
within the computer to set gains. Cyclic control rate damping is desip.ed to provide
0.93 lb/in./sec. which is an electronic analog function of the computer. Additional
damping forces will be felt as a function of the fluidic and mechanical inertia
of the flight control system. Tite control displacement forces are derived from
position xnsors and are a constan: 2.4 lb/in, up to 90 KIAS. increasing to
5.48 lb/in, at 200 KIAS. The FAS provides trim hold for the longitudinal. lateral.
and directional controls. The steady-state FAS forces in the longitudinal cyclic
are effective for control displacements of 0.5 inch or more from trim. Figure 6
summarizes FAS longitudinal forces in graphic form.

16. The FAS compu:er program wlf-tests itself every 0.1 second and if
requirements are not met will automatically shut itself down. The FAS actuatc.r
reverts to a damping mode when shut off to limit control overshcot following
a system shutdown. The FAS servo authority is !00 percent. with override
capabilities by the pilot at approximately 20 pounds maximum force The four-way
t:nm switch located on the cyclic control grip is used as a control rate control!er
in the FAS mode of AFCS operation. The trim system rate (percent of control
movement per second in the FAS mode and degree of attitude change per second
in the FPS mode) is a function of thumb force on the trimi button and is a different
value between the longitudinal and lateral cyc!i. Table 2 lists the trim rates for
the FAS and FPS modes.

17. Engagemen' of the FAS/TRM button (fig. 12, para 25c) activates the pitch.
roll, and yaw trim systems, which maintains cyclic and directional control position.
Th,- directional and lateral control forces are developed in the electromechanical
yaw and roll trim actuators. The longitudinal force is developed by the
electrhydromechanical FAS actuator in conjunction with the FAS computer. The
longitudinal and lateral gradient and damping control forces are removed when
engaging the trim release button on the cyclic grip (fig. 4) at airspeeds below
60 KIA3. Above 60 KIAS. the longitudinal damping force is retained when the
trim release is engaged. The directional control damping function is independent
of the FPS switch position. Directional control trim position and centering force
is maintained whenever the FAS/TRM button is engaged and the pedal
microswitches are not depressed. By placing the feet on the directional controls
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Table 2. Cyclic Trim System Rates.

Cyclic Movement Attitude Change
in FAS Mode in FPS Mode
(percent/sec) (deg/sec)

A' B2  A' B2

Longitudinal 4.0 11.0 2.5 7.6

Lateral 2.5 7.5 4.6 14.0

'Trim system rate is constant for forces of 2.6 pounds
or less.
2Trim system rate is constant for forces greater than

2.6 pounds.
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and depressing one or more of the pedal microswitches, the trim position and
centering force is removed. however, pedal damping is retained. The pedals may
then be moved to the desired position and released. Electronic collective-to-yaw
coupling is provided, with the greatest gain at zero to 40 KIAS. decreasing linearly
to zero at 100 KIAS (para 11). Electronic collective-to-roll coupling is proided
in !he PAS/TRNI mode, whose gain is 0.0912 degree left lateral pitch change per
inch of up-collective control.

Flight Path Stabilization Svstem

18. The FPS system works in conjunction with the FAS to provide pitch and
roll attitude hold, airspeed hold, heading hold, and coordinated turn. The FPS
system uses signals from the FAS sensor/computer to generate the required feedback
control signal and is engaged by a switch on the flight controls panel. The desired
pitch and roll attitude of the helicopter may be established in one of the following
ways:

a. Beep tile trim rate control to slew the reference to a desired attitude.

b. Depress the trim release button on the pilot/copilot cyclic grip, manually
fly the helicopter to the desired trim condition, and release the trim release button.

c. Override the cyclic control forces to establish the desired trim condition
and then neutralize the control forces by means of the trim rate control. The
trim reference attitude, once established, is automatically maintained until changed
by the pilot.

19. Pitch attitude and airspeed hold are accomplished through the FAS computer
with outputs to the pitch bias actuator and the FAS actuator. At airspeeds greater
than 60 KIAS, the pitch axis seeks to maintain the airspeed at which the trim
is established by variation of pitch attitude. When pitch attitude is changed by
means of the trim rate control or trim release, there is an 18-second delay from
the time that the trim control input is removed until the new reference airspeed
is acquired. This is designed to prevent premature engagement of the airspeed hold
when effecting longtudinal trim changes. An electromechanical trim actuator
provides roll attitude hold functions. A roll trim integrator is synchronized when
in the FPS mode of AFCS operation and is designed t6 maintain zero bank angle
throughout the flight envelope. Additionally, the roll trim integrator reduces the
left lateral trim requirements as the aircraft is accelerated from a hover throughout
the forward flight envelope. The design longitudinal and lateral control forces with
FPS engaged are presented in figures 7 and 8, respectively.

20. The yaw axis of the FPS provides both heading hold and coordinated turns.
Heading hold is accomplished by first maneuvering the helicopter with feet on
the pedals and establishing the desired heading. The yaw attitude hold is then
established by removing the feet from the directional controls. The compass attitude
signal is compared with the yaw rate gyro signal to provide directional control
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through the electromechanical yaw trim actuator. To change heading, the pilot
activates one or both directional control microswitches. trims up on the desired
heading, and removes feet from 'he directional controls.

21. The coordinated turn feature of the FPS is functional at airspeeds greater
than 60 KIAS and is engaged in turns when the pilot's feet are on the directional
controls. A lateral accelerometer senses sideslip and derived roll rate is utilized
to effect pedal motion to maintain a centered ball at entry, during, and recovery
from turning flight. If the pilot miscoordinates the helicopter either during turns
or in straight and level flight, a force build-up proportional to sideslip will be
sensed at the directional controls. The directional control forces with FPS engaged
are summarized in figure 9.

Pitch Bias Actuator

22. An electromechanical pitch bias actuator is built into the longitudinal control
system and receives airspeed, pitch at'tude. and pitch rate inputs from the FAS
computer. These inputs are utilized to improve the static (slope of control position
versus airspeed) and dynamic longitudinal stability. The position of this actuator
is then monitored by the FAS computer. The pitch bias actuator is a series actuator
that has a 15 percent control authority, which in the event of failure can mean
a loss of up to 1.38 inches of total longitudinal control travel. Whenever the
longitudinal bias actuator output differs from its commanded output by a
predetermined threshold, the power is removed from the actuator and the PITCH
BIAS FAIL caution light will go on. The actuator will maintain its last output
by virtue of a jackscrew construction and will not recenter. Operation of the pitch
bias actuator is independent of FAS/TRM or FPS ON-OFF select position.

Stabiator

23. The stabilator system on the YUH-60A helicopter is composed of an unswept,
tapered 45-square-foot stabilator ana associated control linkage. The stabilator is
hinged about its aerodynamic center and is controlled by a dual electromechanical
system. The stabilator schedule is a function of airspeed, collective position, pitch
rate, and lateral acceleration. A schematic of the stabilator control system is
presented in figure 10. The limits of travel are 34 degrees trailing edge down at
zero forward airspeed and 100 percent collective to 10 degrees trailing edge up
at zero collective and airspeeds in excess of 165 knots. Lateral cg acceleration
and pitch rate are secondary input parameters used to desensitize the longitudinal
axis to sideslip and improve dynamic stability. The stabilator may be operated
in an automatic or manual mode and each mode is electronically independent.
Figure II is representative of the YUH-60A stabilator control panel.

24. The stabilator automatic control system is dual throughout to provide fault
detection and fail-safe shutdowns. Whenever the positions of the two actuators
differ by more than 10 degrees of stabilator angle or 4 deg/sec rate of actuator
travel, the system will automatically shut down. The stabilator may be reengaged
anywhere in the flight envelope.
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AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROL PANE!

25. The AFCS is designed to be flown with all systems operating for all mission
tasks. The AFCS iontrol panel con-ists of e - following system-engage switches:

a. BOOST - This sw;ich engages/disengages the collective and yaw boost
servos.

b. FAS/TRM - This switch engages the FAS computer and trim hold
functions of the cyclic and directional controls. The FAS must be engaged to have
FPS engaged.

c. FLT PATH STAB - Activation of this switch provides the attitude,
heading, and airspeed hold functions of the FPS. The proposed AFCS control panel
is presented in figure 12.
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APPENDIX D. ENGINE DESCRIPTION

GFNERAL

I. The primary power plant for the YUH-60A helicopter is the General Electric
YT700-GE-700 front drive turboshaft engine, rated at 1536 shp (sea level, standard
day). The engines are mounted in nacelles on either side of the main transm;ssion.
The basic engine consists of four modules: a cold section, a hot section, a power
turbine, and an accessory section. Design features of each engine include an
axial-centrifugal flow compressor, a through-flow combustor, a two-stage :::.- -ooled
high pressure gas generator turbine, a two-stage uncooled power turbine, and
self-contained lubrication and electrical systems. In order to reduce sand and dust
erosion and foreign object damage (FOD), an integral particle separator or "ate'.
when the engine is running. The YT70'-GE-7C0 engine also incorporates a hito '.
recorder which records total engine ev'nts. Pertinent engine data are shown below.

Model YT70-OGE-700
Type Turboshaft
Rated power 1536 shp, sea-level,

standard-day
Compressor 5 axial stages,

I centrifugal stage
Variable geometry Inlet guide vanes,

stages I and 2 stator
vanes

Combustion chamber Single annular chamber
with axial flow

Gas generator stages 2
Power turbine stages 2
Direction of rotation Clockwise
Weight (ey) 400 lb
Length 47 in.
Maximum diameter 25 in.
Fuel MIL-:7-5624

JP4 *,r JP-5
Lubricating oil 1,;iL-L-7808 or

MIL-L-23699
Electrical power "cquirements 40W. I I5VAC, 400 Hz

for history recorder and
Np overspeed protection

Electrical power requirements I amp, 28VDC
for anti-ice valve, fuel filter
bypass indication, oil filter
bypass indicaJon, and magnetic
chip detector
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Engine Modules

2. The engine consists of four separate modules, which are described in the
following st-bparagraphs. Right and left side views of the engine a-e presented in
figure i.

a. The cold section module includes an inertial inlet particle separator
incorporating an engine-driven blower mounted on the accessory gearbox. This
module also includes the transonic six-stage compressor and the output shaft
assembly which interfaces with the helicopter transmission shaft. The compressor
has five axial stages and one centrifugal stage. The axial section is transonic, with
variable inlet guide vanes and variable first- and second-stage stator vanes. Operation
of the compressor variable geometry components is discussed in paragraph 10.

b. The hot section module contains an axial-type annular combustor. The
combustor liner is cooled by air inpingement and air film. The two-stage gas
generator turbine assembly is also included in the hot section module.

c. The power turbine module includes the power turbine, exhaust frame,
the shaft, and sump assembly. The power turbine rotor has two stages with
uncooled, shrouded tips. The power turbine shaft rotates inside of the gas generator
rotor shaft and extends to the front of the engine. The power turbine shaft contains
a torque sensor tube that mechanically displays the total twist of the shaft. A
diagram of the engine torque system is shown in figure 2. A concentric reference
shaft is secured by a pin at the front end of the power turbine drive shaft and
is free to rotate relative to the power turbine drive shaft at the rear end. The
relative rotation is due to transmitted torque and the phase angle between the
reference teeth on the two shafts is picked up by the torque/overspeed sensor.
Power turbine speed (Np) is also picked up from these teeth by the Np sensor,
which is mounted in the same location.

d. The accessory section module includes the top-mounted accessory drive
gearbox and a number of line replaceable units (LRU's). An LRU is an item
authorized to be removed and replaced with an interchangeable item. The LRU's
mounted on the aft side of the accessory gearbox include the hydromechanical
control unit (HMU), sequence valve, particle separator blower, and engine starter.
The LRU's mounted on the Forward side include the fuel filter, lube oil cooler,
fuel boost pump, chip detector, lube and scavenge pump, bypass sensor, and
alternator stator. The housing of the engine lube and scavenge pump and cored
passages for oil and fuel are integrally cast into the gearbox, reducing external
tines and fittings.

Enine Subeistems

3. The engine has four basic subsystems: lubrication, fuel, electrical, and air.
Other subsystems of the engine include the variable geometry linkage assembly
and internal washing system.
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Lubrkation i'vitemn:

4. The lubr,.ation system ik; a slf-contained. pressurized. recirculating dry sump
bystem. The system consists of an integral oil tank. lube supply and scavenge pump.
wcavenge bcr'eens. oil filter. oil filter impending bypass and indicator, oil filter bypass
valve and switch, chip dctector. oil sampling port. sight gages. g'avity-fill port with
wreen. oil cooler. ptimp cold-starting relif valve. t:,nergency oil reservoirs, and
sump distribution s ,tems. The system is capable of supplying and scavenging oil.
emergency hearing lubrication, and filtering and monitoring the condition of the
oil. A scliem aic of the lubricatior system and bearing and sump location is shown
in figure 3. Oil from the supply tank- is pumped through the filter and through
cored passages in the accessory gearbox, where the flow divides to the A. B. and
C sumps in the engine and the accessory drive gearbox. Scavenged oil flows tbrough
the scavenge screens, chip detector. the fuel-oi cooler, the engine inlet scroll vanes,
and returns to the supply tank. An emergency system provides oil mist to lubricate
the bearings if the primary oil system fails (fig. 4). Small integral oil reservoirs.
located in each sump, are kept full during normal operation by the oil pump.
Oil from these reservoirs passs through the oil mist nozzles to provide at least
6 minutes of lubrication.

Fuel System:

S. The fuel system consists of the engine-driven boost pump, filter. HMU.
sequnce valve, primer and main fuel manifolds, primer nozzles, and main fu'.l
injectors. A schematic of the fuel system is presented in figure 5. Fuel from the
tank passes through the engine-driven boost pump, a reusable filter, and the HMU
high-pressure pump. High-pressure fuel is diverted to the wash filter, which supplies
finely filter,! fuwl for the HMU computing servos. The metering pressure regulator
valve and the metering valve respond to a signal from the HMU to schedule the
required amount of fuel to the engine. The fuel not diverted to the HMU or through
the high-pressure bypass valve flows through a metering valve (controlled by the
IIMU), through a shu:.off valve, a pressurizing valve, and the oil cooler to a sequence
valve. The sequence valve has four functions. First, it schedules fuel to the primer
nozzles and main fuel injectors for starting and engine operatio'1. Second, it purges
fuel from the primer nozzles b directing compressor discharge P3) air through
them after primer nozzle shutoff: this prevents coking of the nozzlcs. Third, it
drains fuel from the main fuel manifold on shutdown to prevent coking. Fourth.
it has a bypass valve for power turbine overspeed protection. To accomplish the
fourth function the sequence valve contains a solenoid valve which is actuated
by a power turbine overspeed signal controlled by the ECU. Operation of the
solenoid valve causes some of the fuel coming from the HMU to be diverted from
the combustion section back to the inlet of the HMU. The fuel flow to the
combustor is transiently reduced to a level which reduces power turbine speed
to prevent destructive overspeed. Once power turbine speed is reduced below the
ECU overspeed reference valve, the signal to the solenoid ceases and the engine
control system governs power turbine speed normally. The overspeed system also
contains a cockpit test function (fig. 6) which permits the system to be checked
while the engine is running.
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6. Control of fuel to the combustioni system is accomplished by the HMU. The

HMU contains a vane-type high-pressure pump and a variable geometry actuator.
The HMU receives two separate linkage inputs from the cockpit. One input is
provided by a linkage connected from the cockpit to the power-available spindle
(PAS) on the HMU. A third input is an electrical signal from the Np demand
circuit, which is cockpit-mounted. This source provides a signal to the ECU. The
ECU, in turn, provides a signal to the HMU which provides for constar t Np over
the fill power range. The HMU also responds to inputs from compressor inlet
temperature (T2) and the compressor discharge pressure (P3).

Flectrical System:

7. The engine electrical system has five components: the ECU. alternator. ignition
system, T4.5 thermocouple harness, Np sensor, and torque'overspeed scnsor. Their
functions arc described in the following subparagraphs.

a. The ECU provides engine control functions, c-nditioned signals for the
engine history recorder and cockpit indications, and test points to a ground
connector for electrical and engine system diagnostics. The following control
finctions are provided: constant Np governing to within ± I percent of sensed
Np; T4.5 temperature limiting with an accuracy of ±5°C; Np overspeed protection
completely independent of the normal Np governor; and load sharing on torque
to within ±5 percent of intermediate rated power torque. It also provides the
following noncontrol signals: Np to the cockpit; torque .;gnal to the cockpit; T4.5
signal to the cockpit; T4.5 signal to the history recorder 'nr overtemperature events
and time-temperature integration; T4.5 signal to ground units for engine diagnostics;
and DC power and 400-Hz power to the history record-r. The ECU is air-cooled
by air passing through the engine inlet scroll and is mot ned on vibration isolators.
The model ECU used for the majority of the GCT was a Group 7 ECU. Several
flights were flown using Group 8 ECU's (para 106, Results and Discussion). The
Group 8 ECU's were designed to correct the problems listed below.

(1) Slow governor response on T4.5 tfansient overshoots resulting in longer
than desired temperature excursions over 840C.

(2) Insufficient stability margin for all hardware combinations: IIU, ECU,

T4.5 harness, and engine.

(3) Saturation of the Np governor, producing Np transient overshoot.

(4) Transient Np droop on rapid load increase from zero power.

(5) Load change unrelated to collective change caused Np excursions.

(6) The lower authority limit of the Np governei" integrator had insufficient
trim range to allow sufficient power reduction te. maintain isochronous governing.
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(7) The upper authority limit of the Np governo, integrator had isufficiint
trim rang.; to increase power for isochronous governing with siagle-engine operation.

(8) Insufficient stability ..i.rgin in avtorotation, resulting in limit cycle

oscillation N?.

(9) As Np recovers from t ansiunt droop, it overshoots the desired speed.

(10) Fo!'owing an Np ror the system is t(,o slow in returaing to the
desired speed.

(1l) High-frequency noise in the torque signal, acting through loadI
sharing, cau.-es Np to run over reference.

b. The alternator is gearbox-mounted and has three- scoarat. windings.
Winding No. I supplies the i inition exciter. Winding No. 2 supplies power to the
ECU and to the primary NF overspeed circuit. Winding No. 3 supplies the NG
cockpit signai.

c. The ignition system is a noncontinuous AC-powered capacitor discharge
system. It includes an ignition exciter, two igniter plugs, anC two ignition leads.
The ignition duty cycle is 2 minutes ON, 3 minutes OFF, 2 minutes ON, and
23 iniutes OFF.

d. The T4.5 thermocouple harness is a five-probe dual-immersion harness
using chromel-alumel functions to provide signals to the ECU for T4.5 limiting
and cockpit indication. Each of the five probes is individually wired to a multipin
connector, allowing diagnostic checks to be made for open or grounded elements.

e. The Np, Np overspeed, and torque sensing are provided by two identical
variable reluctance pickups. The Np sensor provides a basic Np signal to the ECU.
The torque and overspeed sensor senses power turbine torque and provides a speed
signal to the separate Np overspeed protection system.

8. The electrical system components are engine-mounted and self-contained. The
power sources and the components they power are as follows:

a. Alternator winding No. I - Ignition exciter.

b. Alternator winding No. 2 - Electrical control unit and primtry Np
overspeed circuit.

c. Alternator winding No. 3 - NG cockpit signal.

d. Airframe 400-Hz, I IS-VAC - History recorder and backup Np overspeed
circuit.

e. Airframe 28-VDC - Anti-icing valve, oil filter bypass, fuel filters bypass.
and magnetic chip detector.
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* A:r System:

9. The air system performs the following functions: cools the turbine section
and provides anti-icing air, seal pressurization, sump venting, airframe bleed air
requirements, and compressor discharge pressure (P3) signal to the HMU. These
functions are described in the following subparagraphs.

a. Comprescor discharge leakage air is used to cool the stage I and stage 2
nozzles. Air levktng from the centrifugal com-pressor at the diffuser is ducted
through the mid frame and into the nozzle vanes. The air cools the vanes and
exits through the holes in the vane airfoils.

b. Anti-icin. is achieved by a combination of noncontinuous axial
compressor discharge bleed air and continuous heat rejection from !ae air-oil cooler.
which is an integral part of the scroll vanes. The compressor discharge bleed air
anti-ices the sw;rl frame and swirl vanes. Control of a t*--':ng ai- is provided by
a solenoid-operated anti-icing valve which is actuated by a cockpit switch. The
switch is fail-safe, in that when electrical power is supplied to the anti-ice valve
solenoid, the anti-icing air is turned off. When power is off the valve is open.

c. Seal pressurization prevents oil loss from sumps by controlled air flow.
It prevents hot gases, dust, and moistute from entering sumps and provides air
for the emergency oil system.

Variable Geometry Linkage Assembly:

10. The compressor vaiable geometry components consist of a fuel-driven actuator
integral with the HMU; a crankshaft with the necessary links to attach to the
actuating rings of the inlet guide vanes: first- and second-stage variable vanes;
and the anti-icing and start bleed valve. Rotation of the crankshaft by the HMU
actuator translates to circumferential movement of the actuator rings, which results
in synchronized opening or closing of the variable vanes and opening or closing
of the anti-icing and start bleed valve.

Engine Internal Wathing System:

II. The engine wash manifold, integral with the swirl frame, has jets aimed at
the compressor inlet annulus in the front frame. The wash manifold fitting is located
at the 6 o'clock position on the swirl frame.

Pneumatic Start System

12. The pneumatic start system uses an air turbine-type engine start motor. System
components include the APU, APU bleed air shutoff valve, engine slart motor,
start control valve, external start connector and check valve, controls, anl ducting.
A schematic of the bleed air control system is presented in figure 7. rhree air
sources may provide air for engine starts: the APU, engine cross bleed, or ground

ir source. Starts are accomplished in part through an electrically operated start
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control valve that provides regulated air ilow to the pneumatic start system. Pressure
regulation prevents an overtorque situation when starts are conducted at high bleed
air. pressures. The start control valve is designed so that downstream pressure builds
gradually tc prevent impact damage of the engine starter pad. The pneumatic starter
turbine wheel drives the engine through a gearbox and a slip clutch. The slip clutch
prevents overtorque of the engine drive and eliminates possible malfunctions of
the starter shear section. A retractable jaw in the starter engages an engine jaw
during starts. A starter speed switch wired to the start control valve terminates
the start cycle when cutoff speed is reached. The cross-bleed shutoff valves provide
ON-OFF control of bleed flow between engines and check reverse flow. Both valves
are opened by selection of the ENG position with air source during cross-bleed
starting. The check feature prevents flow into the engine bleed ports from the
APU or external air supplies or from the opposite engine, should an extreme power
hence bleed pressure mismatch occur when the operating engine is providing bleed
air for heating. The external start connector is on the left side of the fuselage.
It is the attachment point for a bleed air line from an external source for engine
starting or helicopter heating on the ground. The connector contains a check valve
to prevent engine or APU bleed air f;om being vented.

Cockpit Engine Controls

13. There are four sets of cockpit controls, mechanical and electrical, wnich
control engine functions. They are the power available levers (PAL), the collective
pitch levers, the collective engine trim switches, and the engine emergency-off
handles (figs. 8 and 9).

14. The PAL's are mechanically linked to the PAS's on the hy'iromechanical fuel
control, which controls fuel shutoff, ground-idle, normal flight power range, and
fuel vapor vent and ECU lockout. The various positions of the PAS are listed
below.

Zero to 5 degrees Shutoff

23.5 to 28.5 degrees Ground-idle

115 to 130 degrees Normal flight power range

127 to 130 degrees Fuel vapor vent and
ECU lockout

15. Each collective pitch lever mechanically connects to the load demand spindle
(LDS) on the hydromechanical fuel control. Contained on the collective control
had is an engine trim switch which is electrically linked to the ECU. The switches
provide a limited rotor speed adjustment.

16. The engine emergency arming ("T") handles (fig. 8) stopcock the fuel control
levers and arm the aircraft fire extinguishers when they are pulled to the rear.
To activate either fire extinguisher, move the fire extinguisher switch to either
MAIN or RESERVE as required.
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Automatic Governing Characteristics

17. In general. the HMU provides for gas generator control in the areas of
acceleration limiting. stall and flameout protection, NG control, rapid response to
power demand. and variable geometry actuation. Tihe electrical unit trims the HMU
to satisfy the requirements of the load so as to maintain rotor speed and load
sharing and also to limit engine turbine inlet temperature. The basic control and
governing functions of these two units are outlined in table I and schematically
shown in figures 10 and 11.

18. Control of the gas generator is by a droop NG governor in the HMU. The
NG governor reference is set by the PAS angle and modified mechanically by the
LDS angle and trimmed electrically by an input from the ECU through an
electrical-mechanical interface device called a "torque motor." After the PAS is
set at 120 degrees with the PAL's, the load demand signal is then provided through
the LDS. As the LDS is reduced from its maximum setting with a reduction of
collective pitch, the desired NG is reset down from the prevailing PAS schedule
to provide a gas generator response. This reset schedule is then trimmed by the
ECU to satisfy the Np and load control functions established by the ECU. This
results in a zero steady-state Np error. The electrical trimming signal is a result
of the Np governor, load-sharing circuit, and T4.5 limiter, as combined in the ECU.
The signal causes a resetting of the "collective compensation" curve, as shown
in figure 12. In response to the resulting NG reference, the HMU operates as a
conventional gas generator power control and reschedules fuel flow within preset
limits to obtain a reference NG.

Manual Governing Characteristics

19. Failure of the ECU causes automatic Np governing to become inoperative.
The Np overspeed system and LDS reset still remain operable. During this failure
mode, the engine is controlled by use of the PAS and LDS. Without an electrical
input, the lMU reverts to a power control. This power con!rol is a droop control
of NG to a value called for by the PAS position as reset by the LDS input. The
PAS po-tit' ; is set by manually adjusting the PAL.

20. In the event the ECU torque motor fails to a lower engine power, the torque
motor can be mechanically deactivated. By advancing the PAS past intermediate
to 130 degrees, the ECU interface is deactivated and locked .out. Engine power
is then controlled through the PAS by manually adjusting the PAL's. Since this
deactivation of the ECU interface is at the NIU torque motor, it does not affect
any other ECU functions such as torque computation, Np overspeed protection.
or signal generation. It does deactivate Np governing, T4.5 limiting, and load sharing,
which all normally act through the torque motor.
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Table 1. Fuel and Control System Functional Split.

Hydromechanical Unit Electrical Control Unit

Fuel pumping IM trimming of NG governor
as determined by:

Fuel flow metering
Lwochronous Np governing

Acceleration and deceleration

limiting as a junction of T4. 5 limitingWf
jf-, N , and I2 Load sharing on torque3'

Np reference input from

NG limiting cockpit

Variable geometry positioning Redundant NP overspeed limitas a function of N/O
s aCockpit 

signal generation of
Electrical unit signal accept- Np, T4.5, and torque
ance to trim NG governor

c tRecorder power and signal
Starting fuel scheduling supply

Collective compensation
through LDSA

Electrical unit disable function
through PAS

PAS control with electrical unit
inoperative

Engine shutdown on Np o/s
signal from ECU
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Auxiliary Powe, Unit

21. The International Harvester-built Model T62T-40-1 APU consists of a gas
turbine power section, reduction gear drive, and appropriate controls and
accessories. The gas turbine power section is a single-spool gas turbine using a single
centrifugal compressor and a sigle-stage radial inflow turbine. The APU is
hydraulically started with hydraulic fluid from an hydraulic accumulator. Ignition
is accomplished by a separate pressure atomizing fuel nozzle and a spark plug.
Once ignition and combustion of the main fuel is completed, the spark plug and
start fuel are turned off. A purge valve allows compressor discharge pressure to
bleed through the start fuel nozzle to continuously keep it clean for the next
start. A pinion gear supported by three planetary reduction gears (5.1:1) reduces
turbine shaft speed from 61,248 rpm to an output speed of 12,000 rpm. The
APU is lubricated by an accessory-driven lubricating pump which circulates oil from
the gearbox sump to three jets spraying the high-speed pinion gear. The resulting
splash and oil mist fills the gearbox. cavity and passes through the hollow shaft,
lubricating the remaining gears and bearings. Pertinent information concerning the
APU is listed below.

Rated engine speed 61,248 rpm
Exhaust gas temperature 1220*F ± 10
Weight (dry) 92 lb (approx)
Output shp 90
Fuel consumption at rated power 150 lb/hr (approx)
Reduction gear and accessories:

Input speed (rated) 61,248 rpm
Output speed (rated) 12,000 rpm
Fuel control assembly 4200 rpm

Fuel JP-4, JP-5
Lubricating oil MIL-L-7808 or

MIL-L-23699
Oil pump pressure at rated speed 15 to 40 psi
Components and systems:

Compressor Single-stage,
centrifugal flow

Turbine Si.gle-stage,
radial flow

Combustor Annular type

22. The APU controls are located on the overhead console and consist of a control
switch and a fire annunciator/fuel shutoff "T" handle. The control switch has
positions marked OFF, RUN, and START. Placing the switch to START energizes
the APU hydraulic start valve to the open position to release the APU accumulator
fluid to the hydraulic start motor. Placing the switch to RUN energizes the
automatic start sequence resetting the sequencing system to a known reference
state, and energizing the APU start bypass valve. The APU fire/fuel-off "T" handle
warns the pilot and copilot of fire in the APU compartment.
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APPENDIX E. INSTRUMENTATION

GENERAL

1. The test instrumentation was installed, calibrated, and maintained by Sikorsky
Aircraft. A test boom with a swiveling pitot-static tube and angle of attack and
sideslip vanes were installed at the nose of the aircraft. Equipment required only
for specific tests was installed when needed and is discussed in the section on
special equipment. Data were obtained from calibrated instrumentation and
displayed or recorded as indicated below.

Niot Panel

Airspeed (boom)
Altitude (boom)
Altitude (radar)
Rate of climb (boom)
Rotor speed
Engine torque*
Gas generator speed*
Control position:

Longitudinal
Lateral
Directional
Collective

Horizontal tail position
Center-cf-gravity normal acceleration
Angle of sideslip
Attitude gyro*

Copilot Panel

Instrumentation controls
Event switch
Control fixtures
Airspeed*
Rotor speed
Engine torque*
Free air temperature*
Attitude gyro*
Fuel used (totalizer)*
Run number

*Ship's system
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Fneneer Panel

instrumentation controls
Frce air temperature
Fuel remaining
Time code display
Run number
Center-of-gravitY control panel

2. Data parameters recorded on board the aircaft included the following:

Digtal (PCM) Data Parameters

Airspeed (ship's system)
Airspeed (boom)
Altitude (boom)
Altitu'le (radar)
Rate of climb (boom)
Total ,'r temperature (boom)
Rotor s,-,'.d
Gas gen,,,mtr speed**
Power .'" :ne speed*
Fuel ".e..
Engine j!: flow**
Engine o,.nut shaft torque"
Engine Ln:',t total temperature*
Engine inlet total pressure*
Engine air particle separator inlet total pressure"
Engine inlet guide vane actuator position"*
Compressor discharge static pressure"*
Fuel control discharge pressure"
Engine beep actuator position (ECU)**
Main rotor shaft torque
Tail rotor shaft torque
Control position:

Longitudinal cyclic
Lateral cyclic
Directional
Collective
Engine condition lever

Stability augmentation position:
Longitudinal
Lateral
Directional

*k'Both engines
144
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Mixer input position:
Longitudinal
Lateral
Directional

Primary servo output position:
Forward
Lateral
Aft

Control force:
Longitudinal
Lateral
Directional

Aircraft attitude:
Pitch
Roll
Yaw

A-.raft angular velocity:
Pitch
Roll
Yaw

Aircraft angular acceleration:
Pitch
Roll
Yaw

Center-of-gravity acceleration:
Longitudinal
Lateral
Vertical

Angle of sideslip
Angle of attack
Landing gear vertical load (all gear)
Stabilator angle of inciden e
Tether cable tension
Tether cable angle
Ballast cart location
Low-airspeed system
Vibration (accelerometers):

Pilot seat vertical
Pilot seat lateral
Pilot seat longitudinal
Copilot seat vertical
Copilot seat lateral
Copilot seat longitudinal
Center-of-gravity vertical
Center-of-gravity lateral
Center-of-gravity longitudinal
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Right instrument panel vertical
Right instrument panel lateral
Forward avionics compartment vertical
Forward avionics compartment lateral
Forward avionics compartment longitudinal
Left aft abin vertical
Right aft cabin vertical
Left forward cabin vertical
Pilot cyclic control vertical
Left pilot pedal longitudinal
Pilot heel rest vertical
Main transmission vertical
Main transmission lateral
Main transmission longitudinal
Tail rotor gearbox vertical
Tail rotor gearbox lateral
Tail rotor gearbox longitudinal
No. I engine exhaust frame vertical
No. I engine front frame vertical
No. I engine front frame lateral
No. 2 engine exhaust frame lateral
No. 2 engine front frame vertical
No. 2 engine front frame lateral

3. Critical parameters necessary for certain tests were telemetered to a ground
station for real time monitoring.

Aimpeed Calibration

4. The calibration of the airspeed system was accomplished by determining the
existing airspeed position error of the standard ship's system and the test nose
boom in level, climbing, diving, and autorotational flight. The two systems were
calibrated in climbs and descents utilizing a trailing bomb 3s a standard and an
AH-IG pace aircraft for level flight. An F-5ID pace aircraft was utilzed to calibrate
the system during high-speed level flight and IRP descent airspeeds (110 KC.'S
and greater). The test helicopter was stabilized in ball-centered flight in 10-k4vt
increments, at a constant rotor speed of 258 rpm. The test nose boom system
was used as the source for all airspeed data reduction. It was determined that
three individual mathematical curve fits of the data were necessary to adequately
dt...,ie the nose boom position error in level/diving, climbing, and autorotational
flight. The position error of the boom airspeed system is presented for level/diving
flight and climbs and autorotations in figures I and 2.
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SPECIAL EOU1PM1ENT

Low Ai-spted System

5. The low airspeed system used in this evaluiation is manufactured by
Marconi-Elliott Avionics Systems Ltd. Rochester, Kent. England. The system is
de.,igned to provide airspeed information in the longitudinal. lateral. and vertical
axes of tne helicopter. The %ystemi consists oft a multiaxis onidirectional probe
which senses pitot and static pressure nnd angular data: an air data computer:
longitudinal and lateral airspeed indicators: and a vertical speed indicator. For the
YUH-60A. the sensing probe was mounted on the right side of the aircraft
(photo 1) and between the crew door aiid gunner's % indow. The airspeed and
vertical speed indicators were mounted on the glare %hield bietween the pilot and
copilot. A USAAIEFA-desigened electronic interface bo\. was used to take calculated
longitudinal and lateral airspeed data fromn the air tL.,ta computer and display
longitudinal and lateral airspeed on the airspeed and heading command bars of
the vertical situation indicator (VSI). The information displayed on the VSI was
used to maintain zero horizontal airspeed during the vertical climb tests.

Phioto 1. 1ow Airspre Sysqtem.
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Digital Recording Observation Instrument

6. The digital recording observation instrument (ROD is an optical tracking device
manufactured by Kcuffel and Esser Company, Morristown, New Jersey. The RO[
is designed to continuously gather elevation and azimuth data, both of which are
electronically sensed and printed on paper tape as j target is tracked. Two ROl's
were used during the H-V testing to track the aircraft from entr* through
touchdown. Additionally, the ROl's were used during vertical climb, takeoff
performance, and vertical displacement testing. The data derived from the ROI
recordings were vertical height, vertical rate of descent, horizontal distance, and
horizontal airspeed.

Weather Station

7. A portable weather station, consisting of an anemometer, sensitive temperature
gage, and altimeter, was used to record wind speed, wind direction, ambient
temperature, and pressure altitude.

Digita Doppler Traffic Radar

8. The digital doppler traftic radar (speedgun) is a hand-held battery-operated
device with a digital readout manufactured by CMI, Inc, Chanute, Kansas. During
single-engine landing tests, the speedgun was used to record aircraft ground speed
at touchdown. The speedgun was also used during the low-speed tests at
Coyote Flats.

Movie and Video Cameras

9. A 16mm movie camera and a video tape camera were used simultaneously
throughout testing. Flights were recorded on film and video tape to provide the
test team with a means of reviewing test techniques. The video tape was especially
useful because it could be replayed immediately after flying. Specific data
parameters were not recorded with this equipment.

Load Cell

10. A calibrated load cell incorporating a cockpit readout of cable tension and
load , isition (cable angle) was installed and maintained by Sikorsky. During the
tethered-hover tests, the load cell measured cable tension and transmitted this
information to the cockpit indicatoi in pounds: the data were also recorded on
magnetic tape. he load position indicator provided the pilot with longitudinal
and lateral displacement cot. "-n uiformation for centering the aircraft over the
ground ancl'-ring (tie-down) point.
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Fnzht Analyzer

11. A special ground camera, a Fairchild Flight Analyzer. is designed to record
aircraft motion by taking a series of pictures while simultaneously recording relative
elapsed tL-ne. The camera was located at surveyed distances from the runways and
the photographs used to quantify data gathered during the H-V, takeoff, and vertical
displacement t.'sts.

Ground Pace Vokucle

12. Sedans, station wagons, and military jeeps were used as ground pace vehicles
throughout the testing. The speedometers of these vehicles were calibrated by a
speedgun. The pace vehicles were used to establish precise airspeed during the H-V

and takeoff performance tests and low-airspeed handling qualities tests.
Additionally, they were used to quantify touchdown airspeed during the
single-engine landing tests.
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APPENDIX F. TEST TE HHIQUES AND
DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

TU.ST TECHNIQUES

I. Conventi, nal tct techriques were used on both the performance and handling
qualities tests. Peri.-mance testing was coa.ducted in coordir.ated Viall-centered)
flight instead of zero sideslip. The '.asic techniques for each test are described
in the Results and Dis;-ussion section of this report. Performance tect techniques
are amplified, where necessary, in this appendix in the following paragraphs.
Detaijed descriptions of all test techniques am contained in references 9 and 10,
appendix A.

DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

General

2. Performance data were eva.uated using the methods described in Army Materiel
Command Pamphlet AMCP 706-204 (ref 9, app A). Handsing qualities data were
evaluated usisig st?.ndard test methods described in Naval Air Test Center Flight
Test Manual FTM No. 101 (r f 10).

Aircraft Weight and Balance

3. The aircraft was weighed in the instrumented configuration with all fuel
drained pror to. during, and at the completion of the GCT. The results of these
weighings were 13,121 rounds with the longitudinal cg located at FS 351.9,
13,200 pounds with cg not determined, and 13,185 pounds with a cg at FS 352.1,
respectively. The small differences in the weighings (0.5 percent) can be attributed
to the multitude of component and instrumentation changes that occurred to the
pr.')totype aircraft during the GCT phase. A fuel cell calibration was accomplished
during the first weighing. Measured total fuel volume by gravity fueling methods
was 350 gallons. The fael weight for each test flight was determined prior to engine
start and after engine shutdown by using a calibrated external sight gage to
determine fuel volume and by measuring specific gravity. Fuel used in flight was
recorded by a "ensitive fuel-used system and verified with the pre- and postflight
sight gage readings. Aircrnft cg was controlled by a trimmable ballast system which
automatically maintained a constant cg while fuel was burned. The tnrmmable ballast
system was comprised ofa cart (2900-pound capacity) attached to the cabin floor
by rails and driven by an' electric screw jack with a total excursion of 70.5 inches.
The cart was prepositiohed at a desired station on the ground. In flight, the fuel-used
information required for movement of the czrt was compensated by a potentiometer
on the control panel. The potentiometer setting was determined by the engine
start gross weight of the aircraft and the weight of the cart.
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4. The helicopter loading was controllcd during specific weight-critical tests by
adding ballast between data points. These tests and the respective loading tolerance
W/o were as follows.

a. Takeoff performance (±75 pounds).

b. Vertical climbs (W75 pounds).

c. Height-velocity (± 200 pounds).

d. Vertical and lateral displacement (±300 pounds).

e. Low-speed flight (t200 pounds).

Nondimensional Method

5. Helicopter performance may be generalized through the use of nondimensional
cocfficients. The test results obtained at specific test conditions may be used to
define performance at conditions not tested. The following nondimensional
coefficients were used.

a. Coefficient of power (Cp).

C- (SUP) (550) (1)
P A (QR) 3

b. Coefficient of thrust (CT).

C Thrust (2)
pA (O2R)

c. Advance ratio (A).

VT (1.6889) 
(3)

d. Advancing blade tip Mach number (Mtip).

M (VT) + (OR)
tip a
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Where:

SHP = Engine output shp (both)

p = Air density (slug/ft 3)

A = Main rotor disc area (ft 2)

fl = Main rotor angular velocity (radians/sec)

R = Main rotor radius (fO

Thrust = Gross weight (lb) during free flight in which there
is no acceleration or ve'ocity component in the
vertical direction; tether load must be added in the
case of tethered hover

VT = True airspeed (kt)

a = Speed of sound (kt)

True airspeed (VT) was calculated using calibrated airspeed (Vcal) and density ratio
as folows.

= Vcal/V (5)

This nondimensional method is useful only where the effects of compressibility
and blade stall are not significant. During this evaluation, minor trends indicating
an influence by compressibility and blade stall were noted. However, it was beyond
the scope of this test to separate and define their effect.

Shaft Horsepower Required

6. The engine output shaft torque was determined by use of the engine
torquemeter (para 2c, ,pp D). This torquemeter was calibrated in a test ce.l by
the engine manufacturer. The output from the engine torquemeter was reco. 'ed
on the on-board data recording system. The output shp was determined from .he
engine's output shaft torque and rotational speed by the following equatioi:

(2l ) (N) (Q)
SHiP = 33,000 (6)

Where:

Np = Engine output shaft rotational speed (rpm)

Q = Engine output shaft torque (ft-lb)
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Tail Rotor Performance

7. During the hover performance tests, tail rotor performance parameters were
also recorded. Terms in tquations I and 2 which apply to the main rotor were
replaced by tail rotor parameters for nondimensionalized tail rotor performance.
Antitorque system output torque was measured at the input shaft to the
intermediate gearbox. The hersepower loss due to the intermediate and 9(-degree
gearboxes was determined b%, Sikorsky Aircraft to be I shp. In order to determine
shp at the tail rotor, this .ue was subtracted from the measured value at the
input to the intermediate gearbox. The terms redefined " ; as follows.

SHP = Tail rotor shaft horsepower (SHPTR)

A = Tail rotor disc area (ft 2 )

= Tail rotor angular velocity (radians/sec)

R = Tail rotor radius (ft)

Thrust = Tail rotor thrust (Ib)

Tail rotor shaft horsepower was determined from the following equation.

SHP n) 3 (2w) (4.7619)] (Q TR (7)mTR "33,0007

Where:

QTR a Tail rotor torque (ft-lb)

8. The tail rotor thrust for hover was determined by making two assumptions.
These assumptions were necessary since sufficient information w,'i not available
and tail rotor thrust could not be measured directly during the evaluation. The
first assumption was that all directional moments to maintain stabilized tover would
be generated by the antitorque tail rotor. This assumption neglected any possible
restoring directional moments that could be derived from rotor downwash and
recirculating airflow over the fuselage, tail boom section, ind empennage. The
second assumption was that the temperature of the air mass flow passing through
the tail rotor was not significantly influenced by the engine exhaust gases.

Tail rotor thrust was determined from the following equation.

THRUST - (8)
ZT
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Where:

QMR = Main rotor shaft torque (ft-lb)

IT = Perpendicular distance between center lines of main and
tail rotor shafts = 32.567 feet

Hover

9. Hover performance was obtained by the tethered hover technique. Additional
free flight hover data were accumulated to verify the tethered hover data. All hover
tests were conducted in winds of less than 3 knots. Tethered hover consists of
restraining the helicopter to the ground by a cable in series with a load cell. An
inciease in cable tension, measured by the load cell, had the same effect on hover
performance as increasing gross weight. Free-flight hover tests consisted of
stabilizing the helicopter at a desired height using the radar altimeter as a height
reference. Atmospheric pressure, temperature, and wind velocity were recorded
from a ground weather station. All hovering data were reduced to nondimensional
parameters of Cp and CT (equations I and 2, respectively), and grouped according
to wheel height. A line was faired through each set of data. Summary hovering
performance was then calculated from these nondimensional plots and the power
available in figure 144, appendix G, at selected ambient conditions and power
settings.

10. Nondimensional tail rotor performance and directional control position were
used to detennine tail rotor horsepower and directional control margins as a
function of wheel height. All antitorque data were recorded simultaneously with
the hover performance data of the evaluation.

Takeoff

I1. Takeoff performance was determined using the level acceleration technique
(paras 14 through 17, Results and Discussion). Takeoff tests were conducted to
obtain curves of climb-out airspeed versus distance required to clear a 50-foot
obstacle. Each curve was obtained by conducting a series of takeoffs using various
climb-out airspeeds. During each series, ballast was added as necessary to maintain
the desired excess power available conditions as fuel was consumed and ambient
temperature varied. A ground-operated Fairchild Flight Analyzer was used to
produce a photographic record of time, horizontal distance, and vertical
displacement for each takeoff. The climb-out airspeed range varied from just below
minimum achievable to the maximum practical airspeed (approximately 50 KIAS).
All takeoff tests were performed in winds of 3 knots or less.

12. The excess power method of takeoff analysis was used. For data analysis
purposes, power required was the actual horsepower during the stabilized 5-foot
I. iver phase of the takeoff test maneuver. Likewise, power available was the
horsepower at the 50-foot wheel height point during the climb phase of the takeoff
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test maneuver. Calculation of ACp for data presentation purposes was based on
the operational main rotor speed of 258 rpm. The excess power was then
determined as follows.

ACp = C available - Cp required at 5 ft (9)

13. Distance to clear a 50-foot obstacle was obtained by plotting a time history
of height and distance from the Fairchild plate and by reading the horizontal
distance at the 50-foot wheel height point. The clitib-out airspeed was determined
from th. height-distance time history by calculating the horizontal and vertical
velocities and then determining the resultant velocity aiong the flight path. The
climb-out airspeed was corrected for wind by adding the headwind component
to the value of the horizontal aircraft velocity. The takeoff distance was plotted
versus climb-out true airspeed for each takeoff. Takeoff performance was then
summarized by combining all individual takeoff plots three-dimensionally as
distance required to clear a 50-foot obstacle versus ACp and climb-out true airspeed.
Fairings for this threekdimensional plot were based upon the collective influence
of each takeoff plot, including the influence of data where a 50-foot wheel height
was unobtainable due to the combination of ACp and climb-out airspeed. All
dimensional takeoff performance was derived from this summary plot. The Cp
required to hover at a wheel height of 5 feet was determined by calculating the
CT at the takeoff conditions (weight, density altitude, and rotor speed) and entering
the 5-foot hover curve at this CT to obtain the corresponding Cp. The Cp available
was determined using the power available from the engine model specification
corrected for installation losses at the atmospheric conditions.

Vertical Climb

14. The vertical climb technique used was to stabilize in a 100-foot OGE hover
based on the radar altimeter and then to increase engine power by a predetermined
incremen- of engine torque. Various increments of engine torque up to the engine
topping h - t were used. An Elliott low-airspeed system was used to provide cues
of longitu. . lateral translation. The Elliott low-airspeed system was accurate
to within I h horizontal airspeed. Each vertical climb was flown at a
predetermined CT w - 4or speed held constant at 258 rpm. Ballast was added
as fuel burned off or t. .rature varied. Tests were conducted in ambient wind
conditions of 3 knots or less.

15. The climb rates were measured after the aircraft was stabilized in
unaccelerating vertical climbing flight by differentiating the output of a radar
altimeter with respect to time. Vertical climb performance was determined by using
equation, 4 '1 ."fined equation 3, and as follows:

Vv

SIR (10)
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a. Vertical velocity ratio (VVr).

Vv

V tip CT 1/2  
(11)

b. Generalized excess power coefficient (variation from hover) (ACp gen).
C - C
P PC Hl

.cF e (CT3)/2 (12)

2e

Vv = Vertical velocity (ft/sec)

Vtip = Main rotor tip speed (ft/sec)

CpC = Coefficient of power for climb

CPH = Coefficient of power for hover

The vertical climb performance data were presented in nondimensional terms from
which vertical climb capability at the PIDS conditions was extracted.

Forward Fight Climb

16. The forward flight climb tests were conducted at a constant rotor speed and
a predetermined power and airspeed schedule. The power schedule represented
single-engine IRP available at 35C based on the engine model specification. The
climb airspeed schedule was determined by the airspeed corresponding to thc
minimum power required in level flight. Two continuous single-engine climbs to
service ceiling were accomplished at reciprocal headings to average the effect of
wind shear on climb performance. The data were corrected from test-day conditions
to 35"C at all altitudes; from test-day gross weight to a constant primary mission
gross weight of 16,853 pounds; and for any deviations from the climb airspeed
and power schedules. Test rate of climb was determined from pressure altitude
variation with time and corrected for altimeter error caused by nonstandard
temperature using the following equation.

R/T (13)
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Where:

R/CT = Tapeline rate of climb (ft/min)

di = Slope of pressure altitude versus time curve at a given
dt pressure altitude (ft/min)

Tt = Test ambient air temperature at the pressure altitude at
which the slope is taken (IK)

Ts = Standard ambient air temperature at the prcssure altitude
at which the slope is taken (*K)

Tapeline rate of climb and test shaft horsepower were referenced to test day density
altitude. All corrections to rate of climb were applied with reference to density
altitude. Power corrections were made by the following equation.

(K )(ASHP)(33,000)
AR/C p P GWt (14)

Where:

Kp = Power correctiun factor

ASHP = SHPs - SHPt

Where:

SHPs = shp available at 35"C ambient temperature from model
specification engine installed

SHPt = Test shp measured

GWt = Test gross weight (lb)
/

Weight corrections were made by the following equation:

AR/Cw - (Kw)(SHPS)(33,000) 1.W (GW d (15)

Where:

Kw = Weight correction factor

GWs = Standard gross weight (Ib)
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17. Two additional series of climbs were conducted to achieve the power and
weight correction factors. These factors wer. used to correct the continuous climb
data from test to desired conditions, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. One
series of climbs (Kp) was flown at a constant aim gross weight from altitudes
near sea level up to 10,000 feet at various power settings. This series of climbs
was corrected to a constant gross weight. The other series of climbs (Kw) was
flown dual-engine with the total power equal to the single-engine IRP at 351C
at various gross weights, from altitudes near sea level to each respective climb service
ceiling. This series of climbs was corrected for deviations from the aim power
schedule. Corrected test results of rate of climb versus shp and gross weight are
presented in figures 15 and 16, appendix G. A constant value of 0.74 was
determined for Kp, while KW was found to vary as a function of gross weight
throughout the altitude range tested. Power and weight factors were determined
from the following equations.

Kp ' GW t(6
- kSsuP)(33,00) 16

R/C - R/C 1 (GW )
KW - (SHP)(33,000) [1 G (17)

Where:

GW I = Gross weight at R/C1 from R/C versus GW curve

GW 2 - Gross weight at RIC2 from R/C versus GW curve

18. Power corrections were applied for variations in airspeed from the climb
airspeed schedule determined from the level flight performance data. Any deviations
from this minimum power airspeed were corrected by equation 14.

Where:

ASHP = Difference in test shp measured and minimum power
required for level flight at test conditions

19. A power correction was applied for the increased airframe drag due to
instrumentation (para 25), again using equation 14.

Where:

ASIIP Difference in test shp 'measured and power required for
level flight without airframe-mounted instrumentation
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20. The standard rate of climb at 351C ambient temperaturc was finally determined
by the bummarized equation:

R/C - R/C + AR/C + R/C + AR/C + AR/C (18)
s T' P W A/S INSTR (8

Where:

AR/CA/s = Rate of climb difference due to deviation from
climb airspeed schedule (ft/min)

AR/CINSTR = Rate of climb difference due to instrumentation drag

Th' corrected R/Cs, SUPs, corrected Vcal, and calculated time to climb, nautical
at, miles traveled and VT parameters with reference to density altitude, were plotted
as a function of pressure altitude at 35°C temperature conditions (fig. 14. app G).

Si vel Flight Performance

Level flight speed-power performance was determined by using equations i,
2, and 3. Each speed power was flown at a predetermined CT with rotor speed
h i constant. To maintain gross weight to density ratio (W/o) constant, altitude
wat increased as fuel was consumed. Test-day level flight power was corrected to
stanl.urd-day conditions by assuming that the test-day dimensionless parameters.
Cp:, :.-V and ;& ae independent of atmospheric conditions. Consequently, the

s'.,ida" J-day dimensionless parameters Cps, CTs, and ;s are identical to Cpt, CTt.

and ,. , espectively. From equation 1, the following relationship can be derived:

SHP SHP (19)

Where:

t = Test day

s = Standard day

22. Curves defined by the power required as a function of airspeed were plotted
as Cp versus A for a constant value of CT. These curves were then joined by lines
ot constant IA to form a carpet plot. The reduction of this carpet plot into a
family of curves, CT versus Cp, for a constant A value allows determination of
the power required as a function of airspeed for any value of CT.
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23. The specific range (NAMPP) data were derived from the test level flight power
required and fuel flow. The NAMPP curves presented on the summary plots were
obtained from the power ana airspeed from the level flight carpet plot and the
fuel flow from the engine model specification, corrected for installation losses,
for the particular conditions. The following equation was used for determination
of NAMPP.

V
NAM P - T20)

f

Where:

VT = True airspeed

Wf = Fuel flow (lb/hr)

The PIDS compliance endurance missions were determined based on 5 percent
conservatism applied to the fuel flow.

24. The tip Mach number of the advancing blade during level flight was determined
from equation 4.

25. Changes in the equivalent flat plate area (Afe) due to change in aircraft cg
were calculated from the following equation.

2 (ACp) (A)
Pf (21)
3

Where:

ACp Change in coefficient of power

Summary level flight performance plots for standard-day and US Army hot day
presentations were corrected for the effects of instrumentation drag. An equivalent
Afe of 1.41 ft 2 was used with an assumed rotor propulsive efficiency of 0.85,
which resulted in an effective Afe of 1.66 ft2 (ref I1, app A). The additional
power required determined from the instrumentation drag was subsequently
subtracted from the power measured for level flight.

Turning Performance

26. Turning performance tests were conducted to determine these characteristics
at VH .The tests were accomplished by stabilizing in level flight at the engine
torque settings which corresponded to IRP that a model specification engine would
develop at 4000 feet, 351C day conditions. While altitude and power were held
constant, the bank angle was incrementally increased to beyond that required for
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a standard rate turn in order to obtain data to determine the airspeed loss for
a standard rate turn. Quantitative values of turn rate, altitude, and airspeed were
recorded for these tests. After completion of the test series, the initial data points
were repeated to determine the effect of a lesser gross weight on test results.

Autorotational Descent Performance

27. Autorotational descent performance data were acquired at variations in
stabilized airspeeds with constant rotor speed and variations in rotor speed with
constant airspeed. The tapeline r3tes of descent were calculated by the following
equation.

/dll
R/D tapeline = (22)

Where:

! Z = Change in pressure altitude per given time (ft/sec)
dt

Tt = Test ambient air temperature ('K)

Ts = Standard ambient air temperature CK)

Height-Velocity Performance

28. The limited-scope evaluation of H-V performance consisted of verifying four
contractor-demonstrated points (below the knee of the contractor-supplied H-V
curve) as modified by AVSCOM. The tests were conducted by a simulated failure
of one engine from dual-engine operation. Test-day gross weight was adjusted to
account for variations in pressure altitude and temperature because of the inability
to adjust topping power on the unfailed engine. Aircraft height above the ground
was determined using the aircraft radar altimeter. Aircraft airspeed was established
by utilizing a calibrated pace car.

29. Each data point was telemetered to a remote ground station in addition to
being recorded on the on-board aircraft instrumentation system. Telemetry
information on rotor speed decay and landing gear loads was utilized to assist
the pilot in dcveloping a qualitative assessment for verification of the H-V curve.

Vertical and Lateral Displacement

30. Vertical and lateral displacement tests were conducted to quantify the agility
of the helicopter. The tests were conducted by stabilizing in coordinated
steady-heading level flight at 150 KTAS, then rapidly displacing the helicopter
vertically or laterally a distance of 200 feet. as described in paragraphs 27 and 30
of the Results and Discussion section, while determining the horizontal distance
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along the entry flight path required to complete the maneuver. The Fairchild camera
was utilized to determine vertical distance. Lateral displacements were determined
on a measured course utilizing runway borders and ground observers.

Vibzration

31. Vibration data were analyzed using a Spectral Dynamics Model SD301B real
time spectral analyzer. The analyzer converted the data from the time domain
(acceleration as a function of time) to the frequency domain (acceleration as a
function of frequency). The data were analyzed using two frequency ranges: zero
to 100 Hz and zero to 500 Hz. Frequency resolution was 0.2 Hz for the 100-Hz
range and I Hz for the 500-Hz range. In order to minimize random variation in
acceleration amplitude, the data were averaged over an 8-second time interval, using
a Spectral Dynamics Model 30'B ensemble averager.

Engine Performance

32. Engine temperature and pressure inlet characteristics were obtained from an
inlet ring consisting of 48 probes positioned four per rake, 30 degrees apart,
attached to the air inlet of each engine. The probes were manifolded or electrically
combined into one average reading for temperature and pressure, respe- vely. The
pressure probes were referenced to the test boom static source system j provide
a differential pressure measurement. The temperature probes measured temperature
directly.

33. Engine inlet temperature rise is based on the total temperature at the probe
minus the boom total temperature corrected to ambient conditions, as follows.

AT = T - T (23)Ti SO

Where:

TTI = Engine inlet total temperature CC)

TSO = Ambient temperature (*C)

34. Pressure ratio determined at the engine inlet is based on the total pressure
at the probe divided by the test boom static pressure corrected for installation
position error to ambient conditions as follows.

P AP +P
TI A I SB

P P (24)
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Where:

AP1 + PSB = PT1, engine inlet total pressure (lb/in. 2 )

WF-re:

AP! = PTI - PSB, differential pressure (lb/ia.2)

PSB = Measured static pressure (boom system) (lb/in. 2 )

35. Exhaust system characteristics were suppied by Sikorsky Aircraft (fig. 143.
app G) as exhaust duct static pressure rise coefficient versus power turbine
discharge swirl angle.

36. Main transmission and drive train power losses were determired by comparing
the total engine shp to the total rotor horsepower, as follows.

UP - ESHP - RHP (25)

Where:

ESHP = Total engine shaft horsepower (both)

RHP = Main rotor horsepower plus tail rotor horsepower

37. The referred terms of the engine parameters were used to compare the test
engines with the model specification engine. Data on SHP. measured gas temperature
(T4.5), fuel flow, gas generator speed (NG), and compressor discharge static pressure
were referred as follows.

a. Referred SHP (RSHP):

RSHP - S 6 V (26)

b. Referred gas temperature (ROAST):

rT4.5 + 273.15]
RGAST - j(e 1 ) 0.96 - 273.15 (C) (27)

c. Referred fuel flow (RWF):

w
RWF I u.55 (lb/hr) (28)
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d. Referred gas generator speed (RNG):

N
GR"G I" 0.50 (9

(0)

e. Referred compressor discharge static pressure (RCDSP):

CDP + P

RCDSP - CD (lb/in. ) (30)

Where:
WPI + PSB

14.697

TTI + 273.15
288.15

T4.5 = Turbine inlet temperature {°C)

W= Engine fuel flow (Ib/hr)

NG = Gas producer speed referenced to 44,700 rpm (percent)

CDP + PS0 = Compressor discharge static pressure (lb/in.2)
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APPENDIX G. TEST DATA

INDEX

eFomure Number

Hover Performance I through 5
Takeoff Performance 6 through 1I
Vertical Climb Performance 12 and 13
Forward Flight Climb Performance 14 through 16
Level Flight Performance 17 thrcugh 33
Turning Performance 34
Vertical Displacement 35 and 36
Lateral Displacement 37 and 38
Autor-itational Performance 39 and 40
Height Velocity 41 through 43
Control System Charactcrisics 44 through 50
Control Positions in Trimmed Forward Flight 51 through 53
Collective-Fixed Static Longitudinal Stability 54 through 58
Static Lateral -Directional Stability 59 through 62
Maneuvering Stability 63 through 70
Dynamic Stability 71 through 75
Controllability 76 through 88
Low-Speed Flight Characteristics 89 through 96
Power Management 97 through 102
UTTAS Maneuvers 103 through 105
Sudden Engine Failures 106 through 109
AFCS Failures 110 through 113
Single Engine Landings 114 and 115
Vibration Charactenstics 116 through 138
Engine Performance 139 through 167
Airspeed System 168 and 169
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- LMU1IXM CONTOL SYSTEM CI AMCTEISTICS
YUHi-6GR USA S/N 73-71651

-NOTES: 1) ROTOR STATIC .ATO

*-*- * 21 FORCES AND POSITI(h4,S WW DA ETRO

CONTROL GRIP
* .3) HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL POWER PROVIDED BY

EXTERNAL POWER UNITS
41~ NO. IAND NO. 2 BOST SYSTEMSOff

6 LATERAL CONTROL POSITION v 4.5 IN. FROM FULL LEFT
7) COLLECTIVE CONTROL POSITION a5.1 IN. FRONMFULL "OW
8) DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POSITION *1.3 INi. FROM~ FULL LEFT

AVMAG FRICTION BAND (NEAR TRIM)
AFT - 1.75 LB
FWD -1.0 LB

AVERAGE FORCE GRAODIENT (NEAR TRIM)
AFT -3.25 LB/IN.
FWD =3.25 LB/IN.

10 BREA~JT INCLUDING

- 10 FRICTWN 1.4 LS AFT

BREAKOUJT INCLUDING
FRICTION 0. 75 L8 FWD

-- J

0 . 4 6.810
* _ AFT

...... ~ 7 . LONGITDINAL CommR0 kvST1ONR

* .a~....... - A. FROM FiLL FORWAD)
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NOTES: 1) ROTOR STATIC
2) HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL POWER PROVIDED

BY EXTERJ. POWER UNITS
3) NO. 1 AND NO. 2 BOOST SYSTEMS ON
4) FAS/TRH ON

SLONGITUDINAL CNTm. POSN a 4.6 IN. FROM FULL FWDt
6 FORCES AND POSITIONS MEASURED AT CENTER OiF

CONTROL GRIP
7) COLLECTIVE CONTROL POSITION *5.1 IN. FROM

FULL DOWN
8) DIRECTIONLAL L. ITROL POSITION *1.3 IN. FROM

FULL '-EFT

AVERAGE rRICTION BAND (NEAG TRIM)
LT a 1.5 LB

AVERAGE FORCE GRADIENT (NEAR TRIM)

LT - 2.0 LB/IN.I
KT - 2.0 LB/IN.

.Y -ITION 1A~ L8 RT

-'4- BREAKOUT INCLUDING
I FRICTION 1.1 LI

#A.. . . ...............-

IIL I:

* ILATERAL CONTROL POSITION
(.; HE5RO FUL LFr)
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5) NTCKAE MAS D10T LIMIT O CYCLIC CONTROL. TRAVWE.
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7) TOTAL DIRECIOI. CNOM TRAVEL - 6.0 IN.
8) TOTAL C.LLECTIE CONTROL TRAVEL - 9.0 1I.
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1. Engine inlet te.~erature rise
-. - Left engine - 1.1S*CAight engine a1.53%

2Enne inlet pressure ratios
* Left engine a 1.0024,Right angine - 1.0017

- -..--. Gav producer horsepower extracted * zero
4. Customr bleed air - zero

*S. Erqine anti-ice off
6. Fuel lower heatin5 ialue - 18,300 BTU/lb
7. Exhaust systemn characterization as shown

on figure 143
Ii TRA1ISMISSI0Nf TORQUE LIM&TS
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3000

280 O UAL ENGINE CONTINUOUS
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APPENDIX H. EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
REPORTS

The following EPR's were submitted during the Model YUH-60A GCT.

PR No. Date SomitteA -Den60 l= _--

74-06-1-1 28 April 1976 Engine flame-out during overspeed
check

74-06-1-2 28 April 1976 Sticking engine fuel selector
valves

74-06-1-3 28 April 1976 Requirement to replace the No. I
engine due to metal chips

74-06-1-4 29 April 1976 Requirement to reptace the No. 2

engine due to metal chip

74-06-1-5 3 May 1976 Failure of the starter-coupling jaws

74-06-1-6 7 May 1976 Improper load sharing of the No. I
engine

7446-1-7 11 May 1976 False indications of hydraulic f';ter
impending by-pass

74-06-18 8 June 1976 Inaccessible location of the

transmission chip locator

74-06-1-9 8 June 1976 Inoperative starter

74-06-1-10 8 June 1976 Cracks in No. 1 engine exhaust
assembly

74-06-4 1 8 June 1976 Failure of the lower droop stop
spring

..06-1-12 15 June 1976 Weak LDS cable housing supports

74-06-1-13 8 June 1976 Lack of access panels for the No. 2
tail rotor drive shaft bearing

74-36-1-14 8 June 1976 Inaccessibility of intermediate and
tail rotor gearbox oil sight gages
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74-06-1-15 8 June 1976 Locking of cabin door securing lugs
prior to flight

74-06-1-i6 8 June 1976 Lack of access to the vertical
fin steps

74-06-1-17 28 June 1976 The probability of starter damage
by the oil drain tube

74-06-1-18 28 June 1976 Drainage of fuel fromn the exhaust
assembly into the engine deck area

74-06-1-19 8 June 1976 V;ainage of engine oil into the

cabin roof and into the cabin area

74-06-1-20 28 June 1976 Failure of 'APU to start

74-06-1-21 8 June 1976 Chafing hydraulic lines

74-06-1-22 28 June 1976 Loss of pressure from MRB spar

74-06-1-23 29 June 1976 Cyclic control longitudinal
oscillation

74-06-1-24 28 June 1976 Ratchety longitudinal and lateral
beep trim

74-06-1-25 28 June 1976 Improper operation of the horizontal
stabilator

74-O61-26 30 June 1976 Failure of the tail wheel locking
pin to seat and unseat

74-06-1-27 1 July 1976 Intermittant successful vapor
venting at Hp of 9500 feet

74.06-1-28 21 July 1976 Failure of the No. 2 engine to start
at 9500 feet Hp

'74-06-1-29 21 July 1976 Electrical short in the No. I engine
, power lever

£ 74-06-1-30 21 July 1976 Leaking seal between the No. I
generator and the ge:,erator control-
electrical connection

74-06-1-31 21 July 1976 Leaking hydraulic brake check valve
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74-06-1-32 21 July 1976 Leaking hydraulic pressure switch

74-06-1-33 13 August 1976 Lack of inspection access for the

upper tail gear shock strut

7406-1-34 6 August 1976 Failure of the MRB damper bearing
rod end

74-06-35 14 August 1976 Cracking of MRB tip caps

74-06-1-36 14 A.ugust 1976 Elastomeric bearing rubber-concentric
ring separation

7406-1-37 14 August 1976 Lack of inspection access to the

No. I hanger bearing

74-06-1-38 14 August 1976 Lack of dust cover for directional
pedals

74061-39 14 August 1976 Inadequate engine oil drain

74-06-1-40 14 August 1976 Lack of tie down for the forward
two main rotor blades

74-06-141 14 August 1976 Replace inadequate gust lock with
a rotor brake

74-06-1-42 23 August 1976 Bonding separation between leading

edge skin and the spar

7406-1.43 8 August 1976 Accumulation of chips at the
transmission mail, sump during landing

nose up on a 15 degree slope

74-06-144 8 September 1976 Malfunction of the lateral
accelerometer

74-06-1-45 7 September 1976 In-flight longitudinal control
oscillation

74-06-1-46 1 September 1976 Broken and cracked bifila" assembly
bushings

74-06-147 7 September 1976 Failure of the roll and yaw servo
amplifiers

74-06-148 7 Se).ember 1976 Force slop in tne longitudinal FAS
" ~serv€o
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74-06-1-49 7 September 1976 Failure of the FPS vertical gyro

74-06-1-50 7 September 1976 Failure of the roll trim actuator

74-06-1-51 7 September 1976 Longitudinal cyclic control
oscillation

74-0'-1-52 7 September 1976 High roll SAS gain

74-06-1-53 7 September 1976 Self-exciting roll oscillation and
ratchety lateral beep trim

74-06-1-54 7 September 1976 Bending in the tail rotor pedals

74-06-1-55 7 September 1976 Failure of the FAS Computer

74-06-1-56 8 September 1976 Runaway FAS trim

74-06-1-57 25 September 1976 Fuel boost pump switch design

74-06-1-58 7 September 1976 Pass of lateral trim

74-06-1-59 25 August 1976 Inability to disconnect the main
transmission chip detector from
its electrical connection

£
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